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Abstract 

 

In this thesis I aim to make a distinctive contribution to the growing body of scholarship 

on the post-9/11 Anglophone novel. In each of four main chapters, which follow a 

substantial Introduction that seeks to contextualise the case studies to come by 

examining political, military, philosophical and artistic responses to the attacks and 

their aftermath, I offer analysis of two texts taken from either US or UK fiction. My 

principal intentions are twofold: firstly, to offer a multifaceted assessment of the post-

9/11 novel, identifying some of its most significant formal and thematic variants and 

evaluating the ideological implications of these; secondly, to engage dialogically with 

the existing critical archive, for example by assessing the argument of Richard Gray 

and others that post-9/11 novels have tended – with politically regressive effects – to 

‘domesticate’ their deeply troubling subject matter.     

 The sequence of chapters is designed to move successively outwards from the 

events of September 11th. Thus, Chapter One is concerned with novelistic responses 

to the destruction of the Twin Towers itself, and it takes as its case studies Falling 

Man (2007) by Don DeLillo and Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close (2005) by 

Jonathan Safran Foer. Chapters Two and Three are both concerned with fictional 

assessments of the impact of 9/11 and its aftermath upon particular population groups. 

In Chapter Two I explore representations of the post-9/11 condition of the ‘white 

privileged’, using as my examples Saturday (2005) by Ian McEwan and The 

Emperor’s Children (2006) by Claire Messud; while in Chapter Three, in readings of 

Netherland (2008) by Joseph O’Neill and Brick Lane (2003) by Monica Ali, I explore 

subaltern or marginal perspectives that have often struggled for representational and 

discursive power in the face of hegemonic Western responses to 9/11. Chapter Four 
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builds upon the preceding chapter by focusing upon representations of the figure of 

the terrorist himself and assessing what The Reluctant Fundamentalist (2007) by 

Mohsin Hamid and Terrorist (2006) by John Updike have to tell us about Islamic 

radicalisation in the modern era. These last two case studies also allow us to consider 

the historical and geographical range of the post-9/11 novel, since they resist 

interpretation of the events of September 11th as singular and localised happenings (an 

unfortunate tendency that is reinforced in much of the official response to 9/11). 
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Introduction 

 

In this thesis I will be exploring questions of formal design and political effect in some 

of the key responses in American and British fiction to the events of 9/11 and their 

complex aftermath. Before turning to the novels themselves, however, I need in this 

Introduction to frame or position them in a number of ways. To contextualise my topic, 

the discussion here begins by uncovering some of the global developments which 

precipitated the attacks on the United States on 11 September, 2011. This pre-9/11 

geopolitical preamble will prompt the reader to consider 9/11 as part of a complex tissue 

of events dispersed across both place and time, rather than following mainstream US 

opinion by viewing it as a singular or unprecedented happening. Then I will move on 

to present and assess several significant reflections on 9/11 by philosophers and cultural 

theorists, taking their diverse evaluations as evidence already of the events’ contested 

rather than consensual status, their openness to competing interpretations with very 

different ideological implications. In the section of the Introduction that then follows, I 

will consider representations of 9/11 in a number of art forms other than literary fiction 

– principally film, drama and poetry – so as to give some sense of the scale, variety and 

orientation of responses to 9/11 in US (and also global) culture.  

The main focus of the thesis from that point onwards, however, will be on 

fiction itself. Hence the final parts of my Introduction will identify the eight American 

and British novels that I have chosen to discuss – and also touch briefly on several 

others which I have not been able to include. I will elaborate the conceptual framework 

within which this project sits (indicating, in particular, my debt to Mikhail Bakhtin’s 

model of the novel as an inherently dialogical form), before going on to identify a 

number of strands or themes that are conspicuous in the most significant literary 
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criticism that has been produced to date of ‘the post-9/11 novel’. By surveying the 

preoccupations of critics working in this field, I hope to outline the distinctiveness of 

my own contribution.  

In the body of the project that follows this Introduction, I aim to uncover and 

evaluate the range of the post-9/11 Anglophone novelistic imaginary. The analysis will 

be sensitive throughout not only to formal variety but to ideological diversity: while 

some post-9/11 novels are fiercely critical of the US (and the West generally), others 

will emerge in my readings as patriotic in their orientation or, at least, as politically 

fluid.  

 

The geopolitics of 9/11 

The 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Centre in New York City and on two 

other US targets are perhaps the most significant incidents in this century to date. On 

that day, nineteen multinational members of the terrorist group Al-Qaeda hijacked four 

passenger airliners and conducted coordinated attacks on locations identified with 

America’s (and, more broadly, the West’s) political, military and economic power. The 

most lethal were those that crashed into the Twin Towers, leaving some 3000 people 

dead and 6000 injured.1 These attacks caused worldwide surprise and shock, and had 

profound consequences – political, diplomatic, military, cultural, psychological – in the 

United States and beyond.  

The masterminds and perpetrators of the attacks were from Al-Qaeda, a militant 

Islamist organisation operating in different locations in the Middle East, but with its 

key figures and training camps at that time based principally in Afghanistan. The 

                                                        
1 Max Roser, Mohamed Nagdy and Hannah Ritchie, ‘Terrorism’, Our World in Data, 
www.ourworldindata.org/terrorism [accessed 10 July 2018].  
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founder and charismatic leader of Al-Qaeda was Osama bin Laden, of Yemeni ethnicity 

but with citizenship of Saudi Arabia before this was revoked on account of his extremist 

ideas, causing him to flee the country in 1994. His main disagreement with the Saudi 

government was that American (non-Muslim) troops should not have remained there 

after the 1991 invasion of Kuwait, stationed close to the Two Holy Mosques of Islam 

in what bin Laden foresaw as part of a strategy to occupy Muslims’ holy lands. Bin 

Laden also expressed his animosity towards the US because of its support of Israel at 

the expense of the Palestinians and because of the poor living conditions of the Iraqi 

people which he viewed as a direct result of American invasion of and then continuing 

economic sanctions against the country since the early 1990s.  

It is important to mention also a number of other events which occurred both 

before 2001 and outside the United States, but which belong in the complex narrative 

of 9/11. In 1998, the seriousness of the threat posed by bin Laden became clear to US 

authorities after he was linked to the coordinated bombings of the American embassies 

in Kenya and Tanzania which left more than two hundred people dead. Two years 

before these attacks, in 1996, bin Laden had adopted Afghanistan as his home base, 

under the protection of the Taliban; and he had instantly issued a fatwa (a religious legal 

opinion in Islam), indicting the US as the enemy of Muslims and in effect declaring 

war. In this fatwa, bin Laden referenced a number of political conflicts across the world 

between Muslims and non-Muslims in order to gain Muslims’ sympathy for and even 

allegiance towards his militant campaign. Bin Laden declared:  

 
It is not concealed from you that the people of Islam had suffered from 
aggression, iniquity and injustice imposed on them by the Jewish-Christian 
alliance and their collaborators to the extent that the Muslims’ blood became 
the cheapest and their wealth and assets looted by the hands of the enemies. 
Their blood was spilled in Palestine and Iraq. The horrifying pictures of the 
massacre of Qana, in Lebanon are still fresh in our memory. Massacres took 
place in Tajikistan, Burma, Kashmir, Assam, Philippine [sic], Fattani, Ugadin, 
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Somalia, Eritrea, Chechnya and in Bosnia-Herzegovina. Massacring Muslims 
that sent shivers in the body and shook the conscience. All of that happened 
and the world watched and heard, and not only did not respond to these 
atrocities, but also with a clear conspiracy between America and its allies 
prevented the weaklings from acquiring arms to defend themselves by using 
the United Nations as a cover. Muslims became aware that they were the main 
targets of the Jewish-Crusader alliance of aggression.2 

 
Here we can see in vivid form some of the ideological and rhetorical tactics employed 

by politically radical Islamist organisations in the hope of gaining support and lessening 

the trust of Muslims in both their national governments and the international systems 

of diplomacy and justice. There is, for example, the direct address to people of the faith 

(‘It is not concealed from you’), together with reiterations of the ‘blood’ of innocent 

and vulnerable Muslims that has been wantonly shed by the massed powers of the West. 

In his fatwa, bin Laden went on to state firmly the necessity of armed opposition to the 

United States and its military partners:  

 
The ruling to kill the Americans and their allies civilians and military – is an 
individual duty for every Muslim who can do it in any country in which it is 
possible to do it, in order to liberate the al-Aqsa Mosque (in Jerusalem) and the 
holy mosque (in Makkah) from their grip, and in order for their armies to move 
out of all the lands of Islam, defeated and unable to threaten any Muslim.3  
 
Such anti-American slogans, supported by quotations from Islamic texts, 

succeeded in convincing many Muslim youths from different parts of the world to join 

Al-Qaeda. The nineteen attackers who hijacked the four planes on 9/11 were all in their 

twenties, except for Mohamed Atta – the operation’s leader – who was 33 years old. 

Al-Qaeda radicalised young Muslims to the point of eventually committing terrorist 

attacks by mobilising their religious sympathies and exploiting their immature 

understanding of the true principles of Islam. Unfortunately, these methods are still in 

                                                        
2 Osama Bin Laden, ‘Declaration of Jihad Against the Americans Occupying the Land of the Two Holiest 
Sites’ (1996), trans. CTC, West Point Military Academy, www.en.wikisource.org/wiki/Osama_bin_ 
Laden%27s_Declaration_of_War [accessed 13 July 2018].  
3 Bin Laden, ‘Declaration of Jihad’. 
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effective operation, as documented by research into the recruiting tactics of radical 

Islamist groups around the world, such as ISIL, Boko Haram and the Taliban, in 

addition to Al-Qaeda.4 Such organisations aim not simply to help their Muslim brothers 

and sisters in a range of difficult situations (by whatever means), but to gain political 

power in a number of Muslim-majority countries. However, Al-Qaeda’s ability to 

attract young Muslims willing to sacrifice themselves in order to strike America – 

whether from the inside, as the nineteen attackers did, or by joining conflict hotspots 

around the world such as Afghanistan and Iraq – was especially striking and 

consequential.   

 In a rapid rhetorical response to the 9/11 attacks, addressing the United States 

Congress and, beyond that body, the American nation itself on 20 September 2001, 

President George W. Bush inaugurated use of the term, ‘War on Terror’ to describe the 

pursuit and punishment of those identified – reliably or not – as responsible for the 

assault. As Bush said: ‘Americans have known the casualties of war, but not at the 

center of a great city on a peaceful morning. Americans have known surprise attacks, 

but never before on thousands of civilians. All of this was brought upon us in a single 

day, and night fell on a different world, a world where freedom itself is under attack.’5 

However, Bush’s speech was not only elegiac in mourning the loss of life in the 9/11 

attacks, but imperative in including a forceful order to the Taliban in Afghanistan, 

previously protectors of Al-Qaeda, to hand over to the US those who had masterminded 

the terrorist strikes: ‘The Taliban must act and act immediately. They will hand over 

                                                        
4 Institute for Economics & Peace, ‘Global Terrorism Index 2017: Measuring and Understanding the 
Impact of Terrorism’, www.economicsandpeace.org/reports/ [accessed 13 July 2018]. I consider fictional 
reconstructions of youthful Muslim radicalisation in my discussions below of Monica Ali’s Brick Lane 
(see Chapter Three) and Mohsin Hamid’s The Reluctant Fundamentalist and John Updike’s Terrorist 
(see Chapter Four). 
5 George W. Bush, ‘Transcript of President Bush’s Address’, CNN, 21 September 2001, www.edition. 
cnn.com/2001/US/09/20/gen.bush.transcript/ [accessed 14 July 2018]. 
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the terrorists or they will share in their fate.’6 However, the Taliban refused that request 

and asked the US Government for concrete evidence linking Al-Qaeda to these attacks. 

On 7 October 2001, given what it perceived as a lack of cooperation, the US, with 

support from the United Kingdom, launched its military campaign against Afghanistan 

under the official name ‘Operation Enduring Freedom’ (OEF). This operation lasted for 

thirteen years until it was declared complete by President Barack Obama in 2014.  

Since 2001, the ‘War on Terror’ has also involved the United States, and its 

allies, in brutally destructive wars in other parts of ‘the Greater Middle East’, including 

Iraq and North-West Pakistan. All of these wars were conducted in Muslim-majority 

countries and have had wide geopolitical ramifications, not least in the expansion of 

retaliatory terrorist counter-attacks beyond the US so as to affect other Western 

countries, as in the Madrid train bombings of 2004 and the London underground and 

bus explosions of 2005. Although my research in this thesis is concerned with analysis 

of literary responses to 9/11, such interpretation cannot be conducted without awareness 

of this broader history, in particular of the contentious role played by the US in parts of 

the Muslim world during the last forty years. Indeed, America’s global interventions or 

adventures during this period are investigated by a number of my novels, including Ian 

McEwan’s Saturday and Mohsin Hamid’s The Reluctant Fundamentalist. These (and 

other) texts thus go beyond the narrow historical frame and the limited geographical 

mapping by which mainstream Western discourse has generally understood 9/11.  

While having a devastating international fallout in the US invasions, first of 

Afghanistan, then of Iraq, the terrorist attacks of 9/11 have also had major internal 

consequences both in America and elsewhere in the West, not least the United 

                                                        
6 Bush, ‘Transcript’.  
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Kingdom. On 26 October 2001, the so-called USA PATRIOT Act, initiated by the Bush 

administration and purporting to strengthen national security in the face of ongoing 

terrorist threats, passed rapidly through the US Congress. This law underpins a massive 

extension to the powers of the state, by authorising the National Security Agency (NSA) 

and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) to detain indefinitely people suspected 

of terrorism; to collect all kinds of personal information on those viewed as meriting 

scrutiny; and to search houses and workplaces without either a warrant or the 

knowledge of the suspects.7 Since its passage into law, the USA PATRIOT Act has 

proved highly controversial, with supporters asserting that it is vital to foil further 

terrorist outrages on American soil, while opponents emphasise the damage that it does 

not only to civil liberties but to the temper of public life (with citizens perceived as 

‘other’ liable to be figured as potential terrorists – a condition of ideological conformity, 

or paranoia, that we will see delineated in a number of our novels). Despite its 

contentiousness, this piece of legislation has subsequently been renewed regularly by 

Congress, with a further extension due in 2019. Nathan Sales speaks for mainstream 

conservative opinion in the US, with regard to this law, when he asserts that ‘America 

needs the Patriot Act because it helps prevent terrorism while posing little risk to civil 

liberties. […] A decade after 9/11, the Patriot Act remains a vital weapon in the war on 

terrorism. Al Qaeda hasn’t given up. Neither should we.’8 This simplistic understanding 

of the PATRIOT Act as anodyne in its effects is, however, frequently challenged by the 

fiction under review in this thesis. 

                                                        
7 See ‘The USA PATRIOT Act: Preserving Life and Liberty’, Department of Justice website, https:// 
www.justice.gov/archive/ll/highlights.htm [accessed 17 June 2018].  
8 Nathan A. Sales, ‘The Patriot Act Is a Vital Weapon in Fighting Terrorism’, The New York Times, 23 
May 2014, www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2011/09/07/do-we-still-need-the-patriot-act/the-patriot-
act-is-a-vital-weapon-in-fighting-terrorism [accessed 25 July 2018]. For a highly critical evaluation of 
the USA PATRIOT Act, however, referring in particular to its pernicious legitimation of ‘racial 
profiling’, see Arshad Ahmed and Farid Senzai, ‘The USA Patriot Act: Impact on the Arab and Muslim 
American Community’, Institute for Social Policy and Understanding, 1 January 2004, www.ispu.org/ 
the-usa-patriot-act-impact-on-the-arab-and-muslim-american-community/ [accessed 1 August 2018].  
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My coverage of post-9/11 novels will be transatlantic, extending to work 

produced in the UK as well as the US; and so it is valuable to conclude this survey of 

political responses to 9/11 by noting briefly something of what has happened in the 

United Kingdom. Mirroring the US rush to legislation, the British government brought 

into law on 19 November 2001 the Anti-terrorism, Crime and Security Act. This allows 

UK security forces to carry out widespread trawls of information on suspects, to seize 

their financial assets, and to detain and even deport individuals without many of the 

traditional British legal safeguards.9 Although this piece of legislation was presented as 

something essential to the safety of the British people, it was not supported by a national 

consensus. Judges joined civil rights campaigners, political activists (and, indeed, a 

number of novelists) in contesting the Act, fearing that it would have far-reaching 

effects on national political culture (as well as upon human rights). As early as October 

2002, Clare Dyer reported in The Guardian on the finding by an immigration appeals 

commission that the government had ‘acted unlawfully in detaining foreign terrorist 

suspects without charge under legislation rushed through in the wake of the September 

11 attacks.’10 While this instance of ‘securitisation’, along with others that followed in 

the UK (such as the passage of the Prevention of Terrorism Act in 2005), was presented 

as universal in its potential application, as bearing without bias on people of all 

nationalities, races and religions, it has, unsurprisingly, proven mainly to affect 

Muslims living in Britain and to impact with particular severity on their well-being.11 

One witness to a gathering climate of suspicion and Islamophobia on this side of the 

                                                        
9 For details of this piece of legislation, see ‘Anti-terrorism, Crime and Security Act 2001’, https:// 
www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2001/24/contents [accessed 29 July 2018].  
10 Clare Dyer, ‘Woolf Warns Government over Human Rights’, The Guardian, 16 October 2002, 
www.theguardian.com/uk/2002/oct/16/humanrights.world [accessed 26 July 2018].  
11 I discuss the theory and practice of ‘securitisation’ in more detail below, at the start of Chapter Three. 
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Atlantic, as well as in the US, is Ismael Einashe, a Muslim who describes himself as a 

‘naturalized British citizen’. As Einashe says:  

 
In the last 15 years, citizenship, participation and ‘shared values’ have been 
given ever more emphasis. They have also been accompanied by a deepening 
atmosphere of suspicion around people of Muslim background, particularly 
those who were born overseas or hold dual nationality. This is making people 
like me, who have struggled to become British, feel like second-class citizens.12  
 

Einashe’s feelings of being suspected and marginalised are shared by many Muslims, 

and indeed by people of some other minority communities who live in the UK, either 

as citizens born there or as more recently arrived immigrants. As we will see in Ian 

McEwan’s Saturday as well as Monica Ali’s Brick Lane, post-9/11 securitisation laws 

and practices in the UK have perniciously extended their effects inwards, reshaping 

characters’ interior spaces as well as modifying their public lives. The novels that I 

discuss in this thesis are similarly expansive in their explorations of the consequences 

of 9/11, tracing not only the destruction of lives and lands in the US’s (and, more 

generally, the West’s) retaliatory military campaigns in parts of Asia but the warping 

of seemingly private spaces ‘at home’.  

 

Philosophers and cultural theorists on 9/11  

9/11’s legacy has played itself out not only on battlefields and parliaments, but in many 

realms of cultural and artistic production. Before considering responses to the events 

and their aftermath in film, poetry, drama and then, at length, in literary fiction, it is 

worth mentioning briefly a number of significant post-9/11 interventions in philosophy 

and cultural theory. As well as indicating once more how the ‘meaning’ of 9/11 is 

                                                        
12 Ismael Einashe, ‘The Struggle to be British: My Life as a Second-class Citizen, The Guardian, 2 March 
2017, www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/mar/02/struggle-british-life-as-second-class-citizen [acc-
essed 26 July 2018].  
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highly contested, rather than consensual, the work of these theorists touches on ideas 

and themes that we will see greatly elaborated in the novels under review in this thesis. 

Among responses by philosophers and cultural theorists to the 9/11 attacks, two 

stand out for discussion here. In the first of these, The Spirit of Terrorism (2002), the 

French intellectual Jean Baudrillard argues that the reasons behind 9/11 are complex 

and not to be reduced, say, to religious extremism or to global animosity towards 

America or to what the American political scientist Samuel Huntington 

melodramatically termed ‘the clash of civilisations’.13 Rather, Baudrillard views 9/11 

according to a longstanding historical logic whereby the supremacy of any single power 

is not to be tolerated (he cites the examples of World War I which ended the 

predominance of the old European empires, World War II which diminished Nazi 

Germany, and the Cold War that dismantled the power of the Soviet Union – thereby 

giving the United States a degree of global potency that would eventually make it 

vulnerable in its own turn). The ‘Fourth World War’, according to Baudrillard, is the 

war against globalisation, of which the World Trade Centre stood as a powerful symbol. 

As Baudrillard writes: ‘Terrorism is immoral. The World Trade Center event, that 

symbolic challenge is immoral, and it is a response to a globalization which itself is 

immoral. So, let us be immoral; and if we want to have some understanding of all this, 

let us go and take a look beyond Good and Evil.’14  

Baudrillard’s provocative stance on the 9/11 attacks attracted something of a 

backlash, particularly from critics who rejected his equation of globalisation with 

‘immorality’ and suspected this intellectual manoeuvre of granting terrorism a logical 

excuse. Some of the most forceful criticism came from the American historian Richard 

                                                        
13 Samuel P. Huntington, The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order (London: The 
Free Press, 2002), passim. 
14 Jean Baudrillard, The Spirit of Terrorism and Other Essays, trans. Chris Turner (London: Verso, 2003), 
pp. 12-13.  
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Wolin. In his book, The Seduction of Unreason (2009), Wolin writes that though 

Baudrillard occupies a position on the political left, he comes close to mimicking 

counter-revolutionary writers from Europe such as Oswald Spengler in his dystopian 

view of America.15 Wolin goes on to say: ‘This attitude helps explain the enthusiasm 

with which Baudrillard greeted the September 11 attacks: a “dream come true.” 

According to Baudrillard, although terrorists committed the actual deed, it was 

something that, given the conceit of American power, the whole world had wished 

for.’16 Yet Baudrillard also had his intellectual defenders. Among these was William 

Merrin, who addresses the assessment offered by another of Baudrillard’s critics, Alain 

Minc. Merrin concedes the fairness of Minc’s accusation that Baudrillard, like some 

earlier French philosophers, is prone to a rhetoric of excess and apocalypse. However, 

Merrin rejects Minc’s challenge to Baudrillard as something that is wrapped up in 

American patriotism, and describes his defence of the ‘War on Terror’ and of Western 

liberalism as ‘pitiful’.17 We will see this philosophical contest between dystopian and 

utopian constructions of America replayed in novelistic form throughout this thesis. 

The Slovenian philosopher Slavoj Žižek has also published a controversial book 

on 9/11. Welcome to the Desert of the Real (2002) brought him criticism similar to that 

of Baudrillard for apparently celebrating the terrorist attacks and viewing the United 

States as not completely innocent, nor the only victim. As Žižek puts it provocatively, 

alluding to Hollywood’s frequent narratives of spectacular invasion of the US: 

‘America got what it fantasised about.’18 Žižek interprets the destruction and fall of the 

World Trade Centre as a symbol of the fragility of the global capitalism embodied by 

                                                        
15 Richard Wolin, The Seduction of Unreason: The Intellectual Romance with Fascism from Nietzsche 
to Postmodernism (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2009), p. 23.  
16 Wolin, The Seduction of Unreason, p. 23.  
17 William Merrin, Baudrillard and the Media (Cambridge: Polity, 2005), p. 106. 
18 Slavoj Žižek, Welcome to the Desert of the Real: Five Essays on September 11 and Related Dates 
(London: Verso, 2002), p. 16.  
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these buildings. In a politically and intellectually daring move, he argues that it is 

illogical in this instance to condemn one side as the signifier of perfect evil and defend 

the other as pure victim. Therefore:  

 
The only possible solution here is to reject this very opposition and to adopt 
both positions simultaneously; this can be done only if we resort to the 
dialectical category of totality: there is no choice between both positions; each 
one is one-sided and false. […] In short, the position to adopt is to accept the 
necessity of the fight against terrorism, but to redefine and expand its terms so 
that it will include (some) American and other Western powers’ acts.19  

 
Žižek here understands Bush and bin Laden as equivalent to such a degree that to take 

the side of one of them, but not the other, is impossible. Both figures have, after all, 

legitimised the mass killing of innocents in the name of an absolute or higher power, 

whether through the adoption of radical Islamist ideology or through the equally 

fundamentalist endorsement of global capitalism.  

Žižek’s discussion of the causes and consequences of the 9/11 attacks has been 

challenged by some critics, including Wolin who, as noted above, was also critical of 

Baudrillard for taking an unsympathetic stance towards the US as a wounded nation. 

Wolin argues that ‘leftist’ interpretations of this kind represent an ‘absolute divorce 

from any discourse of morality or “right”’.20 In his view, both Baudrillard and Žižek 

focus relentlessly on only part of the very long and complex relationship between the 

West and the East and seek to find excuses for the 9/11 terrorists because of the wars 

that have recently been conducted in Muslim-majority countries by the US and its allies, 

resulting in a level of casualties far greater than the three thousand Americans who were 

killed on September 11th. Adopting this geopolitical slant, Baudrillard and Žižek, in 

Wolin’s view, ignore the positive global contributions that have been made by the US:  

 

                                                        
19 Žižek, Welcome to the Desert of the Real, pp. 49-51.  
20 Wolin, The Seduction of Unreason, p. 307.  
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Hence, Baudrillard and Žižek pointedly fail to mention that the West, in 
addition to being an epicenter of imperialism (conveniently, instances of 
genocide or conquest that originate outside the West always go unmentioned), 
is also the birthplace of a moral discourse that has given birth to international 
law, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and the 1948 Convention 
against Genocide.21 

 
Again, we will see these rival constructions of America (and, more broadly, the West), 

these visions respectively of the paradisal and the demonic, playing out in the dialogical 

spaces of some of the novels discussed in this thesis, including Claire Messud’s The 

Emperor’s Children as well as The Reluctant Fundamentalist and Terrorist.    

 We can see even from this brief evaluation of two European cultural theorists 

and their critics that 9/11 is not to be comprehended as a singular event, but as a 

phenomenon of multiple dimensions, meanings and interpretations. However, often left 

out of a debate framed in Occidentalist terms (even where sympathy is intended towards 

victims of American military power across the world) are important contributions that 

Muslim scholars and writers have to make. It is, for example, strictly prohibited in Islam 

to kill civilians indiscriminately. Shaykh Hisham Kabbani states that ‘to attack a public 

location where the ones killed are killed randomly without knowing if they are 

combatants or not, is forbidden. […] This is nothing but a twisting of the law to suit 

their purposes.’22 In addition, Osama bin Laden was not a religious scholar, neither 

studying religion academically nor being tutored by a prominent Muslim theologian. It 

should also be noted that he was not appointed or elected by a majority of Muslims in 

any territory, and thus he lacked the authority under Islamic law to publish a fatwa. This 

makes him more of a political rebel than an authentic Muslim leader; from this point of 

                                                        
21 Wolin, The Seduction of Unreason, p. 307.  
22 Shaykh Hisham Kabbani, ‘Jihad, Terrorism and Suicide Bombing: The Classical Islamic Perspective: 
Conduct of Combat Prohibition of Killing Non-combatants’, The Islamic Supreme Council of America, 
www.islamicsupremecouncil.org/understanding-islam/legal-rulings/21-jihad-classical-islamic-perspect 
ive.html?start=14 [accessed 27 July 2018].  
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view, Islamically speaking, the 9/11 attacks cannot be justified or supported. Equally, 

however, military missions of the kind conducted in retaliation by the US and its allies 

and leading to the deaths of innocent civilians are condemned in Islam. Islamic law, 

followed and trusted by the majority of Muslims across the world, thus offers another 

perspective on 9/11 than those developed by Baudrillard and Žižek out of a legacy of 

Western leftist thought or by Wolin and many others out of a commitment to neoliberal 

capitalism and to a vision of the US as the globe’s pre-eminent moral authority. While 

not dominant in the particular novels discussed in this thesis (for example, Don 

DeLillo’s relatively brief engagement with Islam in Falling Man centres not upon 

scholars or theologians but upon Mohamed Atta, leader of the 9/11 attackers), such 

critical perspectives on the appropriation of the faith for purposes of justifying mass 

murder of civilians can still be uncovered at times.   

 

9/11 in cinema, theatre and verse 

Although the novels in which I am interested (and others) have played a significant part 

in cultural negotiations of the meanings of 9/11, literary fiction should not be thought 

of as a privileged or paradigmatic form. Instead, novels circulate alongside many other 

cultural and media productions. In this section I touch briefly on a number of films, 

plays and poems produced in the wake of 9/11, not simply to register the sheer scale of 

post-9/11 artistic work but to try to identify a number of tendencies or themes to set 

against the novels I will be discussing. I hope by this exercise to be better equipped to 

assess what may be distinctive about literary fiction’s response to 9/11. 

Beginning with film, we have already seen Žižek’s insight that the events of 

9/11 appeared to follow the scenarios of a hundred Hollywood films of the past. For a 

time, in the wake of these attacks, it appeared as if the US popular film industry would 
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enter a sober or self-denying period and swerve away from its contemporary 

dependency on violent spectacle. As Wheeler Winston Dixon evokes Hollywood’s 

response in a passage which it is helpful to quote at some length: 

 
In the days and weeks after 9/11, Hollywood momentarily abandoned the 
hyperviolent spectacles that dominated mainstream late 1990s cinema. Films 
were temporarily shelved, sequences featuring the World Trade Center were 
recut, and ‘family’ films were rushed into release or production, to offer the 
public escape from the horrors of 9/11. Predictably, however, this reversal of 
fortune did not last long, and soon Hollywood was back to work on a series of 
highly successful ‘crash and burn’ movies. But, despite this rapid retrenchment, 
one salient fact remains: the memory of 9/11 can never be obliterated from the 
American national consciousness, no matter how crassly it is exploited for 
personal, political, or corporate gain.23  

  
Dixon suggests that, in the main, Hollywood’s policy post-9/11 has been to work in 

parallel with the US government and help popularise its political agendas. In the first 

instance, as noted here, this took the form of producing films supportive of familial 

reunification and, by extension, of the notion of America in the wake of these 

destructive attacks as a damaged family healing and consolidating itself. Before long, 

however, as Dixon argues, there was a change of emphasis by the film industry which 

can be seen as coordinating loosely with the American government’s military response 

to 9/11 and President George W. Bush’s declaration of a ‘crusade’ against the 

terrorists.24 In the first fifteen years after 9/11, Hollywood released a series of patriotic 

action movies such as The Hurt Locker (2008; dir. Kathryn Bigelow), Zero Dark 

Thirty (2012; dir. Kathryn Bigelow) and American Sniper (2014; dir. Clint Eastwood) 

which were designed to raise the spirits of the American people and indeed to fire them 

with enthusiastic support for the US government’s overseas military campaigns. Such 

                                                        
23 Wheeler Winston Dixon, ‘Introduction: Something Lost – Film after 9/11’, in Film and Television 
after 9/11, ed. Wheeler Winston Dixon (Carbondale: Southern Illinois Press, 2004), pp. 1-28 (p. 3).  
24 Peter Ford, ‘Europe Cringes at Bush “Crusade” against Terrorists’, The Christian Science Monitor, 19 
September 2001, www.csmonitor.com/2001/0919/p12s2-woeu.html [accessed 29 July 2018].  
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films emerge from an alliance fashioned by Hollywood with the American military 

that, as Matthew Alford reminds us, long predates 9/11 itself:  

 
the relationship between US national security and Hollywood is much deeper 
and more political than anyone has ever acknowledged. Between 1911 and 
2017, more than 800 feature films received support from the US Government’s 
Department of Defence (DoD). On television, we found over 1,100 titles 
received Pentagon backing – 900 of them since 2005. The role of the national 
security state in shaping screen entertainment has been underestimated.25 

 
While Alford describes here a symbiosis of American soldiers and American 

movies that has endured for over a century, he draws attention in this passage to a 

recent, significant intensification of this relationship. He is concerned in this brief 

article mainly with the scale of American military infiltration of Hollywood cinema 

post-9/11; other writers, however, have been concerned to assess the effects, politically 

speaking, of this closeness. Carl Boggs and Tom Pollard, for example, analyse post-

9/11 films that centre around schematic conflicts between patriotic heroes and 

blatantly demonised, or ‘othered’, villains; in their view, ‘Hollywood has done its 

share to encourage a narrow political culture that nurtures the conditions (while 

sidestepping the consequences) of unbridled imperial power.’26 From this perspective, 

US film has tended to work willingly, if unofficially, as an arm of the military-

industrial complex so as to inhibit Americans from arriving at a complex 

understanding of the geopolitical conflicts in which their country is involved and 

which, directly or indirectly, catalysed the 9/11 attacks.  

In the face of all those post-9/11 American movies that worked to reinforce 

patriotic sentiment and to direct the public away from asking searching questions of 

                                                        
25 Matthew Alford, ‘Washington DC’s Role Behind the Scenes in Hollywood Goes Deeper than 
You Think’, The Conversation, 26 July 2017, www.theconversation.com/washington-dcs-role-behind-
the-scenes-in-hollywood-goes-deeper-than-you-think-80587 [accessed 29 July 2018].  
26 Carl Boggs and Tom Pollard, ’Hollywood and the Spectacle of Terrorism’, New Political Science, vol. 
28, no. 3 (2006): 335-351 (p. 349). 
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its government, several films which adopted an oppositional stance were nevertheless 

produced. Perhaps the best-known work in this regard is Fahrenheit 9/11 (2004), 

directed by Michael Moore. The film is the highest-grossing documentary of all time, 

attracting a significant audience not only around the globe but in the US itself 

(suggesting that there was, after all, something of a domestic appetite for 

representations and discourses of America-in-the-world other than those simply 

supportive of conservative national consensus).27 Moore is, of course, a political 

activist long known for his scourging criticisms of President Bush. Fahrenheit 9/11 

vigorously critiques the US response to the September 11th attacks, in particular the 

passing of the PATRIOT Act and the initiation of war on Iraq. As against the narrow 

drawing of geography and history that characterises many American responses to 9/11, 

the film offers a wider and deeper perspective on the events: 

 
The filmmaker then uses a dramatic portrayal of the 9-11 tragedies as a starting 
point from which to construct a complex degrees-of-separation argument 
concerning the Bush family, their incestuous ties to the Middle East, and the 
dubious nature by which America went to war with Iraq. The film sought to 
influence both people’s minds and hearts in shaping perceptions of George W. 
Bush as he sought re-election.28 

 
The impact of Moore’s movie was such that it is taken to have reduced, single-

handedly, the numbers of Americans who were in support of the ‘War on Terror’. The 

film has been fiercely criticised in conservative quarters for its perceived bias. 

However, the difference between Fahrenheit 9/11 and many other US films of the 

same era is not that between a partial and an objective viewpoint on 9/11 and its 

aftermath, but, rather, that between openness and obfuscation in disclosing a political 

                                                        
27 Sharon Waxman, ‘The Political “Fahrenheit” Sets Record at Box Office’, The New York Times, 28 
June 2004, www.nytimes.com/2004/06/28/movies/the-political-fahrenheit-sets-record-at-box-office. 
html [accessed 30 July 2018].  
28 R. Lance Holbert and Glenn J. Hansen, ‘Fahrenheit 9/11, Need for Closure and the Priming of 
Affective Ambivalence: An Assessment of Intra-affective Structures by Party Identification’, Human 
Communication Research, vol. 32, no. 3 (2006): 109-129 (pp. 112-113).  
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stance. Peter Bradshaw’s Guardian review of the film draws attention to its explicit 

oppositional intent: ‘It’s certainly emotional and manipulative, brilliant and brazen. It 

won’t get John Kerry into the White House on its own. But it lands a kidney punch on 

the complacency of the political classes.’29 None of the post-9/11 literary fiction that I 

discuss in this thesis follows Moore’s film in adopting an agitator’s or polemicist’s 

mode of articulation; nevertheless, in the discussion that follows we will still be able 

to identify satirical and anti-American strands in a number of the novels. 

For another film that radically challenges the conservative post-9/11 

consensus, this time from an origin in independent and low-budget cinema, consider 

the multi-perspectival 11’09”01 – September 11 (2002; dir. Youssef Chahine). French 

producer Alain Brigand had the idea of asking eleven directors from different parts of 

the world each to make a film reflecting on 9/11 that would commemorate the date of 

the attacks by lasting exactly 11 minutes, 9 seconds and 1 frame. The significance of 

this composite work consists in its panoramic series of views on September 11th, going 

well beyond even that opening up of non-US perspectives that we will see elaborated 

in such novels as The Reluctant Fundamentalist and Netherland. In one of the film’s 

segments, Iranian director Samira Makhmalbaf focuses on the Afghan people suffering 

from the effects of the US attacks post-9/11. Another of the short films, made by 

Bosnian director Danis Tanovic, is centred upon the town of Srebrenica, where women 

not only continue to protest against the massacre of their menfolk by Serbs in 1995 but 

have the capacity to show empathy towards the victims of 9/11 (thus suggesting a 

global sensitivity to suffering not mimicked by those Americans for whom the only 

recognisable victims of atrocity are those struck down on US soil). The American actor 

                                                        
29 Peter Bradshaw, ‘Fahrenheit 9/11’, review, The Guardian, 9 July 2004, www.theguardian.com/the 
guardian/2004/jul/09/1 [accessed 30 July 2018].   
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Sean Penn also contributes to 11’09”01 – September 11, offering in his short film a 

narrative of an elderly widower who watches from his window as the hijacked planes 

crash into the Twin Towers, yet begins crying not because of this but as he remembers 

his late wife. The effect is not to indicate his callous indifference to mass tragedy, but 

to hint at other, and longer, processes of loss. A dominant US sensibility has tended to 

conceive of 9/11 as a singular and unique event, coming out of nowhere, without 

causality, and unique and unprecedented in the level of suffering it has caused; 

however, this composite film helps to relativise 9/11, placing it in a variety of stories 

and frameworks. We will consider in the body of the thesis to what extent this 

expansive, centrifugal movement is repeated in the novels to be discussed.  

As well as filmmakers, playwrights have attempted to respond artistically to 

9/11. A number of critics, however, have suggested a shortfall in post-9/11 theatre 

compared with a steady production of films – and novels – engaging with the attacks 

and their varied consequences. Mark Kennedy writes that while certain ‘world-

historical’ events in the past have led to important plays, this has for some reason been 

slower to happen in the case of 9/11. He asks: ‘Why in 10 years hasn’t there emerged 

a similar stage masterpiece about 9/11? One reason may be that the global events that 

led to the attack and the sudden violence of that awful day aren’t easy to portray 

theatrically.’30 Kennedy seems to suggest here that 9/11 is both too elaborate (in its 

complex series of causes) and too particular (in its eruptive violence) to lend itself to 

successful theatrical presentation. He quotes the American actor Howard Sherman 

who expresses similar doubts: ‘The event itself does not follow a dramatic structure, 

in that there is no rising action, there is no build up to it. […] The effect was so personal 

                                                        
30 Mark Kennedy, ‘10 Years after 9/11, Where are the Iconic Plays?’, Associated Press, 22 August 2011, 
www.deseretnews.com/article/700172706/10-years-after-911-where-are-the-iconic-plays.html 
[accessed 22 August 2018].  
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and so profound on everyone in New York and in radiating circles beyond that, it 

becomes difficult to find a story that is universal about the experience.’31  

Sherman’s point about the ‘personal’ effects of the 9/11 attacks is interesting, 

because, as we will see, it chimes with a criticism that has been made of post-9/11 

fiction by Richard Gray, one of the most notable critics of literary production in this 

era. In his book, After the Fall: American Literature Since 9/11 (2011), Gray argues 

that so many of the novels that attempt to respond to and make sense of the incidents 

fail because they adopt a narrow personal focus, registering the damage to individuals 

or – at most – families and thereby functioning to privatise and Americanise 9/11 

(instead of unfolding its global political and cultural consequences). We will return 

later in this Introduction and elsewhere to Gray’s argument, assessing its insights and 

also its weaknesses. For the moment, however, we might consider again post-9/11 

theatre and touch briefly on two plays that emerged very quickly after the events: Ann 

Nelson’s The Guys (2001) and Neil LaBute’s The Mercy Seat (2002). What aspects of 

the post-9/11 legacy do they choose to focus upon? Are they able to answer the doubts 

expressed above by Kennedy and Sherman regarding the very viability as a genre of 

the post-9/11 play? 

Nelson’s The Guys is rooted in a specific strand of the 9/11 experience, 

presenting the trauma of a firefighter captain who loses eight of his team during their 

efforts to rescue people trapped in the Twin Towers following the attacks. Asked to 

write a eulogy for them ten days afterwards, his deep sorrow for the loss prevents him 

from expressing his feelings. Kevin Thomas, in the course of reviewing the 2002 film 

adaptation of The Guys, describes the original play as ‘a hugely moving tribute not 

only to New York's brave firefighters, but also to all the people who go about their 

                                                        
31 Kennedy, ‘10 Years after 9/11’.  
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daily lives contributing to the collective good that we never seem to know about until, 

with cruel irony, tragedy strikes.’32 This wording suggests that Nelson has attempted 

to answer Sherman’s doubts by endowing the firefighters’ specific experiences with a 

broader resonance – albeit in a fashion that still comforts its audience by instilling a 

patriotic sense of America rather than unsettling it by opening up awkward questions 

about the nation. In The Mercy Seat, on the other hand, there is no such idealisation of 

American character. The protagonist Ben works at the World Trade Centre and has a 

wife and children, but he is having an affair with his boss. When, in the confusion 

following the incident he is listed among those missing, he takes advantage of the 

situation and leaves New York with his lover to make a new start. This situation of a 

character dissatisfied with his or her pre-9/11 life opportunistically seizing the chance 

of reinvention is one we will see replayed in the story of Frederick Tubb in Messud’s 

The Emperor’s Children (discussed in Chapter Two). The atmosphere in The Mercy 

Seat, however, is generally abrasive rather than celebratory of new beginnings. As one 

of the original production’s actors is quoted as saying, with regard to the dynamics of 

the characters on stage: ‘It takes its toll. […] It’s hard to be that rough to each other, 

it’s hard to be those characters, and it’s hard to be that rough to the world situation.’33 

While The Guys seeks to rehabilitate American masculinity, heroism and self-sacrifice 

that were profoundly damaged by the 9/11 attacks, LaBute, like at least some of the 

novelists considered in this thesis, is more interested in his play in engaging in national 

critique and demystification. 

                                                        
32 Kevin Thomas, ‘“The Guys” Makes a Powerful Transition from the Stage’, Los Angeles Times, 13 
December 2002, http://articles.latimes.com/2002/dec/13/entertainment/et-thomas13 [accessed 22 
August 2018].  
33 See Julie Salamon, ‘THEATER; A Response to 9/11 So Unheroically Human’, The New York Times, 
15 December 2002, www.nytimes.com/2002/12/15/theater/theater-a-response-to-9-11-so-unheroically-
human.html [accessed 23 August 2018].  
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Finally, in this section, I would like to consider the place and role of poetry in 

the US after 9/11. Billy Collins, who was actually US Poet Laureate at the time of the 

attacks, writes that in their aftermath ‘many people I know turned intuitively to poetry 

as a source of sanity and perhaps even consolation. Poetry has always accommodated 

loss and keening; it may be said to be the original grief counselling centre.’34 Don 

DeLillo, whose own literary response to 9/11 will be considered in Chapter One’s 

analysis of Falling Man, seems to agree with Collins about poetry’s enhanced 

therapeutic capacity in a situation of trauma such as this: ‘People read poems. People 

I know, they read poetry to ease the shock and pain, give them a kind of space, 

something beautiful in language […] to bring comfort and composure.’35 By contrast, 

Elizabeth Spires’s poem, ‘The Beautiful Day’ (2001), which dwells on the destruction 

of the Twin Towers, evokes 9/11 as a trauma after which America will never be the 

same again; she comes close to echoing Adorno’s famous reflections on the place (or 

non-place) of poetry after Auschwitz by suggesting that in the face of 9/11 language 

may be inadequate and silence the best option (‘Words are so small’, she writes, 

‘Words have no weight’).36 Despite this self-denying ordinance, support for the views 

of DeLillo and Collins seems evidenced by the proliferation of numerous, heartfelt 

poems by non-professional writers everywhere in New York and beyond in the wake 

of 9/11 (these texts appearing everywhere from walls and newspaper columns to 

virtual message boards), and by the publication of several substantial verse 

anthologies: for example, An Eye for an Eye Makes the Whole World Blind: Poets on 

9/11 (2002), edited by Allen Cohen and Clive Matson, and Poetry After 9/11: An 

                                                        
34 Billy Collins, ‘Poetry and Tragedy’, USA Today, 24 September 2001, usatoday30.usatoday.com/news/ 
comment/2001-09-25-ncguest1.htm [accessed 19 August 2018].  
35 Don DeLillo, Falling Man (London: Picador, 2011), p. 42. 
36 Elizabeth Spires, ‘The Beautiful Day’, in Now the Green Blade Rises: Poems (New York: W. W. 
Norton, 2002), pp. 52-53 (p. 53). 
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Anthology of New York Poets (2002), edited by Dennis Loy Johnson and Valerie 

Merians.  

Echoing the thematic variety of the post-9/11 fiction with which I am 

concerned in this thesis, however, the poetry that appeared in the wake of the attacks 

has varied considerably in its orientations and intentions. Some poets, for example, 

professional as well as amateur, have attempted to reinvigorate American patriotism. 

An instance here would be David Lehman’s repurposing for post-9/11 use of ‘The 

World Trade Center’, a poem he first wrote in 1996 to mark the attack perpetrated on 

the Twin Towers three years earlier by a group of terrorists of Middle Eastern origins. 

Lehman expresses here a loving sense of the Americanness of two buildings that, prior 

to the assault on them, he had disliked as overbearing and imperialistic.37 Other poets, 

however, have sought not to replicate a familiar American pride in nation, but to live 

up to Michael Rothberg’s hope that poetry after 9/11 will ‘emerge as a counterforce 

that attempts to shift the conditions of vision’.38 For just one example of such counter-

vision, consider Mohja Kahf’s ‘My Grandmother Washes Her Feet in the Sink of the 

Bathroom at Sears’ (2003), which seeks to move post-9/11 reflection in the US beyond 

a white nationalistic perspective and to bring minority voices into the conversation.39 

In Chapters Two and Three of this thesis, I will try to show how novelists, too, have 

attempted to counter conservative and nationalist management of the meanings of 9/11 

through a variety of strategies (ranging from satire of elite Manhattan society to the 

incorporation of subaltern viewpoints).   

                                                        
37 Lehman’s poem appears as the ‘Frontispiece’ in one of the verse anthologies just cited. See Poetry 
After 9/11: An Anthology of New York Poets, ed. Dennis Loy Johnson and Valerie Merians (New York: 
Melville House, 2002), p. xv. 
38 Michael Rothberg, ‘Seeing Terror, Feeling Art: Public and Private in 9/11 Literature’, in Literature 
after 9/11, ed. Ann Keniston and Jeanne Follansbee Quinn (New York: Routledge, 2013), pp. 123-142 
(p. 138).  
39 Kahf’s poem appears in her collection, E-Mails from Schererezad (Gainesville: University Press of 
Florida, 2003), pp. 26-28.  
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The novel and 9/11 

For artists working in a number of forms, 9/11 and its aftermath have sometimes 

seemed liable to defeat representation itself. As well as Spires’s anxiety about poetry’s 

future in ‘The Beautiful Day’ and Sherman’s doubts about the viability of post-9/11 

drama, I would mention Claude Lelouch’s segment in 11’09”01 – September 11, 

where the relationship between a husband and wife in the wake of the events is mostly 

played out in silence. But, notwithstanding this sometimes-expressed sense of a crisis 

of representation, post-9/11 cultural production has actually continued unabated. The 

novel itself, while taking its place in a wide array of artistic forms, has proved an 

especially fertile resource for exploring the manifold significances of 9/11. It is, 

therefore, the field that I have chosen to consider in this thesis, with my examples 

drawn from the United Kingdom as well as the US. Before identifying the six novels 

I will be analysing in detail, it may be helpful to mention three others more briefly so 

as to flesh out this sense of the scale and range of post-9/11 fiction.  

The Good Life (2006), by Jay McInerney, would in many ways have been a 

strong text to explore at length here. McInerney reflects on the assault on the Twin 

Towers as someone who is a proud resident of New York, with a long-term investment 

in its fictional exploration, as in his previous novels, Bright Lights, Big City (1984), 

Story of My Life (1988) and Brightness Falls (1992). As McInerney evokes, in 

interview, his sentimental attachment to this city:  

 
I could never really leave New York because New York has excited my 
imagination ever since I set foot here. […] I love it because I never know what 
I’m going to encounter when I turn a corner. To me the sidewalks are teeming 
with characters I want to write about and the streets are littered with stories I 
want to tell.40  
 

                                                        
40 Qtd. in Eve Gerber, ‘Essential New York Novels Recommended by Jay McInerney’, www.fivebooks. 
com/best-books/new-york-novels-jay-mcinerney/ [accessed 26 August 2018].  
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In The Good Life, his contribution to the canon of post-9/11 fiction, McInerney 

folds the attacks into a plot that otherwise orbits mainly around dramas of family 

breakup and romantic entanglement. There are some parallels here with the weaving 

together of the world-historical and the domestic in a New York narrative that occurs 

in three of the novels I have chosen to prioritise in this thesis: The Emperor’s Children, 

Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close and Falling Man. However, a number of critics 

have detected something opportunistic, rather than carefully considered and fully 

motivated, in McInerney’s turn to 9/11 as a subject in The Good Life. Although 

Norman Mailer had advised him to wait at least ten years before writing his ‘9/11 

novel’, McInerney rushed into the topic well before this moratorium had expired; the 

result, as Paul Gray suggests, is that he fails to make ‘resonant fictional use of the 

literal horrors in Lower Manhattan. Instead, he’s turned them into a Hitchcockian 

MacGuffin, a crowd-gathering catalyst to draw attention to the novel’s real subject, an 

oddly listless and unappealing adulterous affair.’41 For my investigation of the theme 

of ‘white privilege’ in Chapter Two, then, I have chosen to forego the otherwise 

plausible option of McInerney’s text and to consider instead the more politically and 

formally challenging novels by Messud and – from this side of the Atlantic – Ian 

McEwan.   

A second post-9/11 novel that has attracted significant attention, yet does not 

feature centrally in my thesis, is Amy Waldman’s The Submission (2011). Appearing 

just at the expiry of the ten-year period of contemplation that Mailer recommended to 

prospective writers of 9/11 fiction, Waldman was able to achieve, as Michael Prodger 

suggests, ‘a greater sense of perspective’ on the attacks and what they might signify.42 

                                                        
41 Paul Gray, ‘Collateral Damage’, The New York Times, 19 February 2006, www.nytimes.com/2006/02 
/19/books/review/19gray.html [accessed 26 August 2018].  
42 Michael Prodger, ‘The Submission’, review, Financial Times, 26 August 2011, 
www.ft.com/content/5cdbf726-ca57-11e0-a0dc-00144feabdc0 [accessed 27 August 2018].  
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Prodger goes on to describe The Submission as ‘the most successful [novel] yet at 

making sense of 9/11’.43 The narrative begins two years after September 11, as a panel 

of judges meets to select the preferred design for a memorial to be raised at Ground 

Zero in Manhattan. With submissions having been made anonymously, the jury is 

disturbed to find that the design they have chosen is actually by a Muslim architect. 

Their initial inclination, when this detail becomes known, is to rethink the choice. Only 

Claire Burwell, widow of a victim of the attacks and included on the panel to represent 

bereaved families, speaks up for the winning architect, basing her defence of him on a 

familiar liberal conception of the United States as a nation supportive of every citizen’s 

chances of advancement (regardless of his or her race, ethnicity, religion, and so on). 

If this makes The Submission patriotic in tenor (albeit a version of American patriotism 

rather different from that endorsed by conservative militarists), the novel nevertheless 

offers a critique of several dominant post-9/11 tendencies in the US. The text is, for 

example, properly dialogical, with Claire’s liberal outlook having to contend with 

other voices that speak for agendas of paranoia and securitisation (as I will set out later 

in this Introduction and across the thesis, the notion of dialogism is central to my sense 

of the particular value of 9/11 fiction). Waldman portrays with some sensitivity and 

empathy the difficulties which non-white racial minorities in the US, and in the West 

more broadly, have faced since the attacks. The Submission thus considers themes that 

will be explored elsewhere in this thesis. For example, it intersects with Saturday 

where the white protagonist, Henry Perowne is newly suspicious of foreigners 

(especially Muslims) and with The Reluctant Fundamentalist where the protagonist is 

a successful young Muslim professional in America who comes to be looked at with 
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suspicion after the attacks (just like Mohammad Khan, the successful designer in The 

Submission).  

A third post-9/11 novel to reference quite lightly here is Bleeding Edge (2013), 

by Thomas Pynchon. The novel begins several months before 9/11 and, albeit with 

respect to this contemporary moment, follows the programme Pynchon began in his 

earliest novels like V (1963), The Crying of Lot 49 (1966) and Gravity’s Rainbow 

(1973) of immersing sometimes cartoonish characters in a world governed by 

oppressive technologies and shadowy systems of long provenance. To quote one of 

the novel’s reviewers: ‘Bleeding Edge combines apparently unserious, even puerile, 

means with deadly serious ends. It […] carries a clear message about America's current 

direction: about the “emerging technopolitical order”; about the “hole” that “opened 

up in American history” after 9/11.’44 At times in this thesis I will have occasion to 

consider the sexual politics of post-9/11 fiction; and Bleeding Edge is different from 

much other fiction of this category in having as its protagonist a female investigator of 

conspiracies, Maxine Tarnow. Through the course of a labyrinthine plot Maxine 

pursues numerous potential leads both on the ground and online, even surfing the Deep 

Web at times. Yet the novel’s debts to the form of detective fiction do not extend to 

yielding that genre’s usual clarifications: Bleeding Edge is characterised, as Joseph 

Darlington says, by a ‘lack of final closure’ and an unresolved ‘confusion of forces.’45 

It remains unclear in the text whether the 9/11 attacks have been initiated from outside 

or within the US, and by whom. But the novel is interesting for its multi-generic aspect, 

since detective fiction mingles here with strands including noir and slapstick comedy; 

this suggests that, while the post-9/11 novel has often taken an elegiac form, other 

                                                        
44 Theo Tait, ‘Bleeding Edge by Thomas Pynchon’, review, The Guardian, 13 September 2013, www.the 
guardian.com/books/2013/sep/13/bleeding-edge-thomas-pynchon-review [accessed 4 September 2018].  
45 Joseph Darlington, ‘Capitalist Mysticism and the Historicizing of 9/11 in Thomas Pynchon’s Bleeding 
Edge’, Critique: Studies in Contemporary Fiction, vol. 57, no. 3 (2016): 242-253 (p. 251).  
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generic options are available to and may indeed be highly productive for writers. 

Reluctantly, however, I have in the end chosen not to include Bleeding Edge among 

my case studies, with one reason for this being that it would not pair easily with another 

novel and thus would not fit the comparative structure that I have adopted for each 

chapter of this thesis.  

Before identifying the texts that I will be discussing, it is helpful to say 

something about several key assessments or interpretations that critics have offered of 

the body of post-9/11 fiction. One of the most striking arguments, already alluded to 

in this Introduction, is that many of the novels that have been produced in this period 

are compromised by their private and domestic framings, their registration of the 9/11 

attacks principally as personal trauma or psychological crisis. Richard Gray has made 

this claim with particular force:  

 
The irony is that, relying on a familiar romance pattern – in which couples 
meet, romantic and domestic problems follow, to be concluded in 
reconciliation or rupture – books like this [The Emperor’s Children], and, for 
that matter, The Good Life, [Ken Kalfus’s 2007] A Disorder Peculiar to the 
Country and Falling Man, simply assimilate the unfamiliar into familiar 
structures. The crisis is, in every sense of the word, domesticated.46  
 

Individual judgments here are open to question: to say, for example, that The 

Emperor’s Children is structured around ‘a familiar romance pattern’ is strangely 

insensitive to the extent to which Messud’s novel is affiliated to another, quite different 

genre – namely, satire. Setting aside these local evaluations for the moment, however, 

we should note that Gray argues that the concentration of the post-9/11 novels he 

mentions and those resembling them on the personalised crises of tiny sets of 

characters – characters often drawn, moreover, from a narrow, privileged sector of 

                                                        
46 Richard Gray, After the Fall: American Literature Since 9/11 (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2011), p. 
16.  
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American society – have had the effect of inducing the country to hunker down and 

turn in on itself just at the point when, productively, it might be thinking about its 

relations with the rest of the world. Such fiction fails, in his view, to provide adequate 

roadmaps of a viable global future: ‘My interest here is in the possible reasons for this 

failure: a failure that is not just a formal but also a political one.’47 Gray also draws a 

provocative parallel between the frequently shadowy, paranoid presentation of Islam 

in much of this novelistic work and the way in which a good deal of US literature 

during the Cold War period tended to imagine the spectre of Communism.48  

Gray has not been alone in identifying a worrying tendency in post-9/11 fiction 

towards the domestication or privatisation of the events. As Arin Keeble writes in 

similar vein in a short piece: ‘When novels from DeLillo, Claire Messud, Jay 

McInerney and Ken Kalfus arrived, critics were quick to note striking similarities. 

These novels, all of which appeared between 2006 and 2007, focused on the ways 

privileged white New Yorkers dealt with trauma. And all of them did so through 

marriage or relationship narratives.’49 Here, too, novels that have certain 

commonalities of settings and characters are brought together with insufficient 

acknowledgment of their generic and tonal – and, ultimately, their political – 

differences from each other.  

However, such identification of a pervasive and pernicious privatisation of the 

events of 9//11 in the body of novels produced in response to them has not gone 

unchallenged. A number of other critics have developed alternative evaluations of 

post-9/11 fiction. Michael Rothberg, for example, queries the binary model of private 

                                                        
47 Gray, After the Fall, p. 16.  
48 Gray, After the Fall, p. 32.  
49 Arin Keeble, ‘Why the 9/11 Novel has Been Such a Contested and Troubled Genre’, The Conversation, 
9 September 2016, www.theconversation.com/why-the-9-11-novel-has-been-such-a-contested-and-
troubled-genre-64455 [accessed 8 September 2018].  
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and public underpinning the work of Gray and Keeble by recovering a sense of the 

connections or mediations between these realms – connections which post-9/11 

cultural productions have often plotted intricately: ‘Literature and art can become sites 

for exploring the intersections between the public and the private.’50 Catherine Morley, 

too, has resisted Gray’s explicit call for a politically instrumental mode of writing in 

the wake of 9/11 (and, beyond this, has dissented from his model of the novel form 

itself): 

 
Perhaps most troubling, though, is the suggestion that fiction is no more than a 
political tool, through which writers can understand (and educate readers 
about) the United States’ place in the world. Of course, fiction certainly can 
play precisely such a role, but one of the joys of fiction is that its power goes 
well beyond the narrowly political. At the very least, this prescription is not 
only reductive but clearly ignores the way in which many writers themselves 
conceive of their art.51 
 

While Morley does not deny the place of political engagement in the post-9/11 novel, 

she is cautious not to generalise this as the only possible stance or interest of writers. 

She suggests, for example, that, rather than necessarily turning to reflect upon what 

the September 11th attacks reveal about the relations of the US to the rest of the world, 

novelists might pursue forms of inward or psychological exploration in ways that are 

enriching rather than evasive. To quote from her work again: ‘Writers working after 

9/11 have shared many of the themes that fascinated their predecessors a decade 

earlier, and fiction published after 2001 has exhibited the same kind of self-

consciousness about the artist’s reshaping of the past and engagement with the traumas 

of collective memory.’52 Morley cites the example of DeLillo’s intricate mapping of 

                                                        
50 Though Rothberg refers here in generalising fashion to literature and art, he makes the point in an 
essay especially attentive to DeLillo’s Falling Man, and it is not unreasonable to assume that he has 
particularly in mind the power of the novel form to bridge the gap between private and public dimensions. 
See Rothberg, ‘Seeing Terror, Feeling Art’, p. 131.      
51 Catherine Morley, ‘“How Do We Write about This?”: The Domestic and the Global in the Post-9/11 
Novel’, Journal of American Studies, vol. 45, no. 4 (2011): 717-731 (p. 720).  
52 Morley, ‘“How Do We Write about This?”’, pp. 721-722.  
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trauma in Falling Man – and, being equally interested in delineating and evaluating a 

broad rather than circumscribed field of post-9/11 fiction, I will be discussing this 

novel, along with another key fiction of trauma, in Chapter One. 

One other strand in Gray’s manifesto for the post-9/11 novel should be noted 

here. In After the Fall, he argues that the staid and insular designs frequently to be 

found in this body of writing might productively be unsettled by incorporating a 

heightened emphasis on the experiences of immigrant communities in the US (and, for 

that matter, in the UK also, in Britain’s own instances of ‘the post-9/11 novel’).53 

O’Neill’s Netherland, to be discussed here in Chapter Three, is cited by Gray as a 

particularly successful instance of the more globally expansive writing that he seeks 

in the wake of 9/11. Morley, too, writes positively about Hamid’s The Reluctant 

Fundamentalist as a text which puts immigrant and Muslim experiences in America 

centre-stage, showing a character resisting ‘the fundamentals of the corporate New 

York lifestyle’ before he, and the text with him, transits altogether from the United 

States.54 Nevertheless, even post-9/11 novels that share a project of exploring 

experiences from outside the white Anglo-Saxon Christian norm might be marked by 

differing political orientations. Rothberg, for example, in another essay, queries Gray’s 

‘solution’ of an immigrant-focused fiction by suggesting that writing even of this sort 

risks ‘re-domestication’, staying solidly on the ‘native ground’ of America rather than 

following the complex geopolitical lines that led to 9/11 and engaging in properly 

transnational or cross-border reflections.55 I hope in this thesis to be similarly 

                                                        
53 See, for example, Gray, After the Fall, pp. 22-23.  
54 Catherine Morley, ‘Plotting against America: 9/11 and the Spectacle of Terror in Contemporary 
American Fiction’. Gramma: Journal of Theory and Criticism, 16 (2008): 293-312 (p. 294).  
55 Michael Rothberg, ‘A Failure of the Imagination: Diagnosing the Post-9/11 Novel: A Response to 
Richard Gray’, American Literary History, 21, no. 1 (2009): 152-158 (pp. 155, 157). See also Morley, 
‘“How Do We Write about This?”’, pp. 718-719.  
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responsive to ideological nuances and complexities in a number of post-9/11 fictions 

that decentre white experience. 

  

Dialogism and the post-9/11 novel 

In Out of the Blue (2009), another important critical study of the first wave of fiction 

produced in response to 9/11, Kristiaan Versluys quotes a call for verbal ascesis, for a 

shutting-down of representational effort in language, that was made following the 

events by the American novelist, poet and memoirist Lynne Sharon Schwartz: ‘We 

long for silence. Enough words have been spoken.’56 At times in his own study, 

Versluys seems drawn to a similar evaluation of the impotence of language in the face 

of such a catastrophe: writing of Jonathan Safran Foer’s Extremely Loud and 

Incredibly Close (2005), for instance, he observes that ‘the language can barely contain 

something so extreme and incredible that it defies description’.57 A number of critical 

reservations might be entered here, since this formulation is America-centric in the 

presumption that it makes of the singularity of 9/11 (rather than pointing out the 

continuities between the attacks and multiple global instances of large-scale violence, 

many of them of course perpetrated by the US itself). For the moment, however, such 

possible critiques can be set aside, as I am more interested in the way in which 

Versluys is ultimately not tempted by the option of silence and embraces language 

instead for both its documentary force and its social efficacy after 9/11.  

More saliently still for us here, it is not language in its most general or abstract 

sense that he privileges, but the novel form itself. As Versluys writes: ‘Telling the tale 

is the first step in getting on with life, integrating what happened into a meaningful 

                                                        
56 Quoted in Kristiaan Versluys, Out of the Blue: September 11 and the Novel (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2009), p. 12.  
57 Versluys, Out of the Blue, p. 81. 
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narrative.’58 By ‘tale[s]’, he makes clear, he means novels, since underpinning his 

study is the suggestion that literary fiction of a certain scale is more ably equipped than 

rival verbal and artistic forms to register the multi-dimensional complexities of 9/11 

and to chart possible ways forward. This is a conviction that animates the present 

thesis, too. Nevertheless, as a means of establishing the originality of my own 

contribution, I want to dissent here from Versluys’s account of what the novel as a 

form can do in the wake of 9/11. For there is, to begin with, something rather bland 

about the claim that configuring the events as novelistic narrative contributes, in itself, 

to a renewal of purpose (an impulse towards ‘getting on with life’). Foer’s novel, after 

all, in which language has to give way at times to silence (or to visual imagery instead), 

reminds us that in the aftermath of cataclysmic events such as those on 9/11 a sense of 

survival and forward-orientation is very hard-won – and, for some severely 

traumatised people, may not be won at all. Second, what does Versluys have in mind 

when he proposes that ‘telling the tale’ – that is, in his understanding, writing a novel 

– may bestow coherence upon the events themselves, or secure their integration into 

‘a meaningful narrative’? ‘Meaningful’ for whom, exactly, we should ask. There is a 

suggestion here of a certain post-9/11 consensus: just as everyone, fortified by 

appropriate novel-reading, will share in the sense that life has now been renewed, so 

they will also arrive at a certain preferred interpretation, or ‘story’, of the attacks. It is 

this implication of harmony, potentially of monologue rather than dialogue, following 

9/11 that I wish to challenge in this thesis. To do so, I will be making use of the rather 

different model of the novel as a fundamentally dialogical form that was developed in 

the Soviet Union in the first half of the twentieth century by Mikhail Bakhtin.       

                                                        
58 Versluys, Out of the Blue, p. 14. 
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Given the importance to my work of Bakhtin’s approach to the novel, it is 

appropriate that I spend some time here in unpacking several of his key terms and ideas. 

This theory he elaborated and modified, of course, across a long scholarly career, in 

particular in Problems in Dostoevsky’s Poetics (1929, first translated into English in 

1963) and The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays (a volume consisting of a quartet of 

lengthy articles which were written in the 1930s and 1940s and collected for the first 

time in a Russian edition of 1975, with an English translation appearing in 1981). 

Throughout this work, Bakhtin is concerned to radically differentiate the properties 

(and the politics) of the novel from those of other literary forms. In ‘Epic and Novel’, 

for example, the first essay in The Dialogic Imagination, he juxtaposes what he 

perceives as the novel’s fundamental openness and pluralism, its commitment to 

double-voicedness or polyphony or heteroglossia (Bakhtin’s preferred terminology 

varies from text to text), with tendencies towards closure and monologue that he 

observes in the epic and, indeed, in other modes of poetry. Later in the book, in the final 

essay entitled ‘Discourse in the Novel’, he argues that ‘The very rhythm of poetic 

genres does not promote any appreciable degrees of stratification’ – whereas ‘The 

novelist working in prose […] takes a completely different path. He welcomes the 

heteroglossia and language diversity of the literary and extraliterary language into his 

own work.’59 Locally speaking, Bakhtin’s modelling of the epic, and by extension of 

the poetic itself, in terms of monologue is highly suspect: many instances of the epic 

genre, such as Spenser’s The Faerie Queene (1590-96) and Milton’s Paradise Lost 

(1667-74), embrace and interweave multiple voices as densely as any novel. Here, 

though, we are in the lucky position of not having to adjudicate on the accuracy or 

                                                        
59 M. M. Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays, ed. Michael Holquist, trans. Michael Holquist 
and Caryl Emerson (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1981), p. 298. See also: ‘The novel as a whole is 
a form multiform in style and variform in speech and voice’ (p. 261).  
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otherwise of Bakhtin’s description of epic poetry; our interest, instead, is, more 

opportunistically, in what he has to say about the distinctive features and effects of the 

novel form.  

I would like here to run together several more quotations from Bakhtin to 

support my contention that he offers a particularly productive resource for the analysis 

of post-9/11 fiction. So, while in his literary typology the epic is a form suited to a 

world that is fixed or settled, even ‘finished’, the novel by contrast is a product of and 

a response to a state of flux or uncertainty. As he writes, in ‘Epic and Novel’: ‘The 

novel has become the leading hero in the drama of literary development in our time 

precisely because it best of all reflects the tendencies of a new world still in the making; 

it is, after all, the only genre born of this new world and in total affinity with it.’60 From 

his vantage point in the first decades of the twentieth century, Bakhtin has in mind of 

course a much earlier period as the occasion of the novel’s ‘birth’ – that is to say, the 

late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries in the West when a worldview aligned 

with Christian cosmology and aristocratic rule entered into competition with emergent 

secular forces of capitalist individualism. Nevertheless, the notion of the novel form as 

one that thrives in ‘a new world still in the making’ is also suggestive in our present 

post-9/11 context, when a number of old certainties are understood to have dissolved 

(the idea of US invulnerability, for example) and the question of what the events mean 

or signify is still open rather than definitively settled.    

Second, and relatedly, Bakhtin finds in the novel form a de-privileging of any 

single, authoritative voice (the sort of dominant voice that, contentiously perhaps, he 

associates with alternative forms such as the epic). Thus, in ‘Forms of Time and of the 

Chronotope in the Novel’, the third and longest of the essays comprising The Dialogic 

                                                        
60 Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination, p. 7. 
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Imagination, he writes that ‘Truth is not born nor is it to be found inside the head of an 

individual person, it is born between people collectively searching for truth, in the 

process of their dialogic interaction.’61 The novel emerges here, in Bakhtin’s 

understanding, as a properly democratic form, a discursive space which is hospitable to 

multiple voices and perspectives (none of which is endowed any longer with oppressive 

or overweening force). Reservations, based upon our knowledge of variants within the 

long history of the novel, can certainly be entered here. If Joyce’s Ulysses or Dickens’s 

Bleak House or Sterne’s Tristram Shandy, say, answers convincingly to Bakhtin’s 

description, does a more tightly framed novel such as Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe? Or 

Samuel Richardson’s Sir Charles Grandison? Again, however, the point is not to 

ascribe to Bakhtin an explanatory power with regard to the novel form as a whole, in 

each of its historical phases and all of its geographical locations. Rather, what I take 

from this model is its analytical value specifically in relation to post-9/11 fiction. As I 

shall try to show in the case studies that follow, the novels that have emerged in the 

aftermath of the attacks are marked by a properly Bakhtinian clashing of voice, 

perspective and ideology. Consider, for example, the fraught political debates of the 

protagonist and his daughter that run through McEwan’s Saturday, or the play of two 

different views on the legitimacy of violence as an instrument of political struggle that 

gives John Updike’s Terrorist (2006) much of its dynamism. Even several fictions that 

appear, on the surface, to retreat into a monological mode will emerge, in my readings, 

as still structured by that ‘dialogic interaction’ which is for Bakhtin the defining feature 

of the novel form.   

   To conclude this section on my work’s theoretical framing, however, I wish 

to introduce two further quotations from Bakhtin that are valuable here not so much for 

                                                        
61 Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination, p. 110. 
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their interpretive validity as for their lack of fit with regard to the novels I am studying. 

Despite his consistent emphasis on the form’s dialogism, on its constitution by a 

clashing of or competition between voices, it is noticeable that Bakhtin also identifies 

in the novel a countervailing tendency towards resolution and harmonisation. So, for 

instance, he asserts in ‘Discourse in the Novel’ that the diverse contributory forces 

undergo nevertheless, at the last, a sort of disciplinary or centralising process: ‘These 

heterogeneous stylistic unities, upon entering the novel, combine to form a structured 

artistic system, and are subordinated to the higher stylistic unity of the work as a 

whole.’62 A similar formal tendency towards unification in novels is described by 

Bakhtin in Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics: ‘The essence of polyphony lies precisely 

in the fact that the voices remain independent and, as such, are combined in a unity of 

a higher order than in homophony.’63 Here there appears to be a concession to 

irresolution (‘the voices remain independent’); yet, as in ‘Discourse in the Novel’, 

Bakhtin still insists on the unifying principle (‘a unity of a higher order’). It is this sense 

of a second-order work of unification that I will want to resist – or, at least, downplay 

– in my own novel-reading in this thesis. At a relatively trivial level in these primary 

texts, there is, of course, a process of artistic disciplinisation in evidence: the books 

have, after all, a basic structural coherence. More profoundly, however, which is 

perhaps also to say more politically, they do not ultimately project a sense of unity or 

completion, but, rather, one of ongoing openness, intimations of a ‘world still in the 

making’ (to recall other of Bakhtin’s words from a little earlier). From the pioneering 

work done by Bakhtin on the novel as a form, then, I will tend to discard his descriptions 

of closure at a compositional level, and foreground instead his emphasis on the 
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63 Mikhail Bakhtin, Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics, ed. and trans. Caryl Emerson (Minneapolis: 
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dialogical, the heteroglossic, the polyphonic. For it is in these unresolved elements, 

these voices still in dialogue, that we can see the resistance by the novel form to 

attempts to simplify the meaning of 9/11.       

 

Content and structure of this thesis 

Having considered first some of 9/11’s geopolitical complexities, then how the events 

have been represented and interpreted in examples of cultural theory, film, drama, 

poetry and fiction, and finally how a number of key literary critics have assessed the 

body of 9/11 novels and how my turn to Bakhtinian dialogism will permit me to make 

a distinctive contribution to this field of study, I end this introduction by identifying 

the primary materials I will be discussing and the structure I will be following. In the 

thesis, I will be offering paired readings of eight novels produced between 2003 and 

2008 – that is to say, during the first period of post-9/11 fiction. The novels selected 

are Falling Man (2007) by Don DeLillo and Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close 

(2005) by Jonathan Safran Foer; Saturday (2005) by Ian McEwan and The Emperor’s 

Children (2006) by Claire Messud; Netherland (2008) by Joseph O’Neill and Brick 

Lane (2003) by Monica Ali; and The Reluctant Fundamentalist (2007) by Mohsin 

Hamid and Terrorist (2006) by John Updike. These novels have been chosen to 

illuminate some of the principal themes and the formal variants of post-9/11 writing, 

as novelists on both sides of the Atlantic first sought to respond to the attacks. A 

number of the texts also put 9/11 into transatlantic or broader transnational 

frameworks, thereby challenging that narrow Americanisation of the events which, as 

we saw earlier, has been critiqued by scholars such as Gray and Rothberg.    

 The first chapter of the thesis is concerned with two novels that engage directly 

with the attacks on the World Trade Centre. In my analysis of Falling Man and 
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Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close, I will trace how a sense of trauma is delineated 

and seen to extend beyond the principal characters and to affect an entire society. The 

discussion begins with medical definitions of Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) 

and correlates these with DeLillo’s and Foer’s presentations of figures who have been 

deeply wounded, mentally, by their experiences on 9/11 as the Twin Towers fell. 

However, I will also be interested in showing how traumatic symptoms migrate from 

characters into textual design and organisation itself, for example in Extremely Loud’s 

dislocated temporal structure and the proliferation of non-verbal materials which it 

includes. Our reading of Foer’s novel, in particular, will identify as well a longer 

historical narrative and a more expansive geographical framework than is often 

customary in thinking about 9/11: the events of September 11th are denied uniqueness 

by this novel and placed alongside other world-historical atrocities, such as the 

bombings of Dresden and Japan during World War II.  

 In the second chapter, I will expand my focus beyond the specific events of 

9/11 itself in order to explore how the theme of ‘white privilege’ in this politico-

cultural moment is treated in Saturday and The Emperor’s Children. An earlier section 

of this Introduction touched briefly on the critique by Richard Gray and others of a 

tendency for post-9/11 fiction to centre itself on and valorise the experiences of a 

narrow social segment, namely the white affluent. In my analysis, however, I will 

assess whether these texts by McEwan and Messud reproduce this privilege or, rather, 

subject it to powerful critical scrutiny. For historical perspective, I begin the chapter 

by briefly tracing the emergence of whiteness as a favoured racial category in both the 

United States and the United Kingdom. I then go on to consider how the socially 

comfortable protagonists of both novels find their worldviews challenged, if not 

modified, by 9/11 and its aftermath. Reflecting a concern in the thesis not with 
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thematic contents in isolation but with their interrelations with formal repertoires and 

stylistic selections, my analysis of Saturday and The Emperor’s Children will also 

explore the effects of the novels’ distinctive narrative designs, with the system of fixed 

character focalisation in McEwan’s text differing from the explicitly multi-

perspectival design of Messud’s.  

 Characters of class and racial status outside the white privileged are to be found 

only in the margins of the storytelling in Saturday and The Emperor’s Children 

(Muslim women on the streets of London in the former, say, or a non-white housemaid 

in New York in the second). As we have noted above, however, a significant strand of 

post-9/11 fiction has attempted to break away from narrow racial and class 

coordinates; and in Chapter Three I chart and evaluate this movement through close 

readings of Netherland and Brick Lane. Before the attacks of September 11, in official 

rhetoric if not always in institutional practice, both the US and the UK welcomed 

immigrants from diverse countries and backgrounds. Post-9/11, however, a culture of 

suspicion towards ‘the other’ has intensified on both sides of the Atlantic, finding 

institutional expression in such politico-legalistic interventions as America’s 

PATRIOT Act and Britain’s Prevent strategy. Confronted by an increasingly hostile 

environment, members of minority communities have understandably sometimes 

turned in upon themselves or sought forms of expression and self-validation away 

from mainstream society. I will consider in the chapter how minority experience in the 

wake of 9/11 is navigated by Netherland and Brick Lane, respectively. I should say at 

the outset that this involves the seemingly counter-intuitive choice to position Ali’s 

novel as a ‘post-9/11’ text, alongside the others studied in my thesis, despite the fact 

that only the latter portion of the narrative engages with the aftermath of the events of 

September 11th. There is a banal sense, of course, in which every novel published in 
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the wake of these attacks is categorisable as an instance of ‘post-9/11 fiction’ and liable 

to be scanned for potentially allegorical contents; wanting to draw the canon of 

relevant texts more tightly than this, however, I hope in the chapter to present a 

stronger justification for including Brick Lane alongside novels such as Extremely 

Loud and Incredibly Close whose engagement with 9/11 is signalled explicitly and 

sustained narratively.  

 Brick Lane is concerned, in its later section, with the post-9/11 radicalisation, 

actual or potential, of young Muslims. The fourth and final chapter in the thesis, 

focusing upon The Reluctant Fundamentalist and Terrorist (with some preliminary 

attention also to the autobiographical text, The Islamist, by ex-radical Ed Husain), will 

engage at length with this theme. How do these novels, produced by writers of very 

different cultural origins and literary sensibilities, map the process of Muslim 

radicalisation? What stances do they adopt on their protagonists’ bold challenges to 

the neoliberal common sense of the contemporary West? Questions of literary form 

and style will again be crucial here, since in The Reluctant Fundamentalist we enter 

the protagonist’s worldview through an unusual use in literary fiction of the device of 

dramatic monologue – while Terrorist, by contrast, has an almost Socratic design in 

posing one character’s political and cultural perspective against another’s which is 

equally well-drawn. The two novels serve to explicate, even humanise, the figure of 

‘the terrorist’ that has so often been subject to othering and demonisation in the 

dominant discourse of 9/11. They help in this way, perhaps, to clarify the events that 

led to the attacks on September 11. But it will be considered in the chapter whether 

they also hint at ways forward, towards a more just global settlement.   

 In relatively modest fashion, I hope to demonstrate across this thesis that, far 

from being stunned into silence by the catastrophic events of 9/11, novelists in both 
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the US and the UK have responded inventively in a variety of ways. The resulting 

work is notable both for its thematic variety (with some novelists attempting sensitive 

psychological exploration of victims and survivors, while others offer more culturally 

expansive evaluations of the world both before and after 9/11) and its formal diversity 

(if realism remains the preferred modality, it is nevertheless a realism hospitable to 

multiple variations). More ambitiously, however, I want also to suggest that the post-

9/11 novels studied in this thesis are valuable not only as testimonies to the profound 

changes wrought by the attacks in so many registers and dimensions, but as 

contributions to debate now on the shape of the global settlement. These debates are 

too important to be left solely to politicians, diplomats, media commentators and other 

professional fashioners of opinion. Novelists, too, I hope to show, have an important 

role to play. In particular, they can contribute through their commitment to what, 

following Bakhtin, I am calling the dialogical – their demonstration, in the face of 

simplified, conservative narratives of the post-9/11 configuration, that actually the 

world is still in the process of being made. ‘Only thus,’ to cite Clemens Spahr, ‘can 

we discover that the event we call 9/11 has a past that we can rediscover, a present that 

we must monitor, and a future we can project.’64   

  

                                                        
64 Clemens Spahr, ‘Prolonged Suspension: Don DeLillo, Ian McEwan, and the Literary Imagination after 
9/11’, Novel: A Forum on Fiction, vol. 45, no. 2 (2012): 221-237 (p. 222).    
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Chapter One 

Testimonies of Trauma: 9/11 and the Power of Writing in  

Falling Man and Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close  

 

1.1 Introduction 

In later chapters of this thesis, I will be concerned with fiction that often moves quite 

far away from the immediate detail of the 9/11 attacks themselves. Here, however, I 

begin with two novels – Falling Man (2007) by Don DeLillo and Extremely Loud and 

Incredibly Close (2005) by Jonathan Safran Foer – that engage centrally with the 

physical and psychological damage caused to (American) victims of the assault upon 

the Twin Towers in New York City. These attacks, as we saw in the Introduction, left 

more than 3000 people dead and around 6000 injured. The physical destruction incurred 

was massive; yet the psychological impact on people living in New York and indeed 

elsewhere has also been devastating and long-lasting. As Yuval Neria, Laura DiGrande 

and Ben G. Adams write:  

 
The terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center (WTC) […] on the morning of 
September 11, 2001 (9/11), have been life changing for many individuals. 
Immediately following the attacks, three national studies found widespread 
posttraumatic stress symptoms in the general U.S. population. Within the first 
week after 9/11 […] a national random digit-dial telephone survey of 560 adults 
found that 44% of participants reported substantial stress reactions.1  

 
The effects of the attacks on Americans, especially those who lost relatives or friends, 

have been sufficiently catastrophic as to generate significant incidences of Post-

traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). To clarify some terminology at the outset, trauma is 

defined as a complex psychological and emotional response to an event or an 

                                                        
1 Yuval Neria, Laura DiGrande and Ben G. Adams, ‘Posttraumatic Stress Disorder following the 
September 11, 2001, Terrorist Attacks: A Review of the Literature among Highly Exposed 
Populations’, American Psychologist, vol. 66, no. 6 (2011): 429-446 (p. 430).  
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experience that is deeply distressing or disturbing.2 While many people manage to 

process trauma successfully over a relatively short period, others develop severe 

psychological and even psychosomatic symptoms which may last for months or 

possibly even years and are characterised as full-blown PTSD.3  

The symptoms of PTSD, however, are not exclusive to the immediate victims 

of traumatic incidents. Roger Luckhurst clarifies that ‘At first PTSD was only 

attributable to those directly involved, but “secondary” victim status now includes 

witnesses, bystanders, rescue workers, relatives caught up in the immediate aftermath, 

a proximity now extended to include receiving news of the death or injury of a 

relative.’4 Taking into account the medicalised model of trauma is important for our 

discussion in this chapter, given that both DeLillo and Foer appear to be drawing upon 

the clinical repertoires of PTSD in presenting their wounded characters. Nevertheless, 

I will also be interested in this chapter in considering how not only characterisation but 

narrative design or formal organisation itself is modified in Falling Man and Extremely 

Loud and Incredibly Close so as to delineate more fully the impact of the attacks.  

Critical efforts to identify and characterise the category of ‘trauma fiction’ are 

quite new, as Luckhurst indicates:  

 
The attempt to identify a distinct ‘trauma novel’ has been a very recent literary 
critical task […] which suggests that we have yet to see its full extent. 
Exemplars of the trauma novel cluster in the late 1980s and 1990s, after the 
clinical elaboration of PTSD, but forming an intrinsic part of the public 
controversies around post-traumatic sequelae, such as recovered memory, the 
politics of survival, or competing kinds of public memorialization of past 
violence.5 

 

                                                        
2 ‘What is Trauma’, http://centerforanxietydisorders.com/what-is-trauma/ [accessed 13 February 2018].  
3 ‘Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder’, https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/types-of-mental-
health-problems/post-traumatic-stress-disorder-ptsd/#.Wn4a9pOFjOQ [accessed 16 November 2017]. 
4 Roger Luckhurst, The Trauma Question (London: Routledge, 2008), p. 1.  
5 Luckhurst, The Trauma Question, p. 87.  
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Although Luckhurst acknowledges that the genre of trauma fiction is still in the process 

of being demarcated and populated, he suggests that some texts, including Extremely 

Loud and Incredibly Close, already show signs of acquiring canonical status.6 Such 

novels are categorisable as strong examples of trauma fiction because of their complex 

elaborations of the effects of incidents such as the 9/11 attacks on the victims (with this 

category potentially expanding significantly beyond the immediately wounded). In both 

of this chapter’s case studies, elements of narration, including choices of focaliser, are 

used so as to make visible the difficulty, potentially in some circumstances the 

impossibility, of managing and reprocessing horrific events. For example, Oskar Schell, 

the young protagonist of Extremely Loud who loses his father in the destruction of the 

Twin Towers, has trouble sleeping, suffers from fear of closed spaces, and has intrusive 

flashbacks – all of which may be codified as symptoms of PTSD.7 In situations such as 

9/11, such phenomena may not simply be individual conditions, however, but may be 

shared culturally. As Luckhurst writes: ‘Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder has provided 

the clinical means to detail the symptoms of what is described in a wholly different 

register as “aftermath society.”’8 So, while incorporating the medical condition of PTSD 

in their characterisation and drawing readers into engagement with their protagonists’ 

ongoing mental hardships, both DeLillo and Foer aim at their most ambitious to portray 

the traumatised situation of American society at large in the aftermath of the 9/11 

attacks.  

Since the events of 9/11, many attempts to evoke the traumatised American 

nation have been made, in forms extending from political speeches and psychological 

                                                        
6 Luckhurst, The Trauma Question, p. 87. 
7 Melinda Smith, Lawrence Robinson and Jeanne Segal, ‘Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD): 
Symptoms, Treatment, and Self-Help for PTSD’, Helpguide.Org, www.helpguide.org/articles/ptsd-
trauma/ptsd-symptoms-self-help-treatment.htm [accessed 21 February 2018].  
8 Luckhurst, The Trauma Question, p. 210. 
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textbooks to poems and literary novels. None of these representations, of course, can 

make unproblematical claims to convey ‘the truth’ of trauma: each is articulated from a 

particular discursive location and so tends inevitably towards certain implications, or 

consequences, rather than others. As Kali Tal writes, trauma’s escape from some 

incommunicable private or interior realm into public discourse has significant social and 

cultural effects: ‘Traumatic events are written and rewritten until they become codified 

and narrative form gradually replaces content as the focus of attention. […] Once 

codified, the traumatic experience becomes a weapon in another battle. […] The speech 

of survivors, then, is highly politicized.’9 In the case of the American people, this 

suggests that in the main what they recall about the 9/11 attacks are narratives and 

images which were composed long after the fact and have since been circulated 

frequently. For Richard Gray, there is political danger here, since the representations of 

the traumatic incidents of 9/11 that have tended to be strongest in America have been 

those that reinforce a sense of national loss and woundedness, and that thereby tend to 

supply a conservative rather than a progressive politics. In a passage it is worth quoting 

at length, Gray elaborates on this point: 

 
With 9/11, however, the period of commemoration has been hijacked by a 
series of events tied to it in rhetoric if not necessarily in reality: the ‘war on 
terror’, the Patriot Act, extraordinary rendition, the invasion of Afghanistan and 
then Iraq. ‘The time of memory and commemoration evolved from the start 
alongside the time of revenge,’ one commentator has observed. Or as another 
commentator has it, 9/11 was the moment when ‘trauma time collided with the 
time of the state, the time of capitalism, the time of routine’, producing a 
‘curious unknown time, a time with no end in sight’; ‘the state, or whatever 
form of power is replacing it, has taken charge of trauma time.’10 

 

                                                        
9 Kali Tal, Worlds of Hurt: Reading the Literatures of Trauma (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1996), p. 6. 
10 Richard Gray, After the Fall: American Literature Since 9/11 (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2011), p. 
8.  
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My analysis in this chapter aims to draw upon approaches to trauma 

representation that can be glimpsed in miniature in these quotations from Luckhurst, Tal 

and Gray, and to consider how the attacks upon the Twin Towers are remembered and 

mediated by DeLillo and Foer in their novels. As these fictions migrate between evoking 

the traumas of wounded individuals and describing a traumatised US more broadly, 

what sorts of political value or meaning follow? Do Falling Man and Extremely Loud 

carry progressive possibilities, or is trauma replicated here in the terms already 

established and circulated by the conservative post-9/11 US state? 

 

1.1 Family and nation in Falling Man  

Even before the 9/11 attacks occurred and he wrote Falling Man, DeLillo had 

demonstrated a striking interest in the subject of terrorism. As Jen Webb recounts:  

 
DeLillo’s fiction has so frequently incorporated various forms of domestic and 
international terrorism – the Texas serial killer in Underworld; Oswald’s role 
in Kennedy’s assassination in Libra; hostage taking and bombings by Middle 
Eastern terrorists in Mao II; seizure of the NASDAQ exchange by anarchists 
in Cosmopolis, among other examples – that he appears to have had a sixth 
sense when it comes to the narrative turn in the Age of Terror.11  

 
To this already extensive list we might add DeLillo’s fifth novel, Players (1977), which 

features a character who works in the World Trade Centre and a terrorist conspiracy 

that is aiming to sow destruction on Wall Street. In some of this earlier fiction, the point 

of narrative interest is not the potential (or actual) victim but the figure of the terrorist 

himself and the conspiracy he embodies. Falling Man, however, restricts its energies 

of this sort to a relatively short, fairly unconvincing section framed around Mohamed 

Atta, the leader of the 9/11 conspirators. Instead, the novel’s principal focus is upon 

                                                        
11 Jen Webb, qtd. in Joseph M. Conte, ‘Don DeLillo’s Falling Man and the Age of Terror’, MFS: Modern 
Fiction Studies, vol. 57, no. 3 (2011): 557-583 (p. 566).  
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several of the wounded of New York City and how precisely they measure the psychic 

damage to themselves and how effectively they devise strategies for survival.    

DeLillo attempts in Falling Man to evaluate the wreckage of several lives that 

has been accumulated following the 9/11 attacks. For a critic such as Gray, taking an 

analytical stance that was briefly sketched in the Introduction and will be further 

assessed in Chapter Two below, this privatisation or ‘psychologisation’ of the field of 

reference already spells doom for any post-9/11 novel, cutting a text off from more 

globally expansive investigations. Indeed, Gray sometimes goes beyond even a noting 

of ‘failure’ to impute a kind of ‘betrayal’ committed by post-9/11 novels of such an 

inward-turning sort.12 He is relatively unenthused by the possibility that some of these 

texts, at least, will seek to move outwards from the levels of the individual or the family; 

the mode of allegory, according to which the narrative of a wounded individual, say, 

might hint at the referencing of a broader national crisis, holds little interest or potential 

for him. Later in this chapter, however, I will present and evaluate a number of claims 

by critics that, despite its narrow set of characters and its venture principally into the 

exploration of psychological damage, DeLillo’s novel is readable still as an intervention 

into post-9/11 politics.  

  Falling Man’s central concern with the experiences of 9/11 survivor, Keith 

Neudecker and his family is nevertheless a little unexpected, perhaps, given DeLillo’s 

recurrent subjects as a writer of fiction. Notwithstanding the familial concerns of an 

earlier novel such as White Noise (1985), this turn towards the family in his 9/11 text 

might be taken in some quarters to amount to a belated reclaiming of his particular 

ethnic heritage. DeLillo is, after all, an Italian American from a very large family – he 

is one of eleven children, raised in the Bronx in New York City – and, as Alessandra 

                                                        
12 Gray, After the Fall, p. 16.  
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De Marco has suggested, ‘The most significant theme in Italian American narrative 

would be the family.’13 Such an argument, however, proposing that in this relatively 

late novel in his career DeLillo is succumbing to tribal preoccupation and sentimental 

topic, should immediately be challenged. In the first instance, DeLillo’s career has been 

predicated upon avoidance of categorisation as an ‘Italian American writer’. Carol 

Bonomo Albright suggests with regard to the literary world in the US that ‘in order to 

be “mainstream,” the Italian American needs to forget his or her ethnic identity’, while 

De Marco describes DeLillo as one among several writers of Italian American heritage 

who ‘have rejected their ethnic background in order to speak in a more universally 

American voice’.14 Second, family is a complex and ambiguous thing in DeLillo’s 

writing, rather than an unproblematical locus of affective richness and moral strength. 

In this context, we might productively cite a fairly lengthy passage from White Noise: 

 
The family is the cradle of the world’s misinformation. There must be 
something in family life that generates factual error. Over-closeness, the noise 
and heat of being. Perhaps something even deeper, like the need to survive. 
Murray says we are fragile creatures surrounded by a world of hostile facts. 
Facts threaten our happiness and security. The deeper we delve into the nature 
of things, the looser our structure may seem to become. The family process 
works toward sealing off the world. Small errors grow heads, fictions 
proliferate. I tell Murray that ignorance and confusion can’t possibly be the 
driving forces behind family solidarity. What an idea, what a subversion. He 
asks me why the strongest family units exist in the least developed societies.15 

 
Even setting aside the not insignificant details that this jaundiced assessment of family 

is offered by a morally problematical character (Murray Siskind, frequent generator of 

provocative opinion) and reported by a narrator of equally unreliable quality (Jack 

Gladney, professor of Hitler Studies at a middling Midwestern college), the content of 

                                                        
13 Alessandra De Marco, ‘Italian American Literature’, Literature Compass, 13 (2016): 693-700 (p. 694).  
14 Carol Bonomo Albright, ‘Literature’, in The Italian American Experience: An Encyclopaedia, ed. 
Salvatore J. LaGumina, et al. (New York: Routledge, 2003), pp. 342-348 (p. 347). De Marco, ‘Italian 
American Literature’, p. 698.  
15 Don DeLillo, White Noise (New York: Penguin, 1999), p. 41.  
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the passage is not to be lightly dismissed. It cues us, in fact, to be vigilant with regard 

to the representation of family in Falling Man. The accusation that immersion in family 

has a corrosively privatising effect – ‘sealing off the world’, in Murray’s reported words 

– is especially important to test with regard to the later novel.   

Keith, in Falling Man, undoubtedly finds a sense of shelter and solace when he 

makes his way to his (estranged) wife’s apartment immediately after he has survived 

the attacks on the Twin Towers. In Mary J. Parish’s summary: ‘Keith’s return to his 

family and their wonder at his escape from death anticipates the resurrection of a family 

that was, itself, near death. The security of the domestic sphere becomes the “space 

within which to engage the world and [its] traumas on a human scale.”’16 (Note, in 

passing, how this last sentence implicitly proposes a response to Gray’s or Keeble’s 

critique of much post-9/11 fiction, by suggesting that the domestic is capable of 

articulation with the global, rather than to be regarded as antithetical to or hopelessly 

obscuring of it.) In the face of cataclysmic destruction, the prospect of a renewing 

warmth unsurprisingly leads Keith to his wife and son, who accept him not only because 

of tender concern for his evident psychological damage but because of how his arrival 

regenerates an otherwise vulnerable family. In this sense, one (admittedly rather 

modest) structure, at least, undergoes reassembly, even as colossal ruins lie around in 

New York. After Keith’s return, Lianne starts to remember the first years of their 

marriage, characterised by love and happiness. Despite her mother disapproving of his 

return, she knows that the family’s psychic health is better advanced by his presence. 

Hence: ‘Finally we walked to the hospital. Walked step by step, like walking a child.”17  

                                                        
16 Mary J. Parish, ‘9/11 and the Limitations of the Man’s Man Construction of Masculinity in Don 
DeLillo’s Falling Man’, Critique: Studies in Contemporary Fiction, vol. 53, no. 3 (2012): 185-200 (p. 
190).  
17 Don DeLillo, Falling Man (London: Picador, 2011), p. 9.  
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Before turning to evaluate the disparate survival strategies pursued in particular 

by Keith and Lianne, a word might be said about the status and value of testimony in 

Falling Man. Jacques Derrida suggests in his essay, ‘“A Self-Unsealing Poetic Text”’, 

that testimony – as to a traumatic happening such as the 9/11 attacks – might properly 

be reserved for the eye-witness, since that person is ‘the only one to know what he has 

seen, lived, felt’.18 And, indeed, though he occupies the role of focaliser or participant, 

not narrator, Keith seems invested with such testimonial privilege in Falling Man. Here, 

for instance, are two passages in which the reader’s access to the horrifying immediate 

aftermath of the assault on the Twin Towers is through the sense impressions of Keith 

as these were gathered on the day and are now reported. First: 

 
He found Rumsey in the smoke and dust, face down in the rubble and bleeding 
badly. […] The whole business of being Rumsey was in shambles now. Keith 
held tight to the belt buckle. He stood and looked at him and the man opened 
his eyes and died. This is when he wondered what was happening here.19 

 
And, secondly:  

 
It was not a street anymore but a world, a time and space of falling ash and near 
night. […] They ran and fell, some of them, confused and ungainly, with debris 
coming down around them, and there were people taking shelter under cars. 
The roar was still in the air, the buckling rumble of the fall. This was the world 
now.20 
 

 Invaluable though Keith’s focalisation as an eye-witness in such sequences is, 

however, it should nevertheless not be regarded uncritically. To begin with, the careful 

reader will recognise that these descriptions have a selective, provisional and unfinished 

quality, and in addition that in their phrasing and register – ‘The whole business of 

being Rumsey was in shambles now’ – they signal that they belong not to the genre of 

                                                        
18 Jacques Derrida, ‘“A Self-Unsealing Poetic Text”: Poetics and Politics of Witnessing’, trans. Rachel 
Bowlby, in Revenge of the Aesthetic, ed. Michael P. Clark (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of 
California Press, 2000), pp. 180-207 (p. 199).  
19 DeLillo, Falling Man, pp. 242-243.  
20 DeLillo, Falling Man, p. 9. 
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reportage but to the notoriously complicated medium of fictional discourse. But if the 

fictive dimension of Keith’s recollections is from one perspective destabilising, even 

worrying, it is also inevitable. Writing on Falling Man, Jen Webb attempts to draw a 

categorical distinction between ‘testimony’ and ‘fiction’, even as she acknowledges 

things they have in common, with fiction echoing testimony in ‘rely[ing] on 

perspective’, being ‘determined by and read in a context’, demonstrating ‘a 

commitment to making representations from a point of view’, and ‘attempt[ing] to 

interpellate its audience into a way of seeing and perceiving’.21 Yet Webb’s very efforts 

to identify their (substantial) common ground undermine her initial project of 

separating ‘testimony’ and ‘fiction’. Rather, with regard to representations of events 

such as the 9/11 attacks, the testimonial is inevitably shot through with the fictional, 

while the fictional in its turn may take on aspects of testimony. Francesco Vitale goes 

so far, in fact, as to propose that, instead of being a belated and impoverished category 

by comparison with testimony, literary (specifically fictional?) discourse is actually 

empowered by its capacity to appropriate, rework, enrich and circulate memories or 

impressions of something that has happened. As Vitale puts it, in rather knotty but still 

illuminating fashion:  

 
In this perspective literature assumes a privileged role with respect to testimony: 
as it is detached from any link with the true attestation of a past living present, 
literature allows one to grasp the necessity of an iterable trace, of arche-writing 
as a universal structure of experience, even if it neutralizes its effect once it is 
institutionalized.22  
 

Such damaging ‘institutionalization’ of fictions or rhetorics of the trauma of 9/11 has 

happened, perhaps, when governmental and media discourses have tended to set the 

                                                        
21 Jen Webb, ‘Fiction and Testimony in Don DeLillo’s Falling Man’, Life Writing, vol. 8, no. 1 (2011): 
51-65 (p. 52). 
22 Francesco Vitale, ‘Conjuring Time: Jacques Derrida, Between Testimony and 
Literature’, Parallax, vol. 17, no. 1 (2011): 54-64 (p. 62).  
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terms in which the events are remembered. Falling Man, however, like the other novels 

I will discuss in this thesis, offers a valuable alternative. It is not only that the situated 

and partial nature of Keith’s testimony is explicitly recognised (thereby permitting the 

reader’s critical scrutiny of – even dissent from – what is reported). More potently still, 

other reported (fictionalised) memories of 9/11 besides Keith’s also enter the novel. 

What we encounter here, then, and in many of the other texts for study, is thus a kind 

of cubistic practice with regard to the attacks, multiplying lines of approach to or 

interpretations of them rather than seeking problematically for some overarching or 

panoptic viewpoint.  

 If Falling Man is engaged by epistemological questions with respect to 9/11, it 

also traces with care the psychological and even ontological crises of characters in the 

shadow of these events. How does the novel map these damaged inner worlds? To begin 

with Keith, his family, while celebrating his presence amongst them again, also 

registers his somewhat ghostly status: ‘He was a hovering presence now. […] He was 

not quite returned to his body yet.’23 Keith has developed a detachment from others as 

one of his coping strategies. He has few conversations with Lianne or with his son Justin 

immediately upon his return. This form of shutting-down or self-enclosure has been 

identified by clinicians and psychologists as one of the classic signs of the attemp to 

manage and negotiate trauma. Joseph S. Baschnagel and his colleagues offer us a 

helpful inventory of coping mechanisms in this context: 

 
First, emotion-focused coping includes efforts to regulate distressing emotions 
associated with the threat using strategies such as rumination or self-blame. 
Second is problem-focused coping, which is characterized by engaging in 
activities aimed at solving, altering or mentally restructuring the problem. 

                                                        
23 DeLillo, Falling Man, p. 59. 
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Third, avoidance-focused coping includes efforts to remove oneself mentally 
or physically from the situation.24  

 
Keith’s various post-9/11 behaviours, as the novel describes them, can all be understood 

through this clinical framework. As well as seeking ‘to regulate distressing emotions’ 

by, for example, sealing himself off from possible interactions with his family and the 

world, he ‘remove[s] himself mentally or physically from the situation’ by his decision 

to abandon his profession as a lawyer in order to become a poker player (in honour of 

his late friend Rumsey). In Parish’s summary:  

 
For him, the only relevant news is the time the next poker game begins, which 
insulates him from the terrors and fragments of memory that haunt him from 
9/11. The evidence of the text strongly suggests that Keith is suffering from 
post-traumatic stress disorder, as he focuses on the cards in front of him within 
a physical and psychic space in which there is ‘no flash of history or memory 
[that] he might unknowingly summon’.25  

 
Later, of course, Keith will also have an affair with Florence, an African American 

woman and fellow survivor of the attack on the North Tower. The selection of a partner 

who shares the burden of memory suggests another form of psychological management 

– though, given the interracial nature of this relationship, it might also be wondered at 

a larger than personal level whether there is a hint here of multicultural American 

solidarity in the wake of 9/11. This is a point which it is important not to labour or 

overstate, of course: simplified allegory is, after all, hardly one of the preferred writerly 

modes of such a careful and self-conscious novelist as DeLillo. Even so, there are 

potential political resonances here – putting it no more strongly than that – to which we 

might usefully attend. 

                                                        
24 Joseph S. Baschnagel et al, ‘Post-trauma Symptoms following Indirect Exposure to the September 11th 
Terrorist Attacks: The Predictive Role of Dispositional Coping’, Journal of Anxiety Disorders, vol. 23, 
no. 7 (2009): 915-922 (p. 915).  
25 Parish, ‘9/11 and the Limitations of the Man’s Man Construction of Masculinity’, pp. 194-195.  
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 Reflecting the dialogical or polyphonic attributes of the fiction I will be 

discussing throughout this thesis, Falling Man explores a number of psychologies, 

rather than Keith’s in isolation. Lianne, for example, develops a coping strategy 

contrary to his. Instead of isolating herself from society, she searches keenly for news 

about the 9/11 attacks on TV and in newspapers. She also runs sessions with people 

who have Alzheimer’s, helping them to remember everything about their lives – and 

thereby speaking up again for the psychological and cultural value of memory, rather 

than forgetting or repressing. The narrator reports a conversation she has with Martin, 

her mother’s boyfriend, about the attacks and people’s different strategies for 

overcoming the resulting shock and trauma: ‘“People I know, they read poetry to ease 

the shock and pain, give them a kind of space, something beautiful in language,” she 

said, “to bring comfort and composure. I don’t read poems. I read newspapers. I put my 

head in the pages and get angry and crazy.”’26 Martin himself introduces a further 

possibility here: ‘“There’s another approach, which is to study the matter. Stand apart 

and think about the elements,” he said. “Coldly, clearly if you’re able to. Do not let it 

tear you down.”’27 Here is a textbook instance of what, above, we saw Baschnagel et al 

describe as ‘problem-focused coping, which is characterized by engaging in activities 

aimed at solving, altering or mentally restructuring the problem’.  

 Justin, the seven-year-old son of Lianne and Keith, experiences the attacks 

differently from the adult characters in the novel. Consequently, his distinct type of 

understanding precipitates yet another coping method from those already inventoried. 

                                                        
26 DeLillo, Falling Man, p. 42. 
27 DeLillo, Falling Man, p. 42. Here might be the place to raise, briefly, the question of the gender politics 
of respective coping strategies. Nikhil Jayadevan, for example, writes that ‘Lianne, unlike Keith, does 
not undergo a catastrophic alienation’. Is there a suggestion here of the strength of women’s survival 
impulse, contrasted with a sense of male vulnerability? See ‘Psychosis and Capture: Lacanian 
Individuation in Don DeLillo’s Falling Man’, Current Objectives of Postgraduate American 
Studies, vol. 16, no. 2 (2015): 1-26 (p. 18). 
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After the attacks, Justin enters a state in which he refuses the legitimacy of all opinions 

other than his and starts to speak in monosyllables, ignoring his mother’s attempts at 

trying to make him speak normally. Most strikingly of all, however, he rejects the very 

idea that the Twin Towers have fallen. As Lianne reports to Keith, regarding a 

conversation she has had with their son:  

 
‘The only thing I got out of Justin. The towers did not collapse.’ ‘I told him they 
did.’ ‘So did I,’ she said. ‘They were hit but did not collapse. That’s what he 
says.’ ‘He didn’t see it on TV. I didn’t want him to see it. But I told him they 
came down. And he seemed to absorb it. But then, I don’t know.’ ‘He knows 
they came down, whatever he says about it.’28  
 

This instance of denial of the real is striking, anticipating (the only slightly older) 

Oskar’s similarly wish-fulfilling attempts to conjure destruction back out of the world 

in Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close. In the very act of maintaining everything as 

he would like it to be, as Justin attempts to do imaginatively, there is evidence not so 

much of power as of extreme vulnerability. After the attacks, he and his young friends 

feel that the world is not safe anymore and that no one is able to protect them; therefore, 

they start to hold secret meetings in order to discuss how they can best protect their city 

from another possible attack. In a serio-comic moment, they speak of the terrorist 

mastermind, ‘Bill Lawton’ (having misheard their elders’ pronunciation of ‘bin 

Laden’).  

It is a moot point, however, how in political or cultural terms we might evaluate 

the strategies entered into by Justin and his friends. For Paul Petrovic, they are 

unequivocally to be celebrated as indices of legitimate and effective resistance; his 

words are worth quoting at length, given that the claims involved are quite provocative: 

 
In the midst of a national effort to administer to traumatized youths in school, 
Justin rejects any and all counselling or logic. This act, though, is more than 

                                                        
28 DeLillo, Falling Man, p. 72.  
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either repression or a psychoanalytic acting out. Justin’s linguistic denial 
becomes a cultural resistance that likewise resists assimilation into the political 
status quo. It is a radical and new world order he self-defines. Justin’s adoption 
of rhetorical limits is also a hedge against mind control. He is remaking reality 
to adjust to his purpose. Despite the prodding of his family to conform, Justin 
remains outside of their jurisdiction precisely because he has crafted an out.29 

 
Energetic and inventive though this assessment is, however, it is also deeply 

problematical. While there are undeniably some insights here – for example, Petrovic’s 

juxtaposition of Justin’s creative practice with an official, conservative discourse of 

9//11 that has been utilised by educators and counsellors in the United States – there 

are also very dubious claims. In the first instance, it is facile to imagine a new, 

politically and culturally vibrant world coming into being through the phenomenon of 

monosyllabic speech (as manifested by Justin). If the young boy’s maintenance of this 

kind of linguistic practice indeed offers him a degree of protection against 

encountering fully the trauma of 9/11, it is at the considerable cost of sealing him off 

from any prospect of effective communication – and alternative world-building – with 

others. To resist what Petrovic calls ‘mind control’ by not entering into advanced 

language is thus to court solipsism. And, as already noted, the wish-fulfilment engaged 

in here by Justin – the repeated insistence that ‘The towers did not collapse’ – actually 

summons up rather than soothes thoughts of the destructive world we inhabit now (a 

world scarred not only by the destructive acts of 9/11 itself, but by the retaliatory 

aggression entered into by the US together with the rise of the securitised state). We 

                                                        
29 Paul Petrovic, ‘Children, Terrorists, and Cultural Resistance in Don DeLillo’s Falling Man’, Critique: 
Studies in Contemporary Fiction, 55, no. 5 (2014): 597-609 (p. 601). Also apposite here is Peter Boxall’s 
more general observation that DeLillo’s long writing career has been ‘concerned, at its heart, with the 
ways in which the progression towards an ultimate, apocalyptic communicability is shadowed and 
undermined by an opposite movement towards erasure, silence and darkness.’ From this perspective, 
Justin tends towards the option of ‘erasure, silence and darkness’, protecting himself to a degree, to be 
sure, but grievously at the expense of eschewing ‘communicability’ (and, thereby, sociability). See 
Boxall, Don DeLillo: The Possibility of Fiction (New York: Routledge, 2006), p. xi.  
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will return to the question of the politics of wish-fulfilment later in this chapter when 

discussing Oskar’s own powerful fantasies in Extremely Loud.     

 Finally, in my reading of signs of and resistances to trauma in Falling Man, I 

wish to consider the figure of David Janiak. He is a performance artist known as 

‘Falling Man’ who takes dangerous jumps and dangles from high buildings in New 

York without the required legal permission. In fact, the Falling Man is deeply affected 

to the point of trauma by the images of the people who jumped from the Twin Towers 

on the morning of September 11, and – in an instance of repetition compulsion – he 

recapitulates these suicidal leaps by falling head first, utilising only an inadequate safety 

harness that does not sufficiently absorb the shock on impact and thereby causes him 

to incur a serious spinal injury. Previously in this part of the discussion, we have seen 

traumatised characters in the novel succeeding in the practice of some form of viable 

or life-extending coping strategy (even Justin, perhaps, notwithstanding the critique just 

offered of overly celebratory assessments of his infantile methods). With Janiak, 

however, we encounter not a working-through or mediation or reconfiguration of 

primal trauma, so much as its sheer repetition to the point, eventually, of annihilating 

rather than reorienting the traumatised figure. The memories he has of those people 

forced to leap from the Twin Towers, in the desperate attempt to escape death by fire, 

cannot be modified or repurposed by Janiak; and though he dies seemingly of natural 

causes it is revealed that he was planning to take a final jump without a harness, thereby 

in effect committing suicide and so obliterating completely the distance between 

himself and the original jumpers on 9/11. Joseph Conte draws attention to this 

phenomenon of the Falling Man’s repetitions without a difference:   

 
Insofar as the artist must imagine a suitable audience for his or her work, 
Falling Man not only invokes the desperate misery of the World Trade Centre’s 
victims – who were, after all, a representative cross section of business-suited 
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professionals, employees at work in the buildings, and the emergency 
responders who rushed, as Bruce Springsteen's anthem notes, ‘into the fire’ – 
but also the shock and terror registered by unprepared bystanders. We are, with 
disastrous consequences, still held in the grip of a ‘collective dread’, the fear 
that fuels the ongoing War on Terror.30 
 
DeLillo’s novel borrows its title, of course, from the famous – or notorious – 

photograph, ‘Falling Man’, taken by Richard Drew as he observed the North Tower of 

the World Trade Centre on the morning of 9/11. Mark Thompson writes that this 

photograph is ‘perhaps the most powerful image of despair at the beginning of the 21st 

century not found in art, or literature, or even popular music. It is found in a single 

photograph.’31 Using this image extensively and repeatedly in the post-9/11 era is 

illustrative of a particular visual practice which Luckhurst has identified as vital to 

‘trauma culture’ now: ‘One of the central ways in which contemporary trauma has been 

conceived is around the symptoms of the intrusive or recurrent image, the unbidden 

flashback that abolishes time and reimmerses you in the visual field of the inaugurating 

traumatic instant.’32 Bearing out Luckhurst’s sense of ‘the intrusive or recurrent image’, 

that of the Falling Man proves crucial to both of the novels discussed in this chapter. As 

well as motivating a good part of each narrative, the image appears on the cover of an 

edition of one of the two novels (DeLillo’s) and – fragmented – as a set of stills bound 

alongside the textual material of the other (Foer’s).   

                                                        
30 Joseph M. Conte, ‘Don DeLillo’s Falling Man and the Age of Terror’, MFS: Modern Fiction 
Studies, vol. 57, no. 3 (2011): 557-583 (p. 578). Michael Rothberg writes, in an essay also cited in the 
Introduction, that ‘Literature and other forms of art are especially important after 9/11 because they allow 
us to imagine alternative responses to the violence of terrorism and the spectacles of mass-mediated 
culture’ (‘Seeing Terror, Feeling Art: Public and Private in 9/11 Literature’, in Literature After 9/11, ed. 
Ann Keniston and Jeanne Follansbee Quinn [New York: Routledge, 2013], pp. 123-142 [p. 131]). In the 
case of DeLillo’s Falling Man the character, though not DeLillo’s Falling Man the novel, we see 
precisely a failure to re-imagine the catastrophe that befell people trapped in the Twin Towers, an 
inability to fashion an ‘alternative response’.     
31 Laura Mayer, ‘Photographer Richard Drew Remembers “The Falling Man”’, WNYC Public Radio, 8 
September 2011, www.wnyc.org/story/156882-falling-man/ [accessed 12 February 2018].  
32 Luckhurst, The Trauma Question, p. 147. 
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Both Falling Man and Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close prompt the reader 

to ask what can be learned from this iconic image and its circulation or reproduction. 

Chris Vanderwees argues that engagement with this image by writers – whether by 

DeLillo in his titling of the novel and his characterisation of the suicidal performance 

artist, or by Foer in his absorption of the image into his textual space – contributes to 

ongoing debates about the politics and ethics of responses to 9/11; as he writes: 

 
Photographs may be irreplaceable historical documents, but they cannot be 
understood on their own. […] novelists who engage with the falling bodies in 
their work may, through their use of these images, encourage readers to 
participate in an ethical act of recognition, acknowledgement, or remembrance 
rather than repression or abjection.33 
 

Lewis S. Gleich makes a similar point about performing ethical or political work when 

he suggests that, in their novels’ respective engagements with the Falling Man 

photograph, both DeLillo and Foer highlight  

 
the relationship between what Jacques Rancière calls the ‘pathos-effects’ and the 
‘knowledge-effects’ of images. By asking readers to consider how a ‘surplus of 
the visible’ can result in an ‘excess of pathos’, Falling Man, [Paul Auster’s 2008 
novel] Man in the Dark, and Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close encourage us 
to seek both emotion and knowledge from images. At the same time, these 
novels show how literature can act as a counterforce to the spectacle by 
providing a space where characters and narrators respond to images with 
sustained dialogue rather than passive spectatorship.34  
 

Although Gleich helpfully brings together here a number of post-9/11 fictions, for their 

shared interest in the politics and ethics of spectacle, it is crucial, nevertheless, to insist 

upon some differences. Falling Man and Extremely Loud diverge, after all, in their 

incorporation of and reflection upon visuality in this context. Other than in its cover 

artwork, DeLillo’s novel of course holds itself austerely apart from spectacle – apart 

                                                        
33 Chris Vanderwees, ‘Photographs of Falling Bodies and the Ethics of Vulnerability in Jonathan Safran 
Foer’s Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close’, Canadian Review of American Studies 45 (2015), 174-194 
(p. 181).  
34 Lewis S. Gleich, ‘Ethics in the Wake of the Image: The Post-9/11 Fiction of DeLillo, Auster, and 
Foer’, Journal of Modern Literature, 37, no. 3 (2014): 161-176 (p. 163).  
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from as an object of representation and as a motif in the narrative. In Foer’s text, by 

contrast, a host of visual images are not simply referents but they enter into the 

representational work of the text itself, being juxtaposed with its passages of writing. 

Clearly, then, the ratio of ‘pathos-effects’ to ‘knowledge-effects’ – using Rancière’s 

terms, as cited by Gleich, for the effects of visual images – will differ markedly here 

from in Falling Man. I turn to Extremely Loud now in order to explore the effects of this 

very striking compositional mode and, more broadly, to assess the text’s representation 

of trauma.   

 

1.3 Loss and trauma in Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close 

Keith, the protagonist in Falling Man, sees his best friend die in front of him in the 9/11 

attacks on the Twin Towers. Oskar Schell, the nine-year-old boy at the centre of 

Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close, suffers an even more devastating loss on 

September 11th as his father perishes in the World Trade Centre. Unlike the adult Keith, 

however, he responds to this loss with quite other strategies, these including – as we 

have already indicated – the practice of fantasy and wish-fulfilment. The two novels 

feature traumatised subjects of varying age, gender, nationality and culture, and, when 

combined for analysis as in this chapter, they permit us to witness a nuanced 

understanding of trauma and its negotiation in post-9/11 America.  

By featuring an expansive temporal schema, Extremely Loud varies the pattern 

of many 9/11 novels that endow the attacks with singularity and thereby, 

problematically, disconnect them from broader historical patterns. Two parallel 

narratives are interwoven throughout. The first is the story of Oskar who is released 

from school early on the day of the 9/11 attacks and, getting home earlier than his 

mother, hears (and initially conceals) his father’s answer-phone messages from the 
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World Trade Centre after it has been struck by the attacking planes. The discovery of 

these messages, together with the guilt of concealing them, precipitates his trauma. 

Alongside Oskar’s story is that of his grandfather, recounting Thomas Schell’s long-

lasting trauma after the Allied fire-bombings of Dresden in 1945 where he lost both his 

parents and the woman he loved. Both of these strands are narratives of violence, 

suffering and trauma, and they prompt the reader to braid them conceptually or 

politically. Thus, if innocent non-combatants in the United States suffered grievously 

on 9/11, so, too, in 1945, did Germans on the ground in Dresden. Despite a good deal 

of post-9/11 propaganda, no monopoly of suffering is ever to be found. Against 

pernicious attempts to instrumentalise tragedy (most notably, in this context, by 

President George W. Bush after September 11), Extremely Loud enters what Kristiaan 

Versluys calls ‘a strong plea for tolerance, refusing to take sides’. The novel, in 

Versluys’s words, ‘takes the side of the victims, irrespective of their national origin or 

allegiance’.35 

 Oskar is nevertheless the principal personal narrator here, revealed to be a 

precociously clever child. Before the death of his father, the two of them used to enjoy 

doing difficult puzzles together. The notion of solving puzzles by collating and 

interpreting seemingly fragmented pieces of information is not only illuminating with 

respect to Oskar’s character, but, clearly, offers a cue to the attentive reader as to how 

to negotiate Foer’s novel itself. Post 9/11, after Oskar has lost his father (and – thus – 

                                                        
35 Kristiaan Versluys, Out of the Blue: September 11 and the Novel (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 2009), p. 82. Karolina Golimowska sees in the novel’s breadth of historical and geographical 
reference a riposte and alternative to parochialism and American-centredness which are evident at times 
in the outlook of its protagonist, since Oskar is enraged that ‘the only way to get access to photographs 
of people falling from the WTC towers is through non-U.S. webpages. It makes him feel that his rights 
as a New Yorker are violated and also that he and his city are watched by a global public.’ See 
‘Navigating the Post-9/11 Metropolis: Reclaiming and Remapping Urban Space in Jonathan Safran 
Foer’s Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close and Joseph O’Neill’s Netherland’, in The City Since 9/11: 
Literature, Film, Television, ed. Keith Wilhite (Vancouver: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 2016), 
pp. 25-39 (p. 27).    
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his guiding intelligence), the information scraps he accumulates become increasingly 

odd and harder to link – thereby posing a more significant deductive challenge for the 

reader. The novel opens with Oskar expressing typically unrelated and unusual ideas: 

‘What about a teakettle? What if the spout opened and closed when the steam came out, 

so it would become a mouth, and it could whistle pretty melodies, or do Shakespeare, 

or just crack up with me? I could invent a tea kettle that reads in Dad’s voice.’36 

However, if this kind of counter-intuitive thinking and stretching the mind so as to 

connect disparate objects appeared like a lively diversion before the death of his father, 

afterwards – more sombrely – it seems like a method for the management of trauma. 

Consider again, from the discussion of DeLillo above, the description that Baschnagel 

and his collaborators give of one of the coping modes in respect of trauma: that is to 

say, ‘problem-focused coping, which is characterized by engaging in activities aimed 

at solving, altering or mentally restructuring the problem’. 

Symptoms of trauma in Extremely Loud are carried not just in the description of 

deeply wounded characters (from both the American and the German portions of the 

narrative), but in the novel’s dishevelled and discontinuous form itself (as not only 

various narratives interweave, but different writerly modes clash and photos jostle with 

text). S. Todd Atchison captures neatly this migration of trauma across the novel’s 

descriptive and formal dimensions when he writes: 

 
All three of the main characters suffer through a fragmented existence in the 
aftermath of a personal trauma. As reflected in their writings – Oskar’s diary 
detailing his Bildungsroman quest for what the key opens, Grandfather’s one-
sided letters to his son, and Grandmother’s confessionals written to Oskar – all 
demonstrate the nearly impossible task of conveying one’s traumatic past to an 
other; thus the entire novel can be seen as a palimpsest – multilayered 

                                                        
36 Jonathan Safran Foer, Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close (New York: Penguin, 2006), p. 1.   
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narratives written over a fading past and culminating in Oskar’s scrapbook 
titled ‘Stuff That Happened to Me’.37 

 
To remain for the moment at the level of characters’ experience of trauma, each of 

these three principals finds a different way to express or exhibit loss. Oskar’s 

grandfather, for example, decides to remain silent for the rest of his life after the 

traumatic incidents at Dresden (while different in many ways, compare his 

relinquishment of spoken language here with Justin’s monosyllabic response to loss in 

Falling Man – and with those artistic manifestoes for silence in the face of 9/11 which 

were considered above in the Introduction). As his beloved Anna dies in the bombings 

carrying his baby, he continues to write letters to his unborn child. Similarly driven to 

epistolary productivity when other ways of writing or speaking do not seem viable, 

Oskar’s grandmother writes him letters throughout the novel (despite their geographical 

proximity), finding herself more capable of expressing her feelings in this 

correspondence than in their face-to-face interactions. In the case of Oskar himself, the 

scrapbook that he carries with him all the time is transmuted into a special kind of diary. 

He collects in this book the (heterogeneous and often implausible) fragments that he 

calls ‘Stuff That Happened to Me’. Atchison writes: ‘As a whole, the scrapbook houses 

a collection that relies on its creator for its contextual significance – where life 

experience equals representation through artifact. Outsiders have no internal reference 

and no means to comprehend the meaning of mementos without explanation.’38 It can 

clearly be seen here that all of the traumatised characters find it difficult to reveal their 

ideas orally, in immediate face-to-face communication: hence their turns to writing 

(recalling, in another light, what was said earlier in both this chapter and the 

                                                        
37 S. Todd. Atchison, ‘“Why I Am Writing from Where You Are Not”, Absence and Presence in Jonathan 
Safran Foer’s Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close’, Journal of Postcolonial Writing, vol. 46. nos. 3-4 
(2010): 359-368 (p. 360).  
38 Atchison, ‘“Why I Am Writing from Where You Are Not”’, p. 361.  
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Introduction about the value of writing’s iterability and duration in times of trauma 

when other communicative or representational modes may be blocked or impossible).39   

 While, as already indicated, the novel’s field of trauma reference extends well 

beyond the events of September 11th, Oskar’s fragmented memories and shattered 

depictions of the world offer a vivid way for us to grasp 9/11’s traumatising effect on 

him (and, beyond him, on America perhaps). The text’s layout is more uneven – 

speaking narratively, textually and visually – than almost any other novel we might 

imagine. So, photographs of a doorknob are embedded; pages that feature one short 

sentence only are included; and pages are inserted where the words are cramped so 

close together that they are no longer legible (the opposite of that sense of writing’s 

iterable quality, just mentioned). As the novel progresses, Oskar becomes progressively 

drawn to the key he has found and thoughts of which door it might unlock and, thereby, 

what knowledge might be gained regarding his late father. However, he remains unable 

for the most part to generate a coherent story out of his multiple scraps and fragments. 

But he is, nevertheless, bound into a quest for narrative that approximates the progress 

through a therapeutic process of the traumatised subject (in this light, Foer’s novel 

itself, despite conspicuously struggling for narrative order, assumes a potentially 

therapeutic vocation). As Sien Uytterschout and Kristiaan Versluys write: ‘The solution 

to overcome this dissociation consists of guiding the trauma victim from his disjointed 

traumatic memory to a coherent narrative memory. In other words, traumatised people 

have to learn to express themselves and try to fit their experiences into a larger, coherent 

whole.’40 But this is, of course, a programme of action much more easily recommended 

                                                        
39 In this context, note that Versluys says of Extremely Loud that ‘The novel derives a substantial part of 
its originality from the attempt to compose a “writing of the disaster” (the term is Maurice Blanchot’s).’ 
Out of the Blue, p. 79.  
40 Sien Uytterschout and Kristiaan Versluys, ‘Melancholy and Mourning in Jonathan Safran Foer’s 
Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close’, Orbis Litterarum, vol. 63, no. 3 (2008): 216-236 (p. 218). 
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than it is achieved: narrative itself, or the very possibility of storytelling, is precisely 

what faces the prospect of destruction or annulment in times of trauma.  

 The absence of definitive clues (some promising leads prove in the end to be 

red herrings), and the suspicion that the many scraps of information which he gathers 

are merely cumulative rather than parts of a meaningful pattern, afflict Oskar for much 

of the novel. Textual particles refuse to cohere into a sequence that might be endowed 

with what Frank Kermode, in his classic reflections on the human value of fictional 

narratives, calls ‘the sense of an ending’ – while the incorporation of visual items in the 

text, also, produces an effect of collage rather than coherent sequence.41 (While we 

should be very careful not to align Foer too readily with his protagonist – see footnote 

35 above, for instance, on the difference between the latter’s provincialism and the 

book’s centrifugal geography – clearly there are analogies here between Oskar’s 

disassembled scrapbook and the jaggedly composed novel we are reading.) Oskar 

shares in the suffering of the relatives of people who are missing after the 9/11 attacks. 

These people live between despair and hope which is more torturing than having 

definite news – even tragic news – about their loved ones. After his long search with 

the key that proves at the last not to open anything (the reader of Extremely Loud, too, 

should by that point have become wary of putative ‘keys’ to the novel), Oskar 

approaches despair. Hence the agonising episode when, having found photographs of 

the Falling Man on a website, Oskar looks closely at the images, trying to decipher 

whether the figure falling through the sky is his father. For all its horror, an identifiable 

                                                        
41 As Kermode argues, in an epilogue added in 2000 to his original 1967 text: ‘to make sense of our lives 
from where we are, as it were, stranded in the middle, we need fictions of beginnings and fictions of 
ends, fictions which unite beginning and end and endow the interval between them with meaning’. The 
Sense of an Ending: Studies in the Theory of Fiction with a New Epilogue (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2000), p. 190.    
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corpse is, from his perspective, more endurable than a gap or a vacancy. As Oskar 

explains his feelings in that moment: 

 
I want to stop inventing. If I could know how he died, exactly how he died, I 
wouldn’t have to invent him dying inside an elevator that was stuck between 
floors, which happened to some people, and I wouldn’t have to imagine him 
trying to crawl down the outside of the building, which I saw a video of one 
person doing on a Polish site, or trying to use a tablecloth as a parachute, like 
some of the people who were in Windows on the World actually did. There 
were so many ways to die, and I just need to know which was his.42 
 
Oskar here expresses the sense of how appalling it is not to find physical traces 

of the death of a loved one, nor even to acquire knowledge of how he or she died. While 

Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close is a highly playful and cerebrally challenging 

novel, there are moving correspondences here between Oskar’s lack of definitive 

information and the experiences of many relatives post-9/11. The remains of more than 

a thousand presumed victims of the attacks on the Twin Towers have never been found 

(and, presumably, never will be), again posing a significant challenge to a 

comprehensive narrative of mourning. Russell Mercer, who lost his (firefighter) stepson 

on September 11, has testified movingly to this sense of an incomplete story: ‘“If you 

have remains, you know that he came back to your family. You know a place you can 

stand and talk to him, but I’m talking to the wind, that’s who I’m talking to. There’s 

nothing there.”’43  

This is the moment at which, returning to a topic raised above in the discussion 

of DeLillo’s novel, I wish to explore the question of wish-fulfilment in Extremely Loud. 

                                                        
42 Foer, Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close, p. 257.   
43 John Schuppe, ‘Still Missing: Unidentified Remains Leave a Lingering Void for 9/11 Families’, 
nbcnews, NBC, 5 September 2016, www.nbcnews.com/storyline/9-11-anniversary/still-missing-
unidentified-remains-leave-lingering-void-9-11-families-n642076 [accessed 4 June 2018]. Mercer’s 
poignant acknowledgment of ‘nothing’ in a space and a time where he hopes for something again brings 
into critical scrutiny those statements in support of silence or non-representation, post-9/11, which we 
have encountered from a number of American poets and other writers. In such circumstances, the 
abandonment of language, of the work of signification itself, appears even less sustainable, speaking both 
ethically and politically.  
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When he has looked at the photographs of the Falling Man, Oskar does not set them 

aside. Rather, echoing what was said above by Vanderwees and Gleich about the 

potential for literary texts to charge with new meaning single images like Drew’s 

‘Falling Man’, Oskar puts the photographs into a visual sequence, one that tells in effect 

a narrative. Note, specifically, that the narrative he designs is a wish-fulfilling one, a 

story of rising not falling and of animation rather than death. As Oskar reflects:  

 
Was it Dad? May be. Whoever it was, it was somebody. I ripped the pages out 
of the book. I reversed the order, so the last one was first, and the first was last. 
When I flipped through them, it looked like the man was floating up through the 
sky. And if I’d had more pictures, he would’ve flown through a window back 
into the building,44  
 

Oskar goes on in similarly fantastical vein to reverse the larger narrative of the 9/11 

attacks themselves, so that smoke is drawn back into the Twin Towers, the two 

aeroplanes fly away rather than proceeding to a collision, and his father does not go to 

work but remains securely at home. ‘We would have been safe,’ as Oskar says.45 The 

counter-historical work that he does here by rearranging the sequence of images so that 

the body of the victim of 9/11 flies upwards, not down, is something for the reader of 

this novel, too, to reflect upon. Foer incorporates the fragmented Falling Man images, 

similarly in reverse order, as a flipbook-style sequence of unnumbered pages at the end 

of his novel. To quote Vanderwees: ‘The flipbook provides readers with an experience 

whereby they must actively engage with the falling-body image, reproducing Oskar’s 

wish to reverse time in a visual form.’46 The challenging question for us, as for Oskar, 

is whether a counter-imagining of 9/11 of this sort amounts to a positive redemption of 

loss and horror, or, rather, whether the blatant quality of the wish-fulfilling and 

imaginative exercise draws attention to ongoing trauma instead of delineating a more 

                                                        
44 Foer, Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close, p. 325.   
45 Foer, Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close, p. 326.   
46 Vanderwees, ‘Photographs of Falling Bodies and the Ethics of Vulnerability’, p. 188.  
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durable solution. As with Justin’s flat denial of the collapse of the Twin Towers in 

Falling Man, is the principal effect of this imaginary reversal of 9/11 to extend rather 

than to annul the sense of loss – to endow with still more oppressive and implacable 

force the way things are now, post-9/11? 

In Extremely Loud, it is not only Oskar who is drawn to wish-fulfilling 

narratives that reverse history. His grandmother performs a similar imaginative feat 

when she rearranges the events that occurred during the bombing of Dresden in a way 

that is antithetical to their order of occurrence in the historical record: ‘In my dream, all 

of the collapsed ceilings re-formed above us. The fire went back into the bombs, which 

rose up and into the bellies of planes whose propellers turned backward, like the second 

hands of the clocks across Dresden, only faster.’47 It is important to note, however, that 

this benign counter-historical reversal is available to her only in the narrowly 

demarcated time and space of ‘dream’. It is also moot whether this imaginative feat – 

for all of the utopian aspiration which it expresses – has the power to salve, in any 

                                                        
47 Foer, Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close, pp. 306-307. This wish-fulfilling reversal of the narrative 
of a vicious air raid has occurred before in US fiction. In Slaughterhouse-Five (1969), by Kurt Vonnegut, 
the main character, Billy Pilgrim is a World War II veteran who survived the Dresden firebombing while 
a US prisoner of war on the ground. His fragmented memories throughout the novel, and lurches between 
attritional realism and fantasy, indicate that he, too, is suffering from PTSD. Particularly to the point here 
is to draw attention to a close parallel – almost to the point of plagiarism – between Vonnegut’s novel 
and Foer’s. In the passage in question from Slaughterhouse-Five, Billy hallucinates while watching an 
old war film on TV: ‘It was a movie about American bombers in World War II and the gallant men who 
flew them. Seen backwards by Billy, the story went like this: American planes, full of holes and wounded 
men and corpses took off backwards from an airfield in England. Over France, a few German fighter 
planes flew at them backwards, sucked bullets and shell fragments from some of the planes and crewmen. 
They did the same for wrecked American bombers on the ground, and those planes flew up backwards 
to join the formation. The formation flew backwards over a German city that was in flames. The bombers 
opened their bomb bay doors, exerted a miraculous magnetism which shrunk the fires, gathered them 
into cylindrical steel containers, and lifted the containers into the bellies of the planes. The containers 
were stored neatly in racks. The Germans below had miraculous devices of their own, which were long 
steel tubes. They used them to suck more fragments from the crewmen and planes. But there were still a 
few wounded Americans though and some of the bombers were in bad repair. Over France though, 
German fighters came up again, made everything and everybody as good as new.’ See Kurt 
Vonnegut, Slaughterhouse-Five, or The Children’s Crusade: A Duty-dance with Death (1969; London: 
Vintage, 1991), pp. 53-54. 
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lasting way, the traumatic condition in which Oskar’s grandmother has lived since the 

horror of Dresden.  

Both Oskar and his grandmother, in Extremely Loud, design utopian counter-

histories, in which the point of the undertaking is to undo – rather than to commit – 

horrific violence. 9/11, and before it an atrocity committed by US and UK military 

forces, are redesigned here as episodes of peacefulness (in fact, they barely register as 

narratives at all, if we expect our storytelling to be constituted by conflict and 

transformation). Specifically in relation to 9/11, questions should be raised as to 

whether Oskar’s counter-historical, wish-fulfilling scenario is of benefit to him in his 

negotiation of trauma and, by extension, to us as we reflect on our own positioning with 

regard to the events of September 11.  

It is in this context that we can refer productively to Freud’s essay, ‘Mourning 

and Melancholia’ (1917).  While this essay was written by Freud in the context of the 

devastating losses of World War I, it nevertheless seems applicable also to the moment 

of 9/11 (saying this is of course not to presume any equivalence of suffering between 

these two historical periods; it is, however, to bring them into comparison because of 

their shared effect of epochal shock). Freud asserts that mourning is a normal phase of 

psychological life which people go through after bereavement, or other types of 

unsettling loss, and he argues that this will usually be negotiated without its 

deteriorating for the subject into a troubling pathological condition. As he puts it:  

 
although mourning involves grave departures from the normal attitude to life, it 
never occurs to us to regard it as a pathological condition and to refer it to 
medical treatment. We rely on its being overcome after a certain lapse of time, 
and we look upon any interference with it as useless or even harmful.48  

                                                        
48 Sigmund Freud, ‘Mourning and Melancholia’ (1917), in The Standard Edition of the Complete 
Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud, Vol. 14, On the History of the Psycho-Analytic Movement, 
Papers on Metapsychology and Other Works, trans. and ed. James Strachey (London: Hogarth Press, 
1957), pp. 237-258 (pp. 243-244).  
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In the case of a second psychological state, however – melancholia – the person affected 

by loss comparable to the mourner’s is seen to be experiencing deep depression and an 

unwillingness to communicate with people (shades, in this latter respect, of Keith’s 

withdrawal from social interaction in Falling Man). Freud goes on to say about the 

melancholic state:  

 
The distinguishing mental features of melancholia are a profoundly painful 
dejection, cessation of interest in the outside world, loss of the capacity to love, 
inhibition of all activity, and a lowering of the self-regarding feelings to a degree 
that finds utterance in self-reproaches and self-revilings, and culminates in a 
delusional expectation of punishment.49  
 
A melancholic condition, or paralysis, of this sort can quite readily be identified 

in many of the characters’ responses to loss in Extremely Loud – not least in the 

psychological states of Oskar himself and his grandmother. Is the fixity of melancholia, 

however, to be relaxed or dissolved by utopian acts of imagination such as those which 

the two protagonists perform, erasing the signs of loss and violence? For Gleich, 

positively, it is: 

 
Through the anti-chronological sequencing of his visual narrative, [Oskar] 
appropriates the medium of the spectacle to achieve a form of mourning that 
until now has eluded him. No longer fixated on trying to identify with the 
elusive falling image of his father, Oskar can, as [Dominick] LaCapra would 
put it, ‘allow for the recognition of the other as other, and enable a dissolution 
or at least loosening of the narcissistic identification’. By assuming agency 
over the image that haunts him, Oskar demonstrates that he can move beyond 
melancholia.50  

 
While this is an attractive argument, however, it is perhaps not fully persuasive. If 

Oskar’s escape from fixation on trying to find the missing body of his father indeed 

marks a psychological advance for him, this is not to be grounded in stable fashion on 

                                                        
49 Freud, ‘Mourning and Melancholia’, p. 244.  
50 Gleich, ‘Ethics in the Wake of the Image’, p. 171.  
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‘the anti-chronological sequencing of his visual narrative’, when he flips the series of 

Falling Man photographs into reverse. Rather, that moment, like his grandmother’s 

dream of the un-bombing of Dresden, offers a merely momentary compensation for loss 

and horror, not a secure and enduring route from melancholia into the desired condition 

of mourning. This is certainly not to say that psychological progress in the face of 

trauma is not achieved by several of the key figures over the course of the novel. It is 

just to acknowledge that the text’s registering of suffering in the wake of catastrophe is 

such as to resist any facile assumptions of complete therapeutic success by the end.   

A word should also be said here about the figure of Oskar’s grandfather, 

Thomas Schell, Sr., another of the novel’s many sufferers from Post-traumatic Stress 

Disorder. Like Oskar’s grandmother, he is an important, and traumatised, eye-witness 

to the horrors of the Dresden bombings. The night before the air raid, his girlfriend 

Anna tells him that she is pregnant – a disclosure that, in stark contrast to the psychic 

state he and many others in the novel will come to occupy, orients him optimistically 

towards the future. He kisses Anna and, as proxy for the unborn child that will bestow 

a sense of purpose in the future, her stomach. On the next day, however, all of these 

trajectories towards a world still thrillingly to be made are violently broken, as the 

heavy Allied air raids on Dresden begin, resulting in the deaths of Anna (and their 

unborn child) and his parents. In a horrifying sequence of recollection, Thomas 

focalises abject loss, the very dissolution of the human: 

 
I walked over children, everyone was losing everyone, the bombs were like a 
waterfall. […] I saw a woman whose blond hair and green dress were on fire, 
running with a silent baby in her arms, I saw humans melted into thick pools of 
liquid […] I kept running, my hands kept bleeding, through the sounds of 
collapsing buildings I heard the roar of that baby’s silence.51  
 

                                                        
51 Foer, Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close, pp.  211-213.   
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From this horrifying moment onwards, broken only by his unsent letters, Thomas 

resorts to silence (respecting and repeating the ‘silence’ inflicted violently upon not 

only the baby in this passage, but upon his own unborn child, as well as Anna and his 

parents). If silence protects him to a degree from potentially painful social interactions, 

however, it also locks him nevertheless into what Freud would characterise as an 

authentically melancholic ‘cessation of interest in the outside world, loss of the capacity 

to love, inhibition of all activity, and a lowering of the self-regarding feelings to a 

degree that finds utterance in self-reproaches and self-revilings’. In this passage, Freud 

also refers to the melancholic subject’s ‘delusional expectation of punishment’, and 

this, too, characterises Thomas’s psychology in the aftermath of Dresden. Although he 

recovers physically from the injuries he sustained that day, he does not recover 

psychologically in any significant sense, and indeed may never be able to do so. As 

Uytterschout and Versluys write: ‘In the case of Thomas Schell, that survival must be 

understood in its barest sense – a mere bodily survival stripped of all emotional well-

being. As his name suggests, Thomas is a shell of the man he once was.’52 His trajectory 

in the novel thus differs markedly from those of Oskar and Oskar’s grandmother 

(notwithstanding the caution that was expressed above with regard to their lasting 

transformations). Just as numerous modalities of traumatic experience and the 

management of trauma are described in Falling Man, so too in Extremely Loud Foer is 

careful to map trauma’s various pathologies and its uneven courses. 

 

1.4 Conclusion 

I hope in this chapter to have identified and evaluated the multiple mappings of trauma  

                                                        
52 Uytterschout and Versluys, ‘Melancholy and Mourning in Jonathan Safran Foer’s Extremely Loud and 
Incredibly Close’, p. 222.  
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in Falling Man and Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close. There are suggestive 

imagistic correspondences between the two novels (as well as significant thematic and 

formal differences). Especially important here, of course, is the figure of the ‘Falling 

Man’ himself. In DeLillo’s novel, the protagonist Keith Neudecker survives the attacks, 

but is traumatised by seeing his best friend die in the World Trade Centre attacks and 

by witnessing people jumping out of the building in desperation. From his office 

window, he sees a man fall head first. This figure of the Falling Man will be resonant 

throughout Extremely Loud also, as Oskar tries to correlate it with the body of his 

missing father – even though he knows that no definitive matching, and thereby no 

decisive closure to his narrative of mourning, can be achieved.  Each novel goes on to 

explore a range of forms of management of trauma (forms or methodologies that are in 

the end perhaps not best served by the rather slight and hygienic term, ‘coping 

strategies’). There are, to be sure, significant differences in the two novels’ coverage of 

the theme of trauma: Extremely Loud, for example, does not exactly have an equivalent 

of the enraged Lianne from DeLillo’s text. Even so, there are also parallels, as with the 

congruity between the silences of Keith in Falling Man and Thomas, Sr. in Extremely 

Loud (even if the respective durations of these two pathologies diverge). 

 Throughout this thesis I will be concerned with the implications of the formal 

selections and repertoires of my chosen novels – and in this regard Falling Man and 

Extremely Loud are very distinct texts, even while they lend themselves to a thematic 

pairing of the sort I have attempted. In the main, Falling Man might be said to be a 

‘cool’ text, managing its potentially incendiary and harrowing subject matter by a spare 

and elegant prose style characteristic of DeLillo’s fiction and by a broadly realist 

template. By contrast, Extremely Loud is describable metaphorically as a ‘hot’ text, 

meaning here that it is flamboyant in its formal and stylistic inclusions and 
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combinations (from photographs and use of coloured font to experiments with the look 

of blank pages, and so on). In this respect, even while lodging his narrative within a 

sadly typical post-9/11 scenario of loss and bereavement, Foer broaches the possibility 

of a mode of 9/11 writing that will not be bound wholly by realist protocols (this is a 

point I will return to briefly in the Conclusion to the thesis). 

 Finally, I should say something about the historical investment and political 

valence of each of this chapter’s two novels. Extremely Loud, as noted earlier, 

encompasses the Dresden bombings, the US atomic air raids on Japan, and Vietnam – 

as well as 9/11. The effect, valuably, is to challenge a move common in 9/11 

representation, which I have already identified: that is to say, to bracket off 9/11 from 

all geopolitical genealogies and to frame it instead as unique and singular. Such a 

manoeuvre, of course, obliterates even the possibility of considering the role which the 

US has played globally in recent decades, including in regions of the world represented 

by those who have engaged in terrorist activity by way of resistance. According to this 

kind of narrative, also, only Americans are to be identified as the wounded or 

victimised. By contrast with this parochial account, Extremely Loud offers a much 

deeper historical optic, prompting us to consider, for example, possible connections 

between earlier phases of US militarism and the present moment. Clear differences 

between periods and locations also persist, of course; yet Foer’s novel is salutary in 

extending post-9/11 representation beyond what are often quite restricted parameters.          

 Can the same claims for progressive political intervention be made on behalf of 

Falling Man, a text which, after all, is much more restricted in its coverage of history 

and geography? On this point, critics have differed drastically. For Rothberg, offering 

a positive evaluation of the novel’s ideological work, Falling Man gestures towards 

necessary dimensions of engagement beyond the private or psychological spaces that 
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are admittedly its chief settings. ‘Once again,’ he writes, ‘DeLillo suggests that the 

proper response to the situation of global mass culture and terrorist violence is not a 

retreat into privacy or a defense of the home (or maybe even the homeland) from what 

is public and foreign, but exactly the opposite.’53 A remark made prior to Falling Man’s 

publication by Peter Boxall, in an overview of DeLillo’s career, is also open to being 

read as proleptic of this text’s progressive politics. Throughout his writing, Boxall 

argues, DeLillo has been intent on considering ‘how an imaginative resistance to or 

dissent from the tyranny of globalisation can find ethical and poetic expression; an 

expression which does not simply reduce itself to regressive forms of terror, but which 

is animated by the spirit of a future in which anything is possible’.54 Against these 

positive assessments of the political orientation and effect of Falling Man, however, 

should be set the bleaker analyses of a number of other critics. Among the most forceful 

of these is Clemens Spahr, who takes issue precisely with the suggestion that DeLillo 

is committed in his work to fashioning imaginative worlds that are alternative to the 

current global settlement. Coupling his critique of Falling Man with fierce words also 

about McEwan’s Saturday, Spahr evokes ‘the novels’ failure to imagine a vision of the 

future’ and takes this as ‘a symptom of an age generally lacking the utopian belief that 

a different world is possible, a loss of the utopian imagination that is also reflected in 

their reluctance to accept the responsibility that comes with the representation of an 

inevitably political event such as 9/11’.55 And, quoting Spahr once more, ‘Falling Man 

attempts to refrain from social or political analysis and is instead dedicated to an ethics 

of human suffering and loss.’56   

                                                        
53 Rothberg, ‘Seeing Terror, Feeling Art’, p. 129. 
54 Boxall, Don DeLillo, p. xi. 
55 Clemens Spahr, ‘Prolonged Suspension: Don DeLillo, Ian McEwan, and the Literary Imagination after 
9/11’, Novel: A Forum on Fiction, vol. 45, no. 2 (2012): 221-237 (p. 222). 
56 Spahr, ‘Prolonged Suspension’, p. 224. 
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 There is, clearly, no prospect here of critical consensus. From one analytical 

position, DeLillo is understood to venture imaginatively beyond realms of the private 

and psychological in Falling Man – while from another he, like his characters, is said 

to remain entrapped in them (to the detriment of larger political engagement). Similarly, 

one critical perspective has it that this novel looks to a better future yet to be 

substantiated – while an alternative reading suggests, on the contrary, that the text seals 

itself off ‘against the political, ultimately reaffirming the status quo’.57 Without 

attempting in magisterial fashion to settle these interpretive disputes, a number of points 

may be made nevertheless. The first is to repeat Catherine Morley’s point from the 

Introduction: namely, that literary fiction can valuably do many things, only one of 

which is to align itself directly with a particular politics. There is significant value 

already to be found in Falling Man’s sensitive exploration of psychological damage in 

the aftermath of 9/11. A second observation, however, is that critics such as Spahr may 

be rather limited or unimaginative in their conceptualisation of politics itself. It seems 

particularly odd that Spahr should juxtapose ‘social or political analysis’ on the one 

hand with ‘an ethics of human suffering and loss’ on the other. For taking the full 

measure of suffering and loss is in itself potentially conducive to thoroughgoing 

political engagement, not least in how it holds out the promise to reckon with many 

other global casualties of 9/11 in addition to Americans.    

 At least one critic, as we have seen, diagnoses a failure of political imagination 

in Saturday as well as Falling Man. To test such a reading, I turn to McEwan’s novel 

in the next chapter. I will be studying the text alongside Claire Messud’s The Emperor’s 

Children, with both fictions to be considered as meditations upon the privileged social 

category of the white elite.    

                                                        
57 Spahr, ‘Prolonged Suspension’, p. 222. 
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Chapter Two 

White Noises: Race and Privilege in Saturday  

and The Emperor’s Children  

 

2.1 Introduction  

As we have already seen in this thesis, literary and other cultural responses to 9/11 have 

engaged the attacks and their aftermath from a variety of angles and with a range of 

thematic preoccupations. A major strand in this artistic work, however, has been the 

investigation of the effects of these events upon privileged white populations in the 

United States (and indeed elsewhere in the West, including the UK). For critics such as 

Richard Gray, orientations of this kind tend to doom post-9/11 writing to provincialism 

at best, complacency and political irresponsibility at worst. While recognising the 

power of this critique, however, I do not feel it advisable to concede the charge at the 

outset of this chapter in which I will be investigating representations of white privilege 

in Ian McEwan’s Saturday (2005) and Claire Messud’s The Emperor’s Children 

(2006). While Gray and some other scholars tend to resist the focus on whiteness as a 

symptom, in itself, of ideological regression, it seems important still to scrutinise this 

particular theme as traditionally power in both the United States and Western Europe 

has been ‘racialised’, being monopolised by white populations. The question will thus 

be not so much the simple fact of white privilege (something which is certainly 

documented here) as, rather, whether it is ratified uncritically or critiqued vigorously 

by the fictions.  

It is undeniable that Saturday and The Emperor’s Children include few 

characters from outside the citadels of racial (and class) privilege. The figure of Miri 

Taleb in McEwan’s novel, who is a survivor of torture by the Iraqi regime, is one 
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instance; so, too, is Aurora, the non-white housekeeper in Messud’s text. The very 

marginality or near-erasure of such non-white characters is instructive, however, and 

its effects will be assessed here. However, we will also consider whether the novels 

develop a critique of white privilege not by constructing overtly polyphonic designs 

featuring a host of subaltern figures, but instead by hollowing it out from the inside, 

subtly unveiling the self-absorption and even the monstrosity of those in power on both 

sides of the Atlantic. The effect can still be Bakhtinian, with contrary voices making 

themselves heard by their very absence in the complacent dominant discourse as this is 

constructed by McEwan and Messud.    

 

2.2 The view from above: Saturday  

White people have undeniably, over many centuries, acquired significant powers which 

people belonging to other races do not have. White privilege is about the benefits of 

access to resources and social rewards and the power to shape social norms and values 

that whites receive, consciously or unconsciously, by virtue of their skin colour in a 

racially configured society.1 These powers can be noticed in most aspects of daily life. 

As an illustration, in comparison to people from other races, white people in the United 

States and Britain are far less likely to be suspected of crimes; they are much more 

strongly represented in government; they occupy a higher percentage of leadership 

positions in companies; and they are likely to be offered easier terms for obtaining bank 

loans and mortgages. Such advantages are, to a significant extent, be extended across 

national lines; as Mary Brewer notes in Staging Whiteness: ‘Although British and U.S. 

cultures differ in historical constructions of Whiteness and histories, they share the 

                                                        
1 Charmaine L. Wijeysinghe, Pat Griffin and Barbara Love, ‘Racism Curriculum Design’, in Teaching 
for Diversity and Social Justice: A Sourcebook, ed. Maurianne Adams, Lee Anne Bell and Pat Griffin 
(New York: Routledge, 1997), pp. 82-109 (p. 97). 
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illusion of a constant and consistent White identity.’2 This sense of racial preferment 

tends, also, to be transmissible across class boundaries.3 Nevertheless, both of the 

novels under review in this chapter will complicate substantially any notion that social 

power in the West devolves automatically upon all whites, irrespective of other 

categorising markers such as class. Rather, Saturday and The Emperor’s Children 

prompt us to consider whiteness as an internally differentiated phenomenon, with the 

protagonists here enjoying power not merely as a result of their epidermal particularity 

but because of their conspicuous access to economic resources.  

Henry Perowne in McEwan’s Saturday is a white, middle-aged, upper-class, 

highly reputed neurosurgeon. He lives in an elegant house in Fitzroy Square in London 

with his wife, who works as a lawyer, and his two teenage children. Henry has achieved 

all that he dreamed of earlier in life: professional success, wealth and a family both 

healthy and talented. He is aware of all he has been blessed with and has a sense of 

being socially higher than the great majority of the UK population. Henry’s opulent 

house, extending over 7000 square feet, is located in a part of London which was 

constructed in the eighteenth century to house aristocratic families and is still the home 

of the privileged. As a self-conscious elitist, Perowne could not tolerate living in a 

neighbourhood of lesser material status or lower historical significance. The area where 

his house is located should reflect his reputation as one of the most distinguished people 

in his field. There is compelling evidence that people use place identifications in order 

to differentiate themselves from others.4 Thus, while the less privileged who live on the 

                                                        
2 Mary F. Brewer, Staging Whiteness (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 2005), p. 236.   
3 The classic theoretical reference here is David R. Roediger, The Wages of Whiteness: Race and the 
Making of the American Working Class, rev. ed. (New York: Verso, 2007). Roediger shows in this study 
how white working-class subjects in the United States have historically affiliated themselves not with 
members of other racial communities with whom they share an oppressive class situation, but with those 
of equivalent racial identity (whatever the class divide).   
4 See, for example, Clare L. Twigger-Ross and David L. Uzzell, ‘Place and Identity Processes’, Journal 
of Environmental Psychology, vol. 16, no. 3 (1996): 205-220 (p. 205).  
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outskirts of Fitzrovia still have the possibility of fleeting access to the famous square’s 

gardens, they are nevertheless subject to panoptic survey and social othering by the 

more financially and culturally endowed residents. The difference between classes in 

the district is mapped spatially by McEwan. When Perowne looks down from his thirty-

feet-high balcony, he is able, without coming under scrutiny in return, to examine and 

judge these less fortunate people moving about in the streets. Beneath him are, for 

example, young boys from a nearby Indian hostel, together with low-paid office 

workers, drug dealers and a shouting old lady whom he focalises as if she were an exotic 

zoo specimen. In fact, it appears from the description of Perowne in Saturday that this 

sort of elevated and covert spectatorship has become one of his favourite amusements: 

‘He’s been at the window several minutes,’ as the focalisation goes, ‘the elation is 

passing, and he’s beginning to shiver.’5  

Similarly, when he drives his car to work, Henry scrutinises people of low social 

rank while being shielded from their returning gaze (and from the still more harrowing 

prospect of tactile interactions with them). Immiserated people are observed by him as 

they come out of their council houses, unable to satisfy their essential needs at present 

while still hoping for better times to come. Perowne also notices people crowding 

around a street food stall, not worrying about high calorie intakes or ominous levels of 

saturated fat which will compromise their already endangered health – unlike Perowne 

who requires his body to stay healthy and attractive in order to complete his sense of 

self-satisfaction: ‘Perowne has always had physical ambitions and he’s reluctant to let 

them go.’6 The only place in fact where he faces the prospect of direct rather than 

mediated or distanced encounter with the socially marginal or dispossessed is in his 

                                                        
5 Ian McEwan, Saturday (London: Vintage Books, 2005), p. 13.   
6 McEwan, Saturday, p. 20.  
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hospital; here, however, his privilege is freshly ratified rather than undermined, since 

he meets these patients in situations when they are weak, hoping to be saved, and by 

contrast he is their potential saviour. In McEwan’s portrait of Perowne, then, we see 

traditional racial advantage allied with economic caste and professional success in order 

to magnify his sense of entitlement.     

This elated sense of superiority, affirmed in his relationships with others at the 

hospital, underpins Perowne’s happiness; it has become an addiction, indeed, which he 

is not willing to resist even if supplying or feeding it is incompatible with some of his 

family ties. He is highly attentive to appeals to his authority: for example, holding his 

phone close in the permanent expectation of a hospital call and being prepared to leave 

the most intimate family situation whenever he is called upon to exercise his godly 

expertise in the operating theatre. Near the end of the novel, for example, he hurries to 

hospital to take care of Baxter even while his family is still in shock over the quasi-

terrorist attack on them which Baxter has just carried out. Perowne’s focalisation of his 

thoughts here indicates that his motivation is something other than – morally more 

ambiguous than – a doctor’s selfless desire to help patients of whatever provenance: 

‘But once he’s through the double swing doors […] No regrets.’7 Rather than regarding 

himself just as a highly skilled technician, Perowne overlays the role with intimations 

of  power: ‘Henry can’t resist the urgency of his cases, or deny the egotistical joy in his 

own skills, or the pleasure he still takes in the relief of the relatives when he comes 

down from the operating room like a god, an angel with the glad tidings – life, not 

death.’8 In one particularly disturbing moment in the novel, Perowne conflates himself 

with the figure of Saddam Hussein; they both have absolute authority over their 

                                                        
7 McEwan, Saturday, p. 24. 
8 McEwan, Saturday, p. 23.  
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territories and determine the lives of their ‘subjects’: ‘Perowne, dressed for combat on 

court, imagines himself as Saddam, surveying the crowd with satisfaction from some 

Baghdad ministry balcony.’9 While at a level of explicit political reflection he detests 

Saddam for his dictatorship and his inhuman torture of Iraqis – feelings that are 

intensified after he meets Miri Taleb, an Iraqi colleague who was formerly tortured by 

Saddam’s secret police – he nevertheless finds grounds in the near-absolute power 

which they share for imaginative identification with the Iraqi President. Through 

registering moments of consciousness such as this, McEwan develops a critique from 

the inside of advanced narcissism (a critique more persuasive and far-reaching, perhaps, 

than those moments when Perowne’s sense of entitlement is openly challenged in 

dialogue by interlocutors such as Baxter or his daughter Daisy). As a commentary on 

narcissistic disposition has it:    

 
Narcissistic individuals have a grandiose sense of their own self-importance, 
and they often boast or exaggerate their accomplishments. Since narcissistic 
individuals value and pursue power and self-importance, this may lead to a 
preoccupation with work and succeeding at work, and working to the exclusion 
of other life activities; however, because narcissistic individuals think very 
highly of themselves, they are not likely to be plagued by constant feelings of 
guilt, which is often a driving force behind workaholic behavior.10  

 
Perowne’s own workaholic behaviour in Saturday maps neatly onto this description, in 

that it emanates from the further pursuit of self-worth rather than from any feeling of 

guilt. However, his ever-growing sense of self-importance and egotism also takes on in 

the novel suggestions of a social rather than merely individual pathology, hinting at 

hierarchical perspectives shaping the West’s interactions with its others.    

                                                        
9 McEwan, Saturday, p. 62. Note Perowne’s imaginative projection of himself here to an elevated 
viewing position (‘some Baghdad ministry balcony’), recalling his privileged residential outlook in 
Fitzroy Square.   
10  Malissa A. Clark, Ariel M. Lelchook and Marcie C. Taylor, ‘Beyond the Big Five: How Narcissism, 
Perfectionism, and Dispositional Affect Relates to Workaholism’, Personality and Individual 
Differences, vol. 48, no. 7 (2010): 786-791 (p. 787).   
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As a matter of fact, the novel tells us, it has been always hard for Perowne to 

comprehend people of different backgrounds, either because of his emotional illiteracy, 

or because of his simple unwillingness to accept difference. For example, when he 

encounters (at a safe distance) three Muslim women in Harley Street wearing full-

length black robes, he registers their appearance as an assault on his mental and even 

corporeal well-being, describing the scene as ‘farcical and liable to ‘turn’ his stomach.11 

Despite his scientific rather than religious sensibility, it is highly unlikely that Perowne 

would have subjected nuns wearing comparable black garments to similarly scathing 

critique, because they are securely part of his own culture. However, in the case of these 

Muslim women, clothing functions for him as a sign of their irreducible and abject 

otherness. He has little tolerance of the social, cultural and racial difference for which 

the women’s robes function as signifier: ‘Let Islamic dress codes be! What should he 

care about burkhas? Veils for his irritation. No, irritation is too narrow a word. They 

and the Chinese Republic serve the gently tilting negative pitch of his mood.’12 Here, 

an apparently liberal impulse (‘Let Islamic dress codes be!’) rapidly gives way to a 

‘negative’ disposition, one that – as the reference to ‘the Chinese Republic’ suggests – 

is liable to be fed randomly by a range of non-white populations.   

McEwan’s protagonist in Saturday seems in this respect to go completely 

against the beliefs of the writer himself who has frequently spoken of his own 

commitment to pluralism. Indeed, for McEwan, the novel itself as a form is to be 

understood in Bakhtinian terms as a terrain of clashing worldviews, the interaction of 

which is designed to maximise in the reader interested engagement with others of all 

kinds. As he has suggested in an interview, novels are not about ‘teaching people how 

                                                        
11 McEwan, Saturday, p. 124.  
12 McEwan, Saturday, p. 124. 
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to live but about showing the possibility of what it is like to be someone else. It is the 

basis of all sympathy, empathy and compassion. Other people are as alive as you are.’13 

At first sight, Saturday, with its system of fixed character focalisation, seems to derive 

from an entirely different model of the novel form. However, Perowne serves as a 

cautionary example of a non- or even anti-novelistic sensibility, with his startling lack 

of curiosity about other people increasingly exposed as the text goes on. McEwan 

thereby alerts the reader to the social (indeed global or geopolitical) strife that may 

result from a diminished interest in difference.   

Although everything in Perowne’s life seems perfect, however, he is 

nevertheless shown to be living anxiously in the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks (despite 

their occurrence 3000 miles away). As a privileged white male who is professionally 

highly successful and has lived in a safe society all his life, such incidents are extremely 

agitating to him; as he murmurs to himself: ‘The nineties are looking like an innocent 

decade, and who would have thought that at the time? Now we breathe a different air.’14 

When he wakes up one morning and sees in the sky an aeroplane in flames, his paranoid 

sensibility immediately prompts him to process this scene as an outcome of terrorist 

action. As Chung-jen Chen states: ‘in catastrophes like Fukushima, 9/11 or 7/7, when 

there is no recognizable enemy in sight and no precedent to consult, all people can do 

is to fear.’15 Although Perowne is a doctor who has seen people die countless times at 

hospital, this situation feels different to him. Under terrorist attack, privileged people 

see that they have much to lose immediately. It is so unlike death as a result of a disease; 

there is no hope of surviving or a chance to resist. The level of stress which Perowne 

                                                        
13 Kate Kellaway, ‘At Home with His Worries’, The Guardian, 16 September 2001, 
www.theguardian.com/books/2001/sep/16/fiction.ianmcewan [accessed 8 August 2014].  
14 McEwan, Saturday, p. 32.  
15 Chen Chung-jen, ‘London is “Waiting for Its Bomb”: History, Memory, and Fear of Destruction in Ian 
McEwan’s Saturday’, Wenshan Review of Literature and Culture, vol. 5, no. 2 (2012): 105-134 (p. 107).  
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suffers from after the terrorist attacks of 9/11 could plausibly be read, in the light of 

Chapter One’s discussion above, as evidence of Post-traumatic Stress Disorder. 

According to the authors of one study of mental health following terrorist attacks: 

‘Transient symptoms should in most cases therefore be regarded as a general and not 

necessarily inappropriate stress response, partly reflecting involvement and concern 

with one’s own safety as well as with the safety of the community, family and friends.’16 

What distinguishes Perowne’s post-9/11 anxiety, however, is first its non-transient 

character (since it extends well after the initial moment of threat might be considered 

to have passed), secondly the suspicion that, as in its activation by his sighting of people 

of different races and cultures, it expresses not so much a medicalised individual 

pathology as a larger cultural formation which he may share with others.  

  Rendered uneasy by the 9/11 attacks when a group of outsiders caused mass 

fatalities on American soil and apprehensive about the potential for similar attacks in 

Europe, Perowne tends to be suspicious of all those whom he perceives as ‘other’. So, 

for example, he regularly sees a group of young boys of West Indian and Middle Eastern 

origins in the street outside his house, and, without any deeper reflection upon or 

engagement with them, he puts into practice a kind of informal racial profiling and 

assumes that they are engaged in unlawful practice as drug dealers, using their 

pavement café as a cover to distribute cocaine or ecstasy. It requires his son Theo, who 

is more open to otherness (and closer thereby to McEwan’s sense of the ideal novelistic 

sensibility), to explain to him that actually these boys are simply providing various 

commercial services which Perowne himself might take advantage of one day. On 

another occasion, Perowne reacts unsympathetically when discussing the case of a 

                                                        
16 Matthew G. Whalley and Chris R. Brewin, ‘Mental Health Following Terrorist Attacks’, The British 
Journal of Psychiatry, vol. 190, no. 2 (2007): 94-96 (p. 94). 
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fourteen-year-old patient with his anaesthetist Jay Strauss. Andrea Chapman is a 

stubborn young girl from Nigeria; she also loses her temper easily, quite likely as an 

effect of her medical state. Jay demonstrates empathy towards her when he says: ‘I like 

that kid […] she might do something with herself.’17 However, Perowne replies: ‘At 

least it’ll be her own decision to crash.’18 In evaluating Andrea, Perowne considers 

neither her cultural background (she only arrived from Nigeria two years earlier and 

thus is still acculturating to British norms), nor her delicate condition of having a brain 

tumour which is probably affecting her temperament. Perowne’s hostile reaction 

towards the Muslim women’s clothing, his misplaced suspicion of the young boys in 

his street, and his unsympathetic attitude regarding his youthful Nigerian patient: all of 

these instances speak of a worldview fortified only by the drawing of increasingly tight 

and militantly guarded borders – a tendency, again, that has cultural as against merely 

private import.19  

Later in the novel, Perowne finds himself face to face with the prospect of death 

at the hands of Baxter, a disturbed, unfortunate gangster whom he has first encountered 

in a minor car accident. Sociologists have shown that communication between people 

from different backgrounds is liable, without the practice of mutual sensitivity, to lead 

to misunderstanding:  

 
Understanding others is a difficult and risky business, but if history is any guide, 
understanding others in intercultural encounters is truly a great challenge. When 
dealing with a person from a different culture, the lay psychologist is faced with 
the possibility of a radical divergence between his or her own everyday 
understanding of behavior and that of the others.20  

                                                        
17 McEwan, Saturday, p. 105. 
18 McEwan, Saturday, p. 105. 
19 As with Chapter One’s discussion of the relationship in Falling Man between Keith and an African 
American woman, it is important not to turn too rapidly or simplistically to social allegory when thinking 
about the significance of Perowne in Saturday. Equally, however, it is important not to neglect the 
possible politico-cultural resonances of his narcissism and hostility to difference.   
20 Maggie Potapchuk, Sally Leiderman, Donna Bivens and Barbara Major, Flipping the Script: White 
Privilege and Community Building (Silver Spring, MD and Conshohocken, PA: MP Associates, Inc. and 
Center for Assessment and Policy Development, 2005), p. 6. 
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Perowne, the upper-class doctor, is of totally different social status and background to 

Baxter, the lower-class gang member. The antagonistic situation that initially arises 

between them when they collide close to the anti-Iraq War protest march in London in 

February 2003 is hard to resolve peacefully due to this significant cultural gap. If Baxter 

responds to Perowne with an understandable class resentment, the latter is equally 

obtuse and non-empathetic in his interactions with a character from a class which he 

rarely sees other than from the safe panoptic spaces of his balcony or his high-

performance car. For a number of critics, the delineation of Perowne’s relationship with 

Baxter is to be regarded as a weakness in the novel, one as much political or ethical as 

formal. More persuasively, however, T. Amiel-Houser writes:   

 
Perowne’s failure to penetrate Baxter’s inner world and to empathetically 
understand him has been condemned by some critics as indicative of the 
ideological narrowness of the novel. […]. Against this reading, I argue that 
leaving Baxter, the social Other, as an ambiguous lacuna both to Perowne and 
to the readers constitutes the ethical stance of Saturday: this non-penetrability 
is the key to the consequent effects of the novel on the readers.21 

 
The mistake in the readings offered by those critics to whom Amiel-Houser refers here 

is that they take the centrality of Perowne’s consciousness in the novel to imply its 

validation by the text. On the contrary, the close mapping of his inner world is precisely 

in order to undermine it from within, to disclose its culpable failures of imagination. 

And, crucially, these imaginative failures are also to be understood as freighted with 

ethical and political dangers. Saturday is thus readable as ‘a 9/11 novel’ not only 

because of its overt references to the events themselves and to the protests against the 

Iraq War that was launched in their aftermath by the United States and its allies; rather, 

and more obliquely, the text belongs to the corpus of 9/11 fiction also in its trackings 

                                                        
21 T. Amiel-Houser, ‘The Ethics of Otherness in Ian McEwan’s Saturday’, Connotations, vol. 21, no. 1 
(2011): 128-157 (p. 131). 
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of Perowne’s relationships with ‘the other’, culminating with Baxter. In the 

protagonist’s limitations in the face of the other, his inability even to conceive of 

perspectives and cultures outside his own, we see something of the closed imperial 

imaginary of the West as this was apparent in the run-up to and following on from 

September 11th. 

Many factors, of course, may impede expressions of tolerance and harmony 

between different individuals or communities. Markus and Lin identify a number of 

these: ‘Conflict ways vary dramatically among cultural contexts – contexts specified 

by ethnicity, religion, gender, social class, educational background, age, or region of 

the country or world.’22 Whatever its precipitant(s), failure to understand and accept 

the social other can result in conflict and instability (and, as Saturday suggests, conflict 

and instability on a geopolitical scale as well as in localised interpersonal dynamics). 

Towards the end of McEwan’s novel, a proposed solution emerges to the antagonistic 

differences which have been carefully charted. During Baxter’s frightening assault on 

Perowne’s house, Perowne’s daughter Daisy starts, rather improbably, to recite ‘Dover 

Beach’ by the Victorian poet Matthew Arnold; even more surprisingly, the fascinated 

Baxter is almost at once disarmed by the poem, with its critique of a world ‘where 

ignorant armies clash by night’ and its plea for love to be universalised.23 In the face 

of poetry’s power, Baxter turns, in the novel’s description of Perowne’s focalisation 

of this scene, ‘from lord of terror to amazed admirer. Or excited child.’24 Daisy thus 

finds a means of addressing him on shared or, at least, shareable terrain which had 

                                                        
22 Hazel Rose Markus and Leah R. Lin, ‘Conflictways: Cultural Diversity in the Meanings and Practices 
of Conflict’, in Cultural Divides: Understanding and Overcoming Group Conflict, ed. Deborah A. 
Prentice and Dale T. Miller (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1999), pp. 302-336 (p. 305). 
23 Matthew Arnold, ‘Dover Beach’ (written 1851, first published 1867), qtd. in McEwan, Saturday, p. 
222. 
24 McEwan, Saturday, p. 223.   
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eluded Perowne, given the latter’s tendency in the narrative to fortify his own 

boundaries against possible incursions by the other.  

Nevertheless, for all its attractiveness, this resolution of conflict through the 

intervention of poetry is a move which we might want to examine closely, perhaps 

even critique. Daisy’s recourse in this situation of tense division is, after all, not to 

disavow all of her social and cultural inheritances, and thus to open herself up to a 

potentially novel and illuminating encounter with Baxter’s worldview; rather, she 

annuls difference on her own terms, by drawing Baxter into the world of canonical 

English poetry that is part of her own ‘cultural capital’ (to utilise Pierre Bourdieu’s 

valuable term). Certainly, this means of ‘conquest’ with respect to the other is greatly 

to be preferred to the militarism and securitisation that have been the West’s favoured 

solutions to the terrifying revelations of difference and otherness yielded by 9/11. Yet 

the effect is still to consolidate white privilege, albeit manifested now at the end of a 

poem rather than a missile.   

 

2.3 Interrupted destinies: The Emperor’s Children 

In Claire Messud’s ensemble novel, The Emperor’s Children, the Thwaites are an 

upper-class white family living in Manhattan. Murray Thwaite is a highly respected 

journalist and cultural commentator living with his wife, who is a social worker. The 

three main characters in the novel – Marina, Danielle and Julius – represent the next 

generation and have been close friends since their undergraduate days at prestigious 

Brown University on Rhode Island. They and the majority of their associates follow the 

daily routine of the privileged class in Manhattan. They are well-educated, financially 

comfortable, and they live in the most affluent neighbourhoods. Murray himself owns 

a spacious apartment on the Upper West Side, between Central Park and the Hudson 
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River. By locating themselves in that area, the Thwaites clearly desire to live in the 

heart of the cultural, intellectual and artistic milieu of Manhattan, so that they can be 

defined in relation to this distinctive social group. As Edward Relph writes about the 

mutually supportive relationship between geographical space and class identity: ‘The 

relationship between community and place is indeed a very powerful one in which each 

reinforces the identity of the other, and in which the landscape is very much an 

expression of communally held beliefs and values and of interpersonal involvements.’25  

In socio-economic situations such as Messud describes, the unquestionably 

privileged descendants of elite practitioners such as Murray have nevertheless to 

confront high parental and peer expectations. There are other dangers, also, for example 

the risk to social cohesiveness which may be incurred by living in such an upper-class 

white community at a distance from other social classes.26 The Thwaites ensured that 

their daughter Marina studied at Brown, a private educational institution featuring many 

Nobel Laureates among its staff, because graduating from such a world-class university 

would enhance her chances of a brilliant future and give her the chance to communicate 

with people of equivalently high social status; as Shirley Hill asserts: ‘One of the first 

things upper-class parents often do to ensure their children’s future success is to get 

them placed in an elite educational setting.’27 Marina, as a socially well-connected 

young woman with a plausible education, has an extremely good chance of getting a 

decent job in Manhattan, as Messud’s narrator affirms early in the novel when reporting 

that ‘she had been invited to lunch by a powerful editor, a man of her father’s age and 

a sometime family friend, who was pleased to be seen in San Domenico with such a 

                                                        
25 Edward Relph, Place and Placelessness (London: Pion, 1976), p. 34.  
26 As Shirley A. Hill writes: ‘the upper class constitutes a closed society of people who rarely venture 
beyond their own class in forming friendships and associations. That exclusivity extends to living in 
select cities and neighbourhoods where they are isolated (and protected) from their social class inferiors.’ 
Families: A Social Class Perspective (Los Angeles: Sage Publications, 2012), p. 55.   
27 Hill, Families, p. 65.   
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babe – Brown University graduate, mind you, not all good looks and no substance – 

and who urged her to submit a proposal to his firm.’28 Although such an offer would be 

welcomed very enthusiastically by most people in her society, she does not find it 

sufficient to meet her ambitions. Even when her father tries to convince her to find any 

job instead of remaining idle at her parents’ apartment, there is a desultory response: 

‘Marina gave her father a self-deprecating smile, to his mind one of her most bewitching 

expressions – “I worry that that will make me ordinary, like everybody else.”’29 Marina, 

like most children of affluent families, is pressurised by her parents and her closed 

society to be distinctive, because all conceivable means of success have been offered 

to her. It is easy to imagine, however, how such such a sense of entitlement may become 

burdensome, even toxic:    

 
The high pressure for achievement is thus experienced as parental criticism. 
Children come to feel that any failure to accomplish will seriously diminish the 
acceptance and esteem with which their parents regard them. […] Parents, 
however, are but one part of the equation. It is not family wealth per se but living 
in the cultural context of affluence that confers risk. Impossibly high 
expectations are transmitted not only by parents but by the entire community.30  
 

In The Emperor’s Children, this internalisation of an imperative to succeed extends 

from Marina to her friends Danielle and Julius, and in all three cases it has the effect of 

giving an abrasive quality to their social and economic advantage (even though 

Messud’s novel, with its sharp satirical intent, is careful not to invest these experiences 

– highly privileged ones, when all’s said and done – with excess pathos).  

                                                        
28 Claire Messud, The Emperor’s Children (London: Picador, 2006), pp. 31-32.  
29 Messud, The Emperor’s Children, p. 91.  
30 Peter Yang, ‘The Problem with Rich Kids’, Psychology Today, 5 November 2013, 
www.psychologytoday.com/articles/201310/the-problem-rich-kids [accessed 15 August 2014]. Cf.: 
‘Parents stress that growing up privileged is not enough: They want their children to accomplish on their 
own and maximize their potential, and they are able to give them the resources they need to do so. They 
want them to be seen as people who contribute to the community and don’t mind “pulling the purse 
strings” to get conformity from their children’ (Hill, Families, p. 67). 
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 The Emperor’s Children, in fact, investigates a privileged class that appears to 

be in a state of atrophy, if not quite obsolescence yet. While seemingly dwelling in a 

state of patriarchal vigour, Murray himself is revealed to be a figure of some enervation, 

diminished by smoking and near-alcoholism and facing accusations that his prolific 

output of books and articles of cultural commentary is owing to a tendency to self-

plagiarise (by describing this last practice, Messud skewers with particular deftness an 

inward-looking class that is prone to increasingly jaded self-replication and now lacks 

the energy to innovate and diversify). The succeeding generation, however, while to an 

extent still upholstered by inherited money, is more enfeebled still. Marina, for example, 

has laboured for seven years in writing a book about children’s clothes in which, 

fundamentally, she is not interested. The fertility of Messud’s satirical novel itself – a 

substantial and energetic text of some six hundred pages – mocks, by insinuation, the 

tiny accumulation of pages managed by Marina. The television documentary about 

Australian Aborigines that is planned by her friend Danielle is cancelled, signifying 

another thwarted or abandoned artistic project. Julius, the third member of this collegiate 

trio, is the most talented amongst them, but he too is ill-equipped to be a successful 

innovator, working mainly as an editor and thereby being bound into a life of modifying 

the pre-existing words of others rather than generating significant new ones of his own. 

In addition, the romantic relationship that he has with his presumed soulmate David 

ends in a violent fight, threatening a further fall away from productive exchanges with 

the world into a sterile inwardness. Julius confesses at one point to Marina: ‘“let’s face 

it, we’ve always been fucking lucky, and have just kept right on.”’31 However, the 

evidence gathered in The Emperor’s Children indicates that the ‘luck’ may be running 

out, in the face of transformed social, economic and cultural conditions (these including, 

                                                        
31 Messud, The Emperor’s Children, p. 547.  
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as we shall see shortly, the events of 9/11 itself), and that the practice of ‘keeping on’ 

now expresses mere, routinised replication rather than an admirable capacity for 

endurance. 

The world of upper-class Manhattan society, as Messud presents it, is something 

of an echo chamber or a depleted gene pool, consisting almost entirely of people whose 

novelty and productivity have been virtually exhausted. In this realm, Murray Thwaite 

functions as ‘the emperor’, with the younger characters as his ‘children’ (though we 

should bear in mind, of course, that the novel’s ultimate ‘emperor’, as Messud sees it, 

is the US itself). These characters see things consistently from the narrowest of 

perspectives, suggesting that this category of Americans, at least, is still liable to that 

inwardness to the point of narcissism that was identified in the nineteenth century by 

the perceptive French observer Alexis de Tocqueville as the prevailing sensibility in the 

United States: when ‘all a man’s interests are limited to those near himself, folk […] 

form the habit of thinking of themselves in isolation and imagine that their whole destiny 

is in their hands’.32 If Tocqueville acknowledges the potential energy of such an outlook 

(the subject’s magical thinking, irrespective of social position, that ‘their whole destiny 

is in their hands’), he also skewers the danger that it will result in parochialism at the 

expense of any sense of the larger polity.  

The crux of The Emperor’s Children is to what extent this complacent and inert 

world is modified or disarranged by 9/11. Rather like Brick Lane, to which I will turn 

in the next chapter, Messud’s text is strictly speaking ‘a post-9/11 novel’ only in its 

closing segment (and in the still more trivial detail of its publication date); until that 

point, events in the narrative are set slightly earlier, albeit with the successive dates 

                                                        
32 Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America (1835, 1840), qtd in Richard Gray, After the Fall: 
American Literature Since 9/11 (Chichester: Wiley Blackwell, 2011), p. 30.   
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communicating an ominous sense of imminent change of which the protagonists 

themselves are unaware. However, to adopt such a perspective would be overly to 

restrict the possible temporal range of 9/11 fiction: proleptic as well as retrospective 

novels should surely be possible. Thus, for example, a passage in The Emperor’s 

Children that is set pre-9/11, in which Danielle focalises the beauty of Manhattan, in 

particular its skyline, takes its undoubted power from the implicit foreshadowing of 

this urban environment’s imminent, cataclysmic destruction: 

 
Following his arm, Danielle was struck again by the glory of the city around 
them, its glittering stalagmites and arterial avenues, strung with the beaded 
headlights of the ever-starting, ever-stopping traffic. Even the dark patches, the 
flat rooftops of the brick and brownstone buildings to the immediate south and 
west, or the hollow she knew to be a playground by day – even these ellipses 
were vital to the pattern. Farther downtown, a cluster of skyscrapers rose, 
alight, into the night, stolid mercantile reassurance in the mad whimsy of the 
city.33  
 

The very rising ‘into the night’ here of ‘a cluster of skyscrapers’ accrues its poignancy 

from the levelling of the Twin Towers that the reader, though not yet the protagonists, 

knows is shortly to come. 

Generally, in the case of Messud’s novel, the socio-cultural mapping of an 

inward-turning set of characters prior to September 11th serves valuably to chart a 

privileged American sensibility that would seem to face violent rupture because of the 

attacks. More searchingly still, the text suggests, this sensibility might even be said to 

have been partially responsible for them, since it was one that tended towards 

narcissism and thereby ruled out active and empathetic engagement with the rest of the 

world, even with Americans of other classes and communities.     

The protagonists in The Emperor’s Children respond to the events of 9/11 in 

varying ways. Arin Keeble suggests that, actually, there is a kind of obscuring effect, 

                                                        
33 Messud, The Emperor’s Children, p. 420. 
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rather than revelation here: ‘Thus, in the conclusion of the novel there is a blurred sense 

of what real impact the attacks have had on the close of each narrative strand.’34 Julius, 

for example, testifies to a sense post-9/11 of having been wounded, but without exactly 

knowing the nature of his injury and the viability of any particular cure:   

 
You don’t think of yourself as scarred. You forget. And you think you can just 
keep being your same self. But everyone sees you, and they see a changed 
person, and the ones who know the story see you as changed in a very particular 
way, which isn’t so nice. And then they remind you, over and over again, and 
then, I think, eventually you get changed, from the outside in, you have to 
absorb it, somehow.35 

 
Despite Keeble’s assertion, however, certain developments for the protagonists, if not 

exactly outcomes or clear trajectories, can be noted. Murray decides, for instance, to 

end his age-inappropriate affair with Danielle, as if returning to his marriage signifies 

an attempt to restore at least one (admittedly small-scale) structure that had been badly 

damaged. Marina, who has actually witnessed the attacks, suffers from trauma for a 

time, but then decides to take a job, suggesting finally an infusion of energy and a new 

stance of looking outwards, rather than the long-standing writer’s block in which she 

has previously been entrapped.  

The most decisive shift after the events of September 11, however, occurs to 

Frederick Tubb, or ‘Bootie’, a less central character who fits awkwardly in the dominant 

socio-cultural milieu depicted by the novel. Bootie is Murray’s nephew, yet has not 

seen his uncle for years. He idolises the older man as a prospective cultural mentor, 

nevertheless, and believes that he has the intellectual and creative powers to be as 

successful as him in the future. Without his mother’s knowledge, he leaves their 

provincial home, bound for Manhattan on an itinerary that recalls archetypal American 

                                                        
34 Arin Keeble, ‘Marriage, Relationships, and 9/11: The Seismographic Narratives of Falling Man, The 
Good Life, and The Emperor's Children’, The Modern Language Review, vol. 106, no. 4 (2011): 355-
373 (pp. 368-369). 
35 Messud, The Emperor’s Children, p. 454.  
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narratives of self-reinvention (albeit with the variation that he travels east, rather than 

replicating the pioneers’ journey westwards). He anticipates that the Thwaites will 

welcome him gladly and that Murray will be his patron – something that indeed initially 

happens. Later, however, Bootie begins to experience feelings of class and cultural 

alienation or exclusion. This is sensed with particular vividness at a barbecue that the 

Thwaites all attend: ‘He couldn’t quite bear their bonhomie, the warmth and near 

indifference of their welcome, the way they assumed (and the very rightness of the 

assumption rankled) that he was there because he wanted to be assimilated into their 

lives, to be a part of them.’36 And, from a little later in the novel: ‘The Thwaites’ New 

York society, after all, was not what he wanted.’37 While there are clearly significant 

differences between Bootie and Saturday’s Baxter – Bootie has already acquired 

significant cultural capital, for example, while Baxter is ignorant of the world of poetry 

until his revelatory encounter with ‘Dover Beach’ – there are also suggestive structural 

parallels between them. Each, in his respective novel, occupies a marginal and 

disempowered location with regard to a privileged class fraction. Although, racially 

speaking, they are both part of the majority community, neither is equipped because of 

class inequality and cultural disadvantage to spend what the African American 

commentator W. E. B. Du Bois referred to as the ‘public and psychological wage’ of 

whiteness.38 Despite their racial status, then, these two characters look ahead to the non-

white dispossessed of the US and the UK who will be central to the 9/11 novels I discuss 

in Chapters Three and Four.  

If Baxter’s terminal health condition as revealed to him by Perowne in Saturday 

leaves him with sadly few narrative options, this is not the case for Bootie in The 

                                                        
36 Messud, The Emperor’s Children, p. 179. 
37 Messud, The Emperor’s Children, p. 181. 
38 W. E. B. Du Bois, Black Reconstruction (New York: Free Press, 1998), p. 700. 
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Emperor’s Children, who takes advantage of his missing status in the chaotic wake of 

9/11 to escape to Florida and begin to fashion a new life (as we saw in the Introduction, 

this kind of plot turn was anticipated by Neil LaBute in his play, The Mercy Seat). The 

question remains, however, as to whether even this switch of location and purpose 

amounts to a more profound post-9/11 readjustment than that attempted, say, by Murray 

with his revived interest in his marriage or by Marina with her taking a job. For Keeble, 

assessing The Emperor’s Children, ‘things do not fundamentally change despite major 

disruptions in the characters’ personal lives, nor does the ostensible new seriousness of 

life after 9/11 shed light on these disruptions either.’39 If Keeble is neutral as to whether 

this absence of decisive recalibration of the characters’ lives post-9/11 signifies a flaw 

in The Emperor’s Children, Gray is less even-handed. He argues that, in Messud’s 

novel, as in other post-9/11 texts such as McInerney’s The Good Life and DeLillo’s 

Falling Man, there is the banal revelation that ‘all life […] is personal; cataclysmic 

public events are measured purely and simply in terms of their impact on the emotional 

entanglements of their protagonists.’ And again: these novels are complicit in ‘reducing 

a turning point in national and international history to little more than a stage in a 

sentimental education’.40 It is true that readers seeking investigations of the geopolitical 

genealogy of 9/11, or looking for representation of nationally and culturally diverse sets 

of characters, should go elsewhere than The Emperor’s Children (to a text like 

Pynchon’s Bleeding Edge, perhaps). However, the great weakness of Gray’s argument 

is that, certainly with respect to Messud’s novel, it is insufficiently attentive to the 

question of genre. The Emperor’s Children does not, after all, celebrate or valorise the 

insularity of its characters – an insularity that is evident not only before the events of 

                                                        
39 Keeble, ‘Marriage, Relationships, and 9/11’, p. 371.  
40 Gray, After the Fall, p. 30. 
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September 11, but afterwards too, as several of the characters’ lives settle again into 

familiar routines and the sense of decisive transformation is relaxed. Rather, the novel 

operates in the modes of satire and irony, presenting its protagonists’ capacity to rework 

the global-political into the personal as ethical weakness (rather like Perowne’s lack of 

openness to the other in Saturday). The persistence of what Gray calls ‘sentimental 

education’ in The Emperor’s Children, even after 9/11, is thus an occasion for the text’s 

sharp satire, not a marker of its political evasiveness. Indeed, it is precisely through this 

satirical mode that the novel stages its post-9/11 political intervention – an intervention 

which is insightful and progressive, even if it escapes Gray’s radar.41       

 

2.4 Narrative poetics and politics in Saturday and The Emperor’s Children  

The importance of formal and stylistic selections made by both McEwan and Messud 

in presenting their fictional responses to 9/11 has been implicit, and sometimes openly 

registered, in my analyses above. In concluding the chapter, however, I consider the 

two novels’ formal designs in greater detail so as to elaborate more clearly the 

relationships here between poetics and politics. To begin with Saturday, McEwan 

chooses the narrative mode of fixed character-focalisation, routing a single day’s 

tumultuous events through the eyes only of the main character, Henry Perowne. 

                                                        
41 David Simpson, like Gray a critic with a very distinguished track record, seems similarly wrong-footed 
by the satirical design of The Emperor’s Children. Witness the accumulation of alternative, hesitant 
readings he offers in this passage (rather than identifying clearly the novel’s critical engagement of post-
9/11 America through satire): ‘What can we make of Messud’s recourse to social satire as the mode of a 
“9/11 novel”? It might be taken as a fitting acknowledgment of the limits of fiction in the face of an 
appalling and indescribable event, rather as those who did not experience the Holocaust are sometimes 
told that they should not purport to tell about it. Or it might be read as a cry of quiet rage against the 
capacity of these people not to be radically moved or changed by an event whose enormous importance 
they can neither understand intellectually nor sense upon their private pulses. […] From this perspective 
one might read the novel as an epitaph to itself, or to the society novel of modern manners and its 
accumulations of petty ambitions, silly happenings and routine infidelities. Or, if one is so-minded and 
has happened to identify with anyone in the book, it might appear as a salutary homage to the ability of 
most people to keep going.’ David Simpson, ‘Telling It Like It Isn’t’, in Literature After 9/11, ed. Ann 
Keniston and Jeanne Follansbee Quinn (New York: Routledge, 2013), pp. 209-223 (pp. 217-218).   
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McEwan invites the reader into Perowne’s mind through a number of techniques, 

including free indirect discourse and some stream-of-consciousness passages that are 

relatively controlled as befits a scientific rationalist (differing, thereby, from the process 

followed in 1925 by Virginia Woolf in her day-in-the-life novel, Mrs Dalloway). This 

is not a matter of mere technical process, since character-focalisation is evidently at the 

heart of McEwan’s sense of literature’s or, more specifically, the novel’s ethical project. 

As he says in an interview: ‘I think, of literature – showing us what it’s like to be 

someone else, but someone with whom we might or might not share some vital 

aspects.’42 In the case of Perowne, however, as we have already seen, entry into the 

character’s consciousness is much more liable to prompt the reader’s critique or 

judgment than their empathy. Speaking in another interview on his writerly practices, 

McEwan states with regard to narrative perspective that ‘You can set the dials, as it 

were […] in such a way that the only truth you can know is through one character’s 

eyes, or conversely, you can vary it as you go along or opt for some god-like 

omniscience.’43 Nevertheless, even if Perowne’s interiority is the only consciousness 

we access in Saturday, this does not come with a warranty of ‘truth’, since the reader 

is often cued to challenge his perspective. It is in this way that Saturday can, after all, 

be Bakhtinian, despite the relative sparseness of competing voices at the diegetic level. 

Formally, McEwan has made a daring choice in Saturday by centring the novel 

upon this particular protagonist. It is true that a sense of rival ideas and viewpoints is 

still communicated explicitly in the text, albeit now through dialogue rather than 

through the play of different consciousnesses to all of which the reader might be made 

privy. There are, for example, the combative exchanges that Perowne has with Baxter 

                                                        
42 David Lynn, ‘A Conversation with Ian McEwan’, The Kenyon Review, vol. 29, no. 3 (2007): 38-51 (p. 
40). 
43 Ryan Roberts, ‘“A Thing One Does”: A Conversation with Ian McEwan’, in Conversations with Ian 
McEwan, ed. Ryan Roberts (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 2008), pp. 188-201 (p. 189). 
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in the wake of the traffic accident. And, regularly, Perowne engages in disputes with 

his daughter Daisy. In one typical exchange around the moral legitimacy and strategic 

wisdom of the proposed US-led invasion of Iraq, Perowne asserts: ‘“My fifty pounds 

says three months after the invasion there'll be a free press in Iraq, and unmonitored 

Internet access too. The reformers in Iran will be encouraged, those Syrian and Saudi 

and Libyan potentates will be getting the jitters.”’ Daisy responds: ‘“Fine. And my fifty 

says it’ll be a mess and even you will wish it never happened.”’44 A little earlier in their 

conversation, we have also heard her insisting that ‘“when the Americans have invaded, 

they won't be interested in democracy, they won't spend any money on Iraq, they’ll take 

the oil and build their military bases and run the place like a colony.”’45 In this way, 

then, through recorded dialogue, Saturday still makes space for a spectrum of different 

visions and sensibilities.  

For the most part, however, the reader of Saturday is held within the narrow, 

only intermittently sympathetic consciousness of Perowne. As we have shown earlier 

in the chapter, encounters with ‘others’ who range from teenagers in the square below 

his house to robed Muslim women on the street are not viewed as opportunities to test 

and even expand that worldview. Instead, these occasions seem to induce in him 

attitudes of suspicion and judgment, all tending to reproduce rather than to modify his 

preferred orientation towards the world. With Perowne already inclined in the wake of 

9/11 to think in this way – disposed to correlating otherness quite straightforwardly and 

immediately with potential threat – his fearful, aggressive reaction to Baxter’s growing 

presence in his and his family’s life is unsurprising. Though I have spoken here of 

Perowne’s mode of ‘thinking’, his stance on the world is actually closer to what the 

                                                        
44 McEwan, Saturday, p. 192.  
45 McEwan, Saturday, p. 186. 
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literary and cultural critic Elaine Scarry has identified as a failure or repression of 

thought. In States of Emergency, her study of contemporary responses to major crises 

such as 9/11, Scarry writes in a passage which it is helpful to quote at some length:  

 
The implicit claim of emergency is that all procedures and all thinking must 
cease because the emergency requires that 1) an action must be taken, and 2) 
the action must be taken relatively quickly. It is odd to set the first of these, the 
requirement that an action be taken, in opposition to deliberative thinking. The 
unspoken presumption is that either one can think or one can act, and given that 
it is absolutely mandatory that an action be performed, thinking must fall away 
[…] the moral seems to be that in an emergency there is no time for thinking 
or deliberating.46  
 
Borrowing from Scarry, then, Perowne might be said for much of Saturday to 

be engaging in ‘emergency thinking’ or, more accurately perhaps, ‘emergency non-

thinking’. Early in the novel, in an atmosphere of global crisis following the events of 

9/11, Perowne accedes to the state of emergency and shares the presumption that, in 

Scarry’s terms: ‘1) an action must be taken, and 2) the action must be taken relatively 

quickly’. Hence his support for the hastily planned US-sponsored invasion of Iraq, even 

though major doubts are raised by his daughter and many others about both the efficacy 

and the ethics of such large-scale military intervention by the West. And, while we 

should always be cautious in our assessments of the post-9/11 novel about making 

connections too rapidly between realms of geopolitical crisis and domestic disturbance, 

the attitude that shapes Perowne’s relationship to the world in the wake of September 

11th also determines his response to Baxter. Again, there is no time for elaborate thought 

(which might potentially extend to deep investigation of and significant empathy with 

Baxter’s circumstances): instead, Perowne feels simply that something has to be done, 

                                                        
46 Elaine Scarry, Thinking in an Emergency (New York: W. W. Norton, 2011), pp. 7, 9. Susan Sontag 
writes in similar vein: ‘There’s nothing wrong with standing back and thinking. To paraphrase several 
stages: “Nobody can think and hit someone at the same time.”’ Regarding the Pain of Others (London: 
Penguin, 2004), p. 106.  
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and done very quickly, in order to protect the family home against Baxter’s quasi-

terroristic attack.  

If Perowne’s prevailing focalisation of the world lacks curiosity and openness 

and thus parallels in many ways that of the West both pre- and post-9/11, as has been 

argued above, there is another disturbing possibility for us to consider. For, in this 

respect, he might also be seen to have some affinity with the figure of the terrorist him- 

or herself (at least as the terrorist has been constructed in much contemporary Western 

discourse, including, to some extent, in Updike’s novel, Terrorist which will be 

discussed in Chapter Four). Reference at this point to another of the many interviews 

McEwan has given is illuminating. In reflecting upon terrorists, he identifies a failure 

that is not so much moral or political as imaginative, concluding that the people who 

are drawn to commit violence against civilians for religious or political causes are 

incapable of appreciating the rich particularity of the circumstances of their prospective 

victims. With regard specifically to the 9/11 attacks, McEwan says: ‘If the hijackers 

had been able to imagine themselves into the thoughts and feelings of the passengers, 

they would have been unable to proceed.’47 It is not being facetious to say that McEwan 

is, in effect, arguing here that terrorists would probably be very poor readers (or writers) 

of novels, given what we have just heard about his sense of literary fiction as a medium 

that is especially adept in educating its readers in empathy. However, much the same 

critique regarding a failure of imaginative outreach might be made of Perowne in 

Saturday. He, too, is described as someone impatient in the presence of literature, with 

its constitutive disposition towards the fashioning of alternative worlds and invented 

scenarios. The narrative tells us, for example, that he has not managed to finish any 

                                                        
47 Ian McEwan, ‘Only Love and then Oblivion’, The Guardian, 15 September 2001, 
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2001/sep/15/september11.politicsphilosophyandsociety2 [accessed 
17 September 2014]. 
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books from outside the field of medicine – that is to say, books essential to support his 

career – for some twenty years. McEwan has said, with regard to his design of this 

particular protagonist: ‘it seemed intriguing to me to have a man who is not an 

intellectual.’48 However, Perowne’s more specific weakness, as it is increasingly 

disclosed by the novel, is that he is not empathetic, and that, despite having a go 

dutifully at literary texts recommended to him by Daisy, he has not taken advantage of 

the very artistic medium that might help him to address this.49   

McEwan himself is someone who is on record as often reading science books 

and as counting many scientists among his close friends. His interests in fields of 

science extending from physics to neurology have significantly shaped his fiction: 

hence not only the centrality of the neurosurgeon Perowne in Saturday, but the 

important roles played by the popularising science writer Joe Rose in Enduring Love 

(1997) and the physicist Michael Beard in Solar (2010). Despite this attempt to improve 

the scientific literacy of contemporary British fiction, however, McEwan still gives the 

greater social power in Saturday to the medium of literature. We have seen earlier that 

Baxter is disarmed not by Perowne’s scientific rationalism, but by Daisy’s deployment 

of a canonical English poem. And Perowne stands indicted by the text for his failure 

not only to engage poetry, but, even more grievously perhaps, to read novels and thus 

enter the range of other minds which they make it their business to explore. Carefully 

situated as the narrative is in the paranoid, repressive climate taking hold in the West 

after 9/11, Perowne’s aversion to novels thus appears not simply as a harmless personal 

idiosyncrasy but as a failing that has serious ethical and political consequences.50 

                                                        
48 Lynn, ‘A Conversation with Ian McEwan’, p. 41.  
49 For Daisy’s efforts to improve Perowne’s literary education, see Saturday, pp. 133-134.  
50 This seems to me already a valuable intervention into the politics of the post-9/11 world. I am thus less 
inclined than Clemens Spahr to upbraid McEwan for failing, in Saturday, to delineate a specific 
alternative to the dominant paradigm of neoliberal common sense: ‘If Saturday is a novel about the end 
of seclusion and isolation, for all its concern with politics it fails to provide a vision of a future that is 
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 By comparison with Saturday’s attempt to diagnose the West’s post-9/11 

sensibility by fixation on a single character’s consciousness, The Emperor’s Children 

engages in the same investigative work through quite different formal means. Rather 

than the hegemony throughout of a solitary focaliser, we are presented here with a clear 

and sustained instance of multiple character focalisation. Each of the novel’s principal 

figures is gifted a number of (non-consecutive) chapters in which his or her perspective 

has monopolistic power. If a particular character’s vision or sensibility seems on the 

point of becoming dominant, however, this is liable to correction by the transfer of 

perspective to someone else in the following chapter (as happens, for example, when 

Murray and Danielle reflect in quite different ways on their unexpected love affair). On 

the surface, we have here, then, almost a textbook example of a polyphonic, Bakhtinian 

novel, with the very distribution of chapters making clear this inclusion of multiple 

voices.  

Such a description of The Emperor’s Children needs a certain amount of 

qualification, however. In the first instance, to evoke a play here of multiple ‘voices’ is 

misleading: the protagonists may ‘see’ in their dedicated chapters, but they do not 

‘speak’ directly (other than when their own dialogue is reported). Secondly, and more 

troublingly, the novel’s polyphonic design does not immediately disclose the 

contradictions, antagonisms and clashes that Bakhtin takes to be axiomatic in this 

literary form. For all the variation in focalisers, the impression is frequently in fact of 

conformity or consistency between them. Where their various consciousnesses are set 

out by Messud, there is even a linguistic sameness in recording these, with the 

characters sharing a particular sociolect. And while the alternating of viewpoints 

                                                        
significantly different from the present.’ See ‘Prolonged Suspension: Don DeLillo, Ian McEwan, and the 
Literary Imagination after 9/11’, Novel: A Forum on Fiction, vol. 45, no. 2 (2012): 221-237 (p. 229).  
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certainly allows for some differences to emerge – Danielle and Murray, for instance, 

differ on what they hope for from their affair – these do not amount on the surface to 

major disputes of ideology or worldview. As we saw earlier in this chapter, The 

Emperor’s Children is socially restricted in plotting a privileged metropolitan milieu, 

with consistency among the characters that is momentarily masked by the sense which 

the chapters give of a fractured, even cubistic design. We might draw here on a point 

made by Michael Rothberg that ‘the history of literary representations of 9/11 can be 

characterized by the transition from narratives of rupture to narratives of continuity.’51 

Setting aside the question of how accurate this is as a general description of the post-

9/11 literary canon, Rothberg’s terms can be productively applied to The Emperor’s 

Children. For what we see in Messud’s novel is the appearance of ‘rupture’ (signified 

by the numerous focalisers and the breaks between their respectively focalised chapters) 

but the actuality of ‘continuity’ (evident in the characters’ sharing of worldview and 

language – with the possible, partial exception of Bootie).52   

The protagonists in The Emperor’s Children are preoccupied in these spaces of 

possible self-reflection by issues of pressing personal concern: relationships, say, or 

jobs or money. For critics such as Richard Gray, as we have seen, such immersion in 

the personal even in the face of the cataclysmic events of 9/11 signifies the failure not 

only of the characters but of Messud’s novel itself. This is perhaps the point to wonder 

more specifically whether, in the first instance, a focus on apparently private or 

subjective experiences inevitably amounts to a weak, inadequate response to 9/11. To 

                                                        
51 Michael Rothberg, ‘Seeing Terror, Feeling Art: Public and Private in 9/11 Literature’, in Literature 
After 9/11, ed. Ann Keniston and Jeanne Follansbee Quinn (New York: Routledge, 2013), pp. 123-142 
(p. 132).  
52 This is not to say, however, that The Emperor’s Children is absolutely resistant to Bakhtinian ideas of 
the novel form. For if there are relatively few variations in sociolect or ideology amongst this restricted 
cast of Manhattanite cultural capitalists, there is still in evidence a play of competing and dissenting 
voices – voices heard from ‘off-stage’, so to speak, expressing viewpoints that enable us to imagine other 
worlds and, indeed, to judge that The Emperor’s Children is satirising its affluent protagonists.    
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assert that it does, as Gray and similarly minded critics do, is to summon up the idea of 

a model or template of 9/11 fiction, in relation to which particular novels can either be 

critiqued or, more rarely, commended. This feels overly narrow and prescriptive as 

literary criticism, passing over insights to be gained even from those post-9/11 novels 

that do not incorporate casts of multi-national, multiracial characters or attempt to 

retrace the complex geopolitical causes of the attacks. And, given the novel form’s 

constitutive investment in character, the seemingly ‘personal’ or ‘private’ is after all 

the register on which the impact of 9/11 is most likely be detected – or, as The 

Emperor’s Children shows disturbingly, not detected.  

The approach Gray takes to The Emperor’s Children and many other post-9/11 

novels is valuable in wanting to keep politics centre-stage. In the case at least of 

Messud’s text, however, it neglects to value or even to consider how a political intent 

may be manifested in ways other than polemic. A brief response to The Emperor’s 

Children by Minna Proctor is expressed in a popular rather than a more rigorous critical 

idiom, but it nevertheless indicates the kind of work that this novel is doing: ‘Stepping 

elegantly through the varieties of irony, Messud lifts superficially superficial characters 

out of the trivial; she endows them with tender complexity and then rips the carpet out 

from under their poor feet.’53 Irony and satire have also been identified as potentially 

valuable resources for post-9/11 writing by Michael Mario Albrecht – albeit resources 

that come with no in-built political guarantee: 

 
Irony is neither inherently progressive nor reactionary; it offers the possibility 
of expanding cultural discourse, but also the possibility of foreclosing 
discursive potentialities. […] Irony is therefore a potentially useful tool by 

                                                        
53 Minna Proctor, ‘Upper Stressed Side. Claire Messud's Novel Skewers the Scribbling Class’, 
Bookforum, Sept/Oct/Nov. 2006, http://www.bookforum.com/inprint/013_03/573 [accessed 9 January 
2015].  
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which one can open up new ways of speaking about an issue, even though the 
possibility of it being offensive and foreclosing discourse is always present.54  
 

As Albrecht acknowledges, irony may support reactionary as well as radical projects. 

In the case of The Emperor’s Children, however, it serves progressive ends by exposing 

the complacency and narcissism of America’s privileged white community pre- and 

indeed post-9/11. As in Saturday’s portrayal of Henry Perowne, it does so by inviting 

the reader’s critical disengagement from characters, rather than soliciting emotional 

engagement. The conclusion to be drawn here is that, despite McEwan’s sense of the 

novel’s vocation as a form, empathy certainly does not have to be central in the design 

of post-9/11 fiction.

                                                        
54 Michael Mario Albrecht, ‘A Decade of Dark Humor: How Comedy, Irony, and Satire Shaped Post-
9/11 America	–	by Ted Gournelos and Viveca Green’, review, Journal of Communication, vol. 63, no. 4 
(2013): 1-6 (p. 2). 
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Chapter Three 

Subaltern Voices: Views from Below in Netherland and Brick Lane 

 

3.1 Introduction 

In Chapter Two, I considered how the impact of the 9/11 attacks on the white privileged 

in both the United States and the United Kingdom has been investigated in novels by 

Ian McEwan and Claire Messud. The value of foregrounding this racial and class 

category lies in its occupying the majority of important positions in areas extending 

from politics and the economy to cultural production and the media. On both sides of 

the Atlantic, the white elite has played a vital role in fashioning both policy and public 

awareness in the aftermath of 9/11. Responding hyperbolically to the fact that the 

masterminds and perpetrators of these terrorist attacks were of non-white origin, the US 

and the UK both started to treat non-white populations differently (whether the citizens 

brought into scrutiny were recent immigrants or members of long-standing and settled 

communities). In the name of ensuring the safety of their countries, both governments 

have adopted a policy of so-called ‘securitisation’ with regard to non-whites who are 

seen as a potential threat. As Fred Vultee states: ‘For nations and individuals alike, the 

levers of securitization are powerful tools. Identifying an opponent as a terrorist 

delegitimizes that opponent’s political goals and moves a dispute away from the grey 

areas of political contestation and toward the black and-white world of the existential 

threat that is fundamental to securitization.’1  

American and British media, for their part, started to frame an edited version of 

securitisation theory, mostly picturing non-whites negatively and alerting society to 

                                                        
1 Fred Vultee, ‘Securitization: A New Approach to the Framing of the “War on Terror”’, Journalism 
Practice, vol. 4, no. 1 (2010): 33-47 (p. 36).   
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their status as potentially dangerous ‘others’. This parallel campaign by the media urged 

people to be suspicious of both established and recent immigrant populations, which 

frequently fuelled the latter’s feelings of lack of acceptance. Some fictional evidence 

of this new strain of hostility is given by Henry Perowne, the affluent white doctor in 

McEwan’s Saturday, who, as we saw in Chapter Two, comes to look differently upon 

non-whites (of diverse kinds) in London following the 9/11 attacks. Since many non-

white residents and incomers in the post-9/11 period have found both American and 

British societies turning out to be less than welcoming hosts, shedding light on this 

theme through close readings of two further novels – Netherland (2008) by Joseph 

O’Neill and Brick Lane (2003) by Monica Ali – will be the focus of this chapter. I hope 

here to demonstrate how literary fiction has both diagnosed and critiqued the regressive 

racial politics of the post-9/11 Atlantic axis.  

Conventional wisdom has it that the United States is the haven of liberty and 

equality, and that Americans have often welcomed immigrants from all backgrounds, 

not least in the period of and just after the Cold War. As Erick Laque writes with regard 

to the US: ‘During this time, immigrants were perceived in a more positive light. 

Society’s insecurities revolved around political ideology, rather than ethnicity, race, or 

country of origin. Thus, immigrants were welcomed and immigration policies were 

very lenient.’2 American and British governmental policies after the 9/11 attacks, 

however, have been of a very different character and have included close scrutiny of 

the national origins of newly arriving immigrants. Factors of race, ethnicity and religion 

that were not emphasised in an era of hospitable immigration policy are now 

foregrounded in the era of securitisation, and many visa applications – particularly in 

                                                        
2 Erick C. Laque, ‘Immigration Law and Policy: Before and After September 11, 2001’, Social Sciences 
Journal, vol. 10, no. 1 (2011): 25-34 (p. 27).  
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the US, but also in the UK – have been refused on the grounds of perceived threat to 

national wellbeing.  

It is important to acknowledge here that American and British policies with 

regard to post-9/11 security have been largely – though not universally – supported by 

the national populations. With their governments declaring regularly that non-white 

residents or incomers could be a potential threat to security, there is more than anecdotal 

evidence that many people in the US and the UK have started dealing with the latter 

cautiously or even with hostility. Simone Schüller has shown that hate crimes against 

racial and religious minorities in the decade following 9/11 increased ‘16-fold’ 

compared with the equivalent period before the attacks, with over 700 crimes reported 

in the US alone, including murders.3 In the area of interaction with government 

representatives, non-whites from a number of suspected countries in particular have 

frequently experienced difficulties, finding their applications to travel to the US or the 

UK for reasons such as work, study and medical treatment denied. Laque states in his 

study of the United States’ management of immigration before and after 9/11: ‘With 

regard to immigration policy, 100% of the immigrants interviewed agreed that it was 

harder to obtain a green card now than it was prior to 9/11.’4 It has been argued by 

conservative political commentators that post-9/11 laws and policies of the sort 

discussed early in the Introduction to this thesis have increased the level of security in 

American and British societies; however, contradicting such opinion, these policies 

have made immigrants of both older and newer standing feel less secure and accepted 

in their adopted countries, given the devising and enforcing of regulations which 

                                                        
3 Simone Schüller, ‘The Effects of 9/11 on Attitudes toward Immigration and the Moderating Role of 
Education’, IZA Discussion Paper (Bonn: IZA – Institute of Labor Economics, 2013), p. 4.   
4 Laque, ‘Immigration Law and Policy’, p. 25.  
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Muzaffar Chishti and Claire Bergeron describe as ‘excessively harsh. And to many 

legal scholars they undermined core constitutional principles.’5  

As already indicated, securitisation policy has been directed not only towards 

potential new immigrants coming from overseas, but equally towards non-white 

citizens who were born and have lived for decades in the US and the UK. Anika 

Rahman, an American citizen of Bangladeshi origin living in New York, poignantly 

expressed her feelings towards her host city and country just after the 9/11 attacks:  

 
As I become identified as someone outside the New York Community, I feel 
myself losing the power to define myself and losing that wonderful sense of 
belonging to this city. In a way, the open city becomes closed. If the fear of 
attack causes America to turn on its people, these terrorists will have been 
spectacularly successful, more successful, I believe, than they could have 
expected or even understood.6  
 

Being both under scrutiny by the government and subject to a frequently hostile public 

response, non-white citizens in post-9/11 America and Britain have thus been placed in 

a highly difficult, even perilous situation.  

To survive in such a climate, immigrant communities have sometimes chosen 

to find a sense of security and acceptance by reducing or suspending attachments to the 

host societies and instead celebrating amongst themselves a particular origin, culture 

and – often – religion. This tendency can be seen in episodes described by the two main 

texts of this chapter: Netherland and Brick Lane. Both novels portray the difficulties 

which immigrants started to suffer in their daily lives after the 9/11 attacks. In 

Netherland, the Dutch-born protagonist Hans Van Den Broek fails to be accepted by 

Anglophone New York society, despite his best efforts at assimilation and his ethnic 

                                                        
5 Muzaffar Chishti and Claire Bergeron, ‘Post-9/11 Policies Dramatically Alter the US Immigration 
Landscape’ (New York: Migration Policy Institute), www.migrationpolicy.org/article/post-911-policies-
dramatically-alter-us-immigration-landscape [accessed 8 December 2015].   
6 Anika Rahman, ‘Fear in the Open City’, The New York Times, 19 September 2001, 
www.nytimes.com/2001/09/19/opinion/fear-in-the-open-city.html [accessed 10 May 2015].  
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whiteness. Experientially, if not biologically, he begins to have painful intimations of 

non-whiteness – feelings that make it understandable he should gravitate towards 

members of a multinational cricket team in the city who have similar experiences of 

exclusion to recount. As Chuck Ramkissoon, Trinidadian-born and the team’s (and 

indeed the novel’s) most compelling presence, puts it in a conversation with Hans about 

feeling marginalised and alienated:  

 
‘Now that’s nothing new, for those of us who are black or brown. As for those 
who are not’ – Chuck acknowledged my presence with a smile – ‘you’ll forgive 
me, I hope, if I say that I sometimes tell people, You want a taste of how it 
feels to be a black man in this country? Put on the white clothes of the cricketer. 
Put on white to feel black.’7  

 
Hans follows Chuck and the other members of the team who all derive from the African 

and South Asian diasporas in appreciating why, in the post-9/11 United States (and to 

some extent in the United Kingdom also), incomers of colour and/or of suspect national 

identity have testified to being dealt with aggressively in a society principally shaped 

by a securitisation agenda.  

In Brick Lane, the female protagonist Nazneen finds herself orbiting for many 

years around her predominantly Bengali neighbourhood in the middle of London, as 

she cannot make any contact with white British people. She senses that a different world 

lies beyond the borders of Brick Lane, a world, however, which she does not understand 

or belong to. The Bengali diaspora in this novel finds it easier to turn its neighbourhood 

into a mini-Bangladesh rather than melting into mainstream or normative British 

society – a practice which is nurturing and productive for the community, but is subject 

to negative comment from outside. As Chris Weedon writes:  

 
On the ground, the cultural, political and social struggle over respect for and 
acceptance of difference, and the need for social cohesion around key values, 

                                                        
7 Joseph O’Neill, Netherland (London: Harper Collins, 2009), p. 13.  
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continues in the face of social and economic relations of inequality, racism and 
Islamophobia. Cultural texts continue to play an important role in providing a 
space in which sensitive and marginalised issues can be explored from minority 
perspectives and for those who are not part of the white majority respect for 
difference remains a central issue, affecting all aspects of life.8  

 
Weedon gives examples in his article of various, significant difficulties which non-

white immigrants in the West have faced following the 9/11 attacks. He finds in this 

contemporary situation echoes of earlier periods when populations of similar origins 

also encountered hostility and racism and struggled to find media or cultural outlets 

through which to represent and assert themselves. Therefore, the post-9/11 fictions 

under review in this chapter can be seen to have emerged after profound material, 

cultural and psychological damage has already been done to communities in the West 

taken to embody ‘the other’. In this chapter I will be assessing Brick Lane and 

Netherland as, precisely, ‘cultural texts’ of the activist and resistant sort Weedon 

identifies, uncovering how these two novels reveal and contest this demonising of 

immigrant populations.  

Weedon refers, among other damaging cultural formations, to Islamophobia – 

a subject of particular importance in Brick Lane (as well as to the two novels that will 

be my focus in Chapter Four). Directly after the 9/11 attacks and taking their cue from 

a number of government policies aimed at combatting terrorism, the American and 

British media returned to old Orientalist ways and began afresh to portray Muslims in 

the most negative possible fashion. A study conducted by John Tirman, a researcher at 

MIT Center for International Studies, indicates that Muslims have suffered both 

physically and psychologically after the 9/11 attacks, with Islamophobic hostility 

directed indiscriminately against Pakistanis, Iranians, Arabs and other groups.9 Thus, it 

                                                        
8 Chris Weedon, ‘Identity, Difference and Social Cohesion in Contemporary Britain’, Journal of 
Intercultural Studies, vol. 32, no. 3 (2011): 209-227 (p. 225).   
9 John Tirman, ‘Immigration and Insecurity: Post-9/11 Fear in the United States’, MIT Center for 
International Studies Audit of the Conventional Wisdom (2006), pp. 3-9 (p. 6).  
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is difficult to overstate the pernicious effects of media Islamophobia; as El-Sayed El-

Aswad states: ‘The deep-seated negative understandings of Islam in the United States 

affect discourses and actions of Muslim Americans who have become subject to the 

web of racism that includes media stereotypes, hate crimes, and dehumanizing 

ideology. New media and online web sites that virtually attack Islam and Muslims, 

including Muslim scholars, have increased.’10 Regrettably, this has not been the case in 

the US alone, as El-Aswad quotes a study by J. E. Richardson of comparable 

misrepresentation in the British media, showing, for example, the widespread negative 

depiction of Muslims in broadsheet newspapers (supposedly the more refined and 

sensitive variants of the UK press).11 In addition, this sort of media campaign does not 

differentiate between on the one hand Muslims of radical or fundamentalist belief and 

on the other Muslims self-identifying as moderate who have lived peacefully and 

productively in Western countries for many years. While the claim that there are in 

existence Muslim extremists posing a threat to the reproduction of Western societies as 

they currently are is legitimate, the percentage of this type of adherent of the faith 

among more than 1.5 billion Muslims in the world is microscopically small.  

Having sketched something of the climate of governmental, media and public 

suspicion encountered by immigrant groups (not least by those of Muslim affiliation) 

in the wake of 9/11, this chapter will now turn to Netherland and Brick Lane and 

consider how the novels frame such issues as non-white social subordination, the 

significance of place and territory, and the forms of resistance developed and practised 

by non-whites in the texts. In addition, I will be attentive to the political and cultural 

significances of the distinctive formal and stylistic choices of both writers. 

                                                        
10 El-Sayed El-Aswad, ‘Images of Muslims in Western Scholarship and Media after 9/11’, Digest of 
Middle East Studies, vol. 22, no. 1 (2013): 39-56 (p. 45).  
11 El-Aswad, ‘Images of Muslims in Western Scholarship’, p. 44.  
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3.2 Negotiating post-9/11 America in Netherland 

Henry Perowne, one of the white privileged figures considered in the previous chapter, 

gave us an example of negativity towards instances of ‘the other’ in the wake of the 

9/11 attacks. Now, we can see Hans Van Den Broek, the Dutch immigrant protagonist 

of Netherland, as one of the victims of such a pathologising response. While selecting 

Hans for discussion here might seem odd, even perverse, given his clear designation as 

white according to the terms used by the US Census Bureau, it can certainly be justified. 

Noel Ignatiev and other historians of the United States have shown that a number of 

incoming white populations in the nineteenth century, including Irish, Italian and 

Polish, struggled initially to gain the cultural status of whites (as embodied most 

potently by those of Anglo-Saxon origin), despite their biological claim of belonging.12 

In the critical historical situation presented by the aftermath of 9/11, figures such as 

Hans occupy a similar structural position. Hans is admittedly much better placed than 

these earlier waves of European immigrants, given the class privilege conveyed by his 

occupation as a financial analyst in a prestigious transnational company; nevertheless, 

he finds on his transfer from London to New York that his perceived ‘foreignness’ or 

‘otherness’ cancels any advantages that might be taken to accrue to him on either class 

or racial grounds.  

 O’Neill’s choice of Hans as not only the novel’s protagonist but its personal 

narrator enables him directly to reflect on incidents which interweave between his 

childhood in the Netherlands, his present in London, and his recent experience in New 

York (the latter episode comprising the bulk of Netherland’s narrative). If the novel is 

quite sparing in the dialogue afforded to Hans, he nevertheless has the privilege of 

                                                        
12 For an example of this historical scholarship, see Noel Ignatiev, How the Irish Became White (New 
York: Routledge, 1995). 
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personal narrative in which to offer a vivid perspective from the margins or from the 

site of the ‘other’. Netherland is studded with moments in which Hans has sudden 

insights into the regime of paranoia and suspicion towards immigrants that has taken 

hold in the West, and particularly in the United States, following the events of 

September 11th. Here, for example, is his expression of fury against the US after he has 

spent many hours at the Department of Motor Vehicles in New York, trying fruitlessly 

to acquire his driving licence:  

 
And so I was in a state of fuming helplessness when I stepped out into the 
inverted obscurity of the afternoon. As I stood there, thrown by Herald 
Square’s flows of pedestrians and the crazed traffic diagonals and the gray, 
seemingly bottomless gutter pools, I was seized for the first time by a 
nauseating sense of America, my gleaming adopted country, under the secret 
actuation of unjust, indifferent powers.13  

 
Disorienting in its cityscapes (‘crazed traffic diagonals’) and abject in its pollution 

(‘seemingly bottomless gutter pools’), the ‘securitised’ United States is conceived here 

by Hans in phobic terms. The immediate trigger for his reaction is the behaviour 

towards him by a bureaucrat – seemingly a character transported from one of Kafka’s 

fictions of labyrinthine, terrifying bureaucracy – who is unsympathetic and 

discourteous throughout their exchange, and then threatens him that if he does not leave 

his papers will be looked at more suspiciously still because his name on the Green Card 

differs by one letter from that which appears on the social security documentation. 

Eventually, Hans surrenders to this abusive embodiment of official power and leaves 

the building to avoid further difficulties. However, the incident prompts in him feelings 

of injustice and a persistent anxiety that his life in the post-9/11 US will be 

overshadowed by the possibility of his identity being questioned at any time. 

Subsequently, as he steps out of the DMV office, he manifests the phobic response 

                                                        
13 O’Neill, Netherland, p. 65.  
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which is quoted above and will be repeated and amplified many times later in his 

narrative.   

As his time progresses in Manhattan, and his abrasive encounters with 

officialdom and with a conservative political climate in the aftermath of September 11th 

multiply, Hans frequently expresses a sense of the impossibility of his being accepted 

in America. Faced by this persistent ‘othering’ in his adopted country, he responds like 

many immigrants have historically done and finds at least partial refuge in nostalgic 

memories of his homeland:  

 
As he talked, my thoughts went from the ice on the Hudson, which struck me 
as a kind of filth, to the pure canal ice of The Hague. Unless I am dreaming, 
during most winters in the seventies the standing waters of The Hague froze 
over and for a few days or weeks were the scene of the playful communal 
activities so familiar from paintings of Dutch life through the centuries.14  

 
Hans’s imagistic choices here are striking – and perhaps reactionary and disturbing. The 

wintry scene in front of him in America is evoked as ‘a kind of filth’, with this 

deterioration of a thing once pristinely white into something contaminated carrying 

unfortunate traces of conservative US (and, more broadly, Western) rhetoric about the 

despoiling of a racially pure society in the face of multicultural immigration. By 

comparison, whiteness in his old Dutch home is recalled as ‘pure’ and unpolluted. This 

nostalgia for a visually (but perhaps also racially) unmixed or uncontaminated 

homeland offers Hans at least some imaginative compensation at a moment in his life 

when his biological whiteness is not endowing him with the expected privileges in his 

new society.       

Reflections such as this, however, are far from being uncontested in Netherland. 

The novel’s response to the crisis precipitated in America by 9/11 is not generally 

                                                        
14 O’Neill, Netherland, p. 72. 
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through a white nationalist perspective – notwithstanding occasional interludes, like 

Hans’s harking back to an imagined purity – but rather via a cross-cultural optics. To 

fulfil this purpose, O’Neill introduces three main characters from different cultures who 

experience America differently after the attacks. Despite his powerful role as personal 

narrator, Hans is only one of these, and he lives in a liminal state between his often-

unpleasant experiences in the US and memories of his childhood home in Europe. His 

perspective, however, competes with others. His British wife Rachel, for example, does 

not turn to recollections of Europe in order to survive in the US – a nation she 

characterises as ‘“ideologically diseased”’ for its response to the 9/11 attacks15 – but, 

rather, she chooses to leave and go back to London with their son. Above all, Hans’s 

construction of America engages dialogically with that of the Caribbean-born Chuck 

Ramkissoon. Sarah Wasserman addresses this multi-perspectival quality of Netherland 

when she writes that ‘The optical language here at the novel’s outset is significant, for 

it is through his treatment of the visual that O’Neill interrogates the notions of home 

and of intimacy that undergird familiar responses to 9/11.’16 O’Neill’s incomers are 

shocked not only by the attacks visited upon the United States, but, even more perhaps, 

by the reaction of the US government and the American public at large towards 

immigrants. This hostile response revives emotions for their home countries, which 

they had previously abandoned in wishing for a better future in the US. Through the 

course of the novel, O’Neill thereby conveys the great damage which the aftermath of 

9/11 has caused to an American ideal of multiculturalism – damage as catastrophic as 

the physical toll taken on the infrastructure of New York.  

                                                        
15 O’Neill, Netherland, p. 92. 
16 Sarah L. Wasserman, ‘Looking Away from 9/11: The Optics of Joseph O’Neill's Netherland’, 
Contemporary Literature, vol. 55, no. 2 (2014): 249-269 (p. 253).  
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Netherland shows Hans as a character continually and anxiously reflective upon 

the meanings of his experiences. His mind is forever in comparative mode, juxtaposing 

his times in both New York and London with the recollections of his early years in The 

Hague. While the novel is temporally disarranged, rather than linear in chronology – 

reflecting Hans’s uneasy, perpetual shifting as an immigrant between past and present 

– it has nevertheless a striking smoothness in its narrative mode. This quality, however, 

evades Stanley van der Ziel in his rather earnest description of Netherland’s project:  

 
That consciousness of the troubled nature of knowledge, narrative, and 
representation is visible everywhere in Netherland. The engagement with these 
types of crises of living and representation links O’Neill’s vision in Netherland 
to the legacy of modernism, which, at its core, sought to find an appropriate 
aesthetic response to such feelings of disintegration, fragmentation, and doubt 
in the face of the quickening pace of modern life, the emergence of new 
technologies, and the realities of the horrors of world war.17  
 

If van der Ziel is a little tin-eared here with respect to the novel’s stylistic pleasures, he 

nevertheless makes an interesting connection between this politico-cultural moment in 

the wake of 9/11’s devastations and the earlier, modernist period in which writers and 

artists in a range of media also sought new forms adequate for a world irreparably 

damaged by war.  

For an assured assessment of Netherland’s stylistic fluency and elegance, 

however, we should look elsewhere. Some critics have even gone so far as to ask 

whether these formal rewards for the reader actually complicate the positioning of the 

text as a post-9/11 novel of terror and trauma. In a famous assessment of Netherland in 

The New York Review of Books, Zadie Smith seems at first to be bestowing praise when 

she describes it as ‘the post-September 11 novel we hoped for’.18 As the review goes 

                                                        
17 Stanley van der Ziel, ‘Beneath the Surface: The Subterranean Modernism of Joseph O’Neill’s 
Netherland’, Critique: Studies in Contemporary Fiction, vol. 56, no. 2 (2015): 207-222 (p. 211).  
18 Zadie Smith, ‘Two Paths for the Novel’, The New York Review of Books, 55 (November 2008), 
www.nybooks.com/ articles/2008/11/20/two-paths-for-the-novel/ [accessed 16 May 2015].  
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on, however, it emerges that this is a somewhat barbed comment, not so much 

celebrating the achievement of O’Neill’s text as, rather, critiquing an impoverished 

state of post-9/11 literary taste (what ‘we hoped for’) which it supposedly satisfies. 

And, with particular reference to what she sees as the novel’s highly developed stylistic 

resources for the management or even abolition of trauma, Smith asks: ‘isn’t it hard to 

see the dark when it’s so lyrically presented?’19 There are some echoes here of Richard 

Gray’s criticism of a tendency towards ‘domestication’ in post-9/11 writing, which we 

considered in both the Introduction and Chapter Two above. For Gray, the work of 

domestication in this body of fiction is done principally at the level of plotting, with the 

recoding of the geopolitical as the personal and a tendency for expansive or centripetal 

narratives of transnational range to be disavowed in favour of stories that circle back to 

the local experiences of a narrow set of psychologically wounded Americans. Smith’s 

analysis suggests that there is another way in which the post-9/11 novel may be 

‘containing’ of its disturbing subject matter: that is to say, stylistically, through a lyrical 

mapping of even the most troubling experiences. While her criticism of Netherland has 

some weight, however, it should still be treated cautiously, since, like Gray’s approach, 

it carries the risk of foreclosing a range of formal possibilities and legitimising only one 

possible way of writing about 9/11 and its aftermath. And it remains the case with 

O’Neill’s text that, for all its stylistic pleasures, its ease of reading, a contentious debate 

about the nature of America in the wake of September 11th can still valuably be 

discerned here at the level of the narrative.  

The immigrants in Netherland who suffer both bureaucratic abuse at the hands 

of federal and local government agencies and stigmatisation by American society at 

large develop several ways of resistance. It is in this context that we should consider 

                                                        
19 Smith, ‘Two Paths for the Novel’. 
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the unexpected narrative turn that, for some critics, makes Netherland categorisable as 

a ‘cricket novel’. To break his sense of social isolation, Hans traces serendipitous routes 

through New York City and, when one of these leads him to a beaten-up playing area, 

he ‘intuitively follows the inexplicable desire to play cricket, a desire that reappears 

after 9/11 and brings back memories of his childhood in The Netherlands.’20 He and his 

teammates, notably Chuck Ramkissoon, play cricket mainly to fashion an alternative 

form of social cohesion in the teeth of their often vicious ‘othering’ in their adopted 

homeland. This registers in the text as a somewhat perverse choice, for, although cricket 

in America has a long history that can be traced back to the 1700s, it has not generally 

been regarded as one of the national games.21 Mark Storey identifies the principal 

reason for the fading of cricket’s popularity in this location, following initial success in 

the pre-Independence phase of white settlement, when he writes that ‘The coming of 

the American Revolution dampened enthusiasm for cricket, as Americans associated 

the sport with British colonial rule.’22 Given this long decline from pre-Revolutionary 

levels of popularity, the few cricket fields that still exist in New York are poorly 

maintained, prompting Chuck to ask: ‘“Is there one good cricket facility in this city? 

No.”’23 As Hans assesses the dilapidated and unkempt condition of the field his team 

                                                        
20 Karolina Golimowska, ‘Navigating the Post-9/11 Metropolis: Reclaiming and Remapping Urban 
Space in Jonathan Safran Foer’s Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close and Joseph O’Neill’s Netherland’, 
in The City Since 9/11: Literature, Film, Television, ed. Keith Wilhite (Vancouver: Fairleigh Dickinson 
University Press, 2016), pp. 25-39 (p. 31). In this essay Golimowska contrasts Hans’s flâneur-style 
motion through the city with Oskar Schell’s mode of walking, in Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close, 
‘according to a meticulously prepared plan’ (p. 31).    
21 O’Neill has commented in interview on the place of cricket in the United States, saying, ‘It’s almost a 
classic symbol of the un-American, cricket is a joke here, it’s famously incomprehensible.’ See Tom 
Leonard, ‘Joseph O’Neill: “I Wasn’t Disappointed”’, The Telegraph, 9 February 2009, 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/books/authorinterviews/4536374/Joseph-ONeill-I-wasnt-disappoint 
ed.html [accessed 21 September 2016]. 
22 Mark Storey, ‘Cricket’, in Sports in America from Colonial Times to the Twenty-First Century: An 
Encyclopedia, ed. Steven A. Riess (New York: Routledge, 2015), pp. 279-281 (p. 279).  
23 O’Neill, Netherland, p. 13. 
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plays on in Walker Park, in an unloved part of New York City, he has a vivid sense of 

engaging in a pursuit far from the national mainstream:  

 
By the standards I brought to it, Walker Park was a very poor place for cricket. 
The playing area was, and I am sure still is, half the size of a regulation cricket 
field. The outfield is uneven and always overgrown, even when cut (once, 
chasing a ball, I nearly tripped over a hidden and, to cricketers, ominous duck), 
and whereas proper cricket, as some might call it, is played on a grass wicket, 
the pitch at Walker Park is made of clay, not turf, and must be covered with 
coconut matting; moreover the clay is pale sandy baseball clay, not red cricket 
clay, and its bounce cannot be counted on to stay true for long; and to the extent 
that the bounce is true, it lacks variety and complexity.24  
 

The dereliction of the playing space, relative to the modernised infrastructures of 

mainstream US sports such as baseball, offers these diasporic subjects a vivid symbol 

of their marginality and otherness. Nevertheless, Hans and his team of fellow 

immigrants continue grittily to play in this far from ideal environment because they 

believe that, in very difficult social and cultural conditions after 9/11, cricket still offers 

them the best available possibility of creating an alternative social space.  

It is very important here to examine the cultural politics of cricket in Netherland. 

Initially, as in his comparison which we discussed above of European and American 

types of ice, Hans judges his experience of cricket in the United States harshly by 

comparison with his pristine memories of playing the sport in Holland. So, for example, 

he refers without enthusiasm to the ‘American afternoon that made me yearn for the 

shadows cast by scooting summer clouds in northern Europe, yearn even for those days 

when you play cricket wearing two sweaters under a cold sky patched here and there 

by a blue tatter – enough to make a sailor’s pants, as my mother used to say’.25 The 

recollection of playing cricket in thick clothing under the ‘cold sky’ of his original 

homeland is assessed as more enjoyable and comforting than the experience here and 

                                                        
24 O’Neill, Netherland, p. 5. 
25 O’Neill, Netherland, p. 5. 
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now of playing in ‘barbarously sticky American weather’.26 Again, in Hans’s imagistic 

selections here, there are implications of a yearning not only, mundanely, for improved 

sporting and meteorological conditions but for a return to some form of social and 

cultural purity that he can only imagine as achievable outside the messily multicultural 

United States. Yet, as the novel progresses, he comes to view American cricket very 

differently, with the sport offering him a way after all of living positively in the United 

States – albeit a way of living that, given the racial and cultural diversity of his 

teammates, differs markedly from the securitised version of the nation that has tended 

to emerge in the wake of 9/11. Thus, to assert their identities in New York in the face 

of multiple forces that would disavow or diminish them, the immigrant players make 

the cricket field at Walker Park theirs. They occupy it almost as an invading force, and, 

as it is the only social sanctuary for many of them, the idea of relinquishing it is to be 

fiercely resisted. Writing about the political resonances of cricket in Netherland, Jeffrey 

Hill turns to work by the Marxist and postcolonial thinker C. L. R. James – like Chuck, 

both a Trinidadian and a lover of this game – and he describes a cricket ground as ‘a 

site which stimulated the “imaginary resolution” of colonial antagonisms […] and a 

means to racial liberation, a form through which to challenge the class and race 

hierarchies’.27 The members of Chuck’s and Hans’s team mostly come from previously 

colonised countries, such as Trinidad, Guyana, Jamaica, India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka; 

and there is a clear sense in the text that cricket mobilises their tendencies towards 

social dissent and anti-colonialism. In addition, the social atmosphere in the United 

States after the 9/11 attacks has palpably enhanced feelings of separation between non-

white immigrants on the one hand and white elites on the other. Therefore, the cricket 

                                                        
26 O’Neill, Netherland, p. 5. 
27 Jeffrey Hill, ‘Queering the Pitch: Joseph O’Neill’s Netherland and the Cricket Novel’, Sport in 
Society, vol. 15, no. 2 (2012): 181-193 (p. 189).   
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field to these transplanted and marginalised characters is far more important than 

simply a venue where they can continue to practise their favourite sport; it also signifies 

for them an environment for self-realisation, a place where a world alternative to the 

white imperial one of post-9/11 America may be assembled (if only briefly, for the 

duration of each game). This potential which cricket offers for the fashioning of a 

dissident community is identified by Gray, who also draws upon the work of James and 

asserts that, in the marginal circumstances in which it is played in Netherland, the sport 

generally holds out for the players possibilities of ‘resistance’, ‘agency’ and ‘political 

transformation’.28  

Nevertheless, the representation of cricket in Netherland is not unequivocally 

or unambiguously to be aligned with political radicalism. It is true that, as Hans 

immerses himself more and more in the multicultural team, he moves away from a 

white nationalist perspective that, if only subtly or momentarily, he had appeared to 

adopt. While his financial sponsorship of the team to keep it viable serves to 

differentiate him to an extent from his fellow players, given their lesser financial power, 

he continues to identify himself with them as a subaltern grouping. But in the way that 

Chuck, on the other hand, comes as the novel progresses to think of cricket in America, 

something more disturbing can be seen to be going on. In Beyond a Boundary (1963), 

his classic study of the national, racial and class politics of cricket, James is highly alert 

not only to the sport’s dissentient possibilities, but to its potentially conservative 

functions. Historically, James shows, cricket appealed not just to anti-colonial rebels 

who wanted to excel in cricket so as to be able to turn the master’s weapon against him 

but both to the managers of the British Empire who could disseminate it in India and 

                                                        
28 Richard Gray, After the Fall: American Literature Since 9/11 (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2011), p. 
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West Indian colonies as an idealised version of Britishness, and to some members of 

the native populations who saw in it an opportunity for social advancement within the 

imperial structure. By becoming proficient in cricket, then, they would not necessarily 

be performing an act of anti-colonial subversion, but in effect aping him. This offers us 

a framework within which we can situate Chuck’s developing relationship to cricket in 

Netherland – albeit with the proviso that we think now not about the British imperial 

situations which preoccupied James in his reflections on the sport’s politics, but about 

that conformist and securitised post-9/11 America in which Chuck and his teammates 

are playing. If, initially, American cricket for Chuck appears to offer possibilities of 

asserting racial and cultural difference in the face of an oppressive post-9/11 consensus, 

later it comes to hold out the prospect of his Americanisation. In this regard, Hill notes 

Chuck’s confession of enthusiasm for cricket because it ‘is a lesson in civility’, and 

goes on to say: ‘It is the badge of identity for several immigrant communities who see 

in the game a link with their past, and at the same time a form of civilized conduct that 

might make them respectable and respected Americans.’29 In Chuck’s case, of course, 

his appropriation of cricket for this purpose culminates in his dream of achieving 

archetypally American business success by building a stadium on Long Island, just 

outside New York City. The effect here would be to vary slightly the composition of 

the American elite (admitting a person of colour to an otherwise predominantly white 

citadel), without undermining the cadres of power themselves. If the New York cricket 

players in Netherland appear to offer a challenge to post-9/11 norms in the US, Chuck’s 

trajectory tends ultimately to reproduce and reinforce them.      

 

 

                                                        
29 Hill, ‘Queering the Pitch’, p. 182. 
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3.3 Shifting perspectives in Netherland 

One of the major socio-cultural consequences of the 9/11 attacks on the United States 

has been a revival of the question of American nationalism, or what does it mean to be 

American. Taking the cue from governmental and media discourses, many US citizens 

in the wake of September 11 have tended to reactivate a model of ‘us’ against ‘them’, 

with the effect of stigmatising many non-white groups in particular as the ‘other’. This 

theme has been taken up from a range of positions by the post-9/11 novel itself, as 

Carmen Zamorano-Llena writes:  

 
In the American context, this sense of social insecurity characterised the 
aftermath of the terrorist attacks on 11 September 2001, which in turn 
propitiated a conservative shift in definitions of communal belonging, and made 
issues of national identity one of the central themes, not only of political and 
sociological studies, but also of post-9/11 fiction.30  
 

A formulation such as this helpfully reminds us that, in the wake of 9/11, the novel as 

a form has a valuable part to play in debates over social and cultural meaning. Not 

simply a belated and impoverished thing compared with film or TV or social media, it 

is able to contribute effectively in its own right to public discourse. It is important here, 

of course, not to overstate the form’s capacity for decisive intervention: we should not, 

as Lionel Trilling puts it in his essay about an earlier period, ‘Art and Fortune’ (1948), 

conspire ‘to increase the superego of the novel’.31 At the same time, however, literary 

critics working on the canon of post-9/11 fiction should not be shy at identifying ways 

                                                        
30 Carmen Zamorano-Llena, ‘Transnational Movements and the Limits of Citizenship: Redefinitions of 
National Belonging in Joseph O’Neill’s Netherland’, 6th Global Conference on Pluralism, Inclusion and 
Citizenship, Prague, Czech Republic, 11-13 March, 2011, p. 1.  
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Trilling, The Liberal Imagination: Essays on Literature and Society (1950; New York: New York 
Review of Books, 2008), p. 277. 
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in which novelists have both critiqued narrow constructions of national identity (both 

US and UK) and sought to delineate alternative, richer polities.   

In Netherland, although the protagonist is of white status, he is unable because 

of his Dutch ‘otherness’ to enjoy while in the US a sense of what Zamorano-Llena calls 

‘communal belonging’ (or, using the language of both W. E. B. Du Bois and David 

Roediger which we cited earlier, to earn and spend ‘the wages of whiteness’). He 

thereby experiences the immigrant’s familiar fate in post-9/11 America of being framed 

as a potential threat to national security. This is in spite of efforts that, like many other 

immigrants, he makes to try to adapt to his new society. In this regard, we might open 

up again the question of cricket’s cultural politics. While, a moment ago, I argued for 

cricket’s value to Hans as a means of resistance to the conformist version of the United 

States that has come to prevail following the September 11th attacks, that does not mean 

that he shares none of Chuck’s interest in possibilities which the sport may also offer 

of Americanising him. Suggestive in this regard is the moment when he tells us he has 

adapted his long-established batting technique in order to suit these new US conditions. 

Specifically, Hans attempts to acculturate himself by bringing into his mode of playing 

cricket an unorthodox style of hitting that is associated more with the dominant 

American sport of baseball: ‘I’d hit the ball in the air like an American cricketer; and 

I’d done so without injury to my sense of myself.’ Indeed, there is a revelatory payoff: 

‘everything is suddenly clear, and I am at last naturalized.’32 This instance of national 

belonging is not uncomplicated or uncontested, given what was discussed above 

regarding cricket’s complex ideological valences in Netherland; nevertheless, it 

registers the extent to which, through this sport, Hans too – if intermittently – discloses 

a drive to Americanise.  

                                                        
32 O’Neill, Netherland, p. 170. 
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‘Americanisation’ has been promoted post-9/11 by the US government as 

requiring behavioural and attitudinal orthodoxies on the part of immigrants, in return 

for according them certain rights. As Tom Gjelten writes, in summary of the 

deliberations of the US Commission on Immigration Reform in the period following 

the attacks on America: ‘The Commission emphasized that immigration is a voluntary 

act, and that those foreigners who choose to become U.S. citizens must necessarily 

accept certain principles, including the elevation of individual rights over collective 

rights.’33 The African American critic Molefi Kete Asante, doyen of the idea of 

‘Afrocentricity’, has challenged such thinking, however, arguing that Americanisation 

conceived in this vein inevitably validates a less diverse, white-centred model of the 

United States, leading to clashes with the nation’s current multicultural and polyglot 

configuration.34 He suggests instead that simply appreciating immigrants’ differences 

and engaging with them without any Americanising preconditions will actually be more 

effective in producing a harmonised, tolerant society (and thus be more likely to deliver 

stability than the apparatuses and practices of ‘securitisation’).  

Debates of this sort about nation, identity and belonging are played out across 

Netherland. Hans himself is split between several perspectives or orientations. As we 

have just seen, in the difficult circumstances that have confronted immigrants to the US 

in the post-9/11 era he is not immune to the attractions of Americanisation (even if this 

new sense of alignment with the nation is to be deciphered in his modified style of 

sporting performance rather than to be observed in some weightier, more enduring 

social or cultural commitment). In the main, however, his involvement with the 

multicultural New York cricket team is in the interests of sketching out possibilities for 

                                                        
33 Tom Gjelten, ‘Should Immigration Require Assimilation?’, The Atlantic, 3 October 2015, 
www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2015/10/should-immigration-require-assimilation/406759/ 
[accessed 5 April 2016].   
34 Qtd. in Gjelten, ‘Should Immigration Require Assimilation?’ 
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post-9/11 America other than those of ideological, cultural and indeed racial uniformity. 

The cost, of course, is a certain detachment from the white US majority, helping to 

explain why the West Indian Chuck, rather than any of his colleagues from the finance 

corporation, is Hans’s principal interlocutor here.35 Understandably, however, neither 

affiliation with an oppressive majority nor identification with a perilously positioned 

minority proves convincingly viable for Hans. Hence the revealing moment late on in 

Netherland when, back in London after his period living in New York, he turns to 

Google Maps and specifically to its satellite imagery of America, adjustable to different 

scales of magnification: ‘From up here, though, a human’s movement is a barely 

intelligible thing. […] There is no sign of nations, no sense of the work of man. The 

USA as such is nowhere to be seen.’36 The moment is one of utopian projection, with 

Hans seeking to convey that, if you select the right calibration of lens, differences 

among nations, cultures, religions, and so on – differences that have been felt especially 

acutely in the wake of 9/11 – fall away, valuably yielding a sense of shared human 

existence on a planet the existence of which is itself precarious. Prospects open up for 

a form of cosmopolitanism which exposes, by contrast, sterile and enervated nationalist 

paradigms.37     

As with any utopian vision, the situation from which this post-nationalist 

insight in Netherland emerges bears careful analysis. The technological and cultural 

                                                        
35 The American political philosopher Robert D. Putnam has reflected on an increasing tendency in the 
US following 9/11 towards racial and cultural fragmentation, at the cost of any sense of national unity 
and shared purpose. Cf.: ‘New evidence from the US suggests that in ethnically diverse neighbourhoods 
residents of all races tend to “hunker down.”’ ‘E Pluribus Unum: Diversity and Community in the 
Twenty-first Century: The 2006 Johan Skytte Prize Lecture’, Scandinavian Political Studies, vol. 30, no. 
2 (2007): 137-174 (p. 137).  
36 O’Neill, Netherland, p. 244. 
37 Initially associated with Ancient Greek thinking, then with the work of Kant, cosmopolitanism as a 
concept – or a political ideal – has undergone a revival in philosophical thought of recent decades 
(including in texts by Jacques Derrida and Emmanuel Levinas). An especially important contemporary 
contribution is Kwame Anthony Appiah, Cosmopolitanism: Ethics in a World of Strangers (New York: 
W. W. Norton, 2006).    
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capital that allows Hans to access and to interpret such digital imagery already endows 

him with a certain privilege. If access to computer equipment and skill is now 

widespread across the globe, the phenomenon of digital poverty persists. And, 

undoubtedly, there is also a degree of power not available to everyone in the way in 

which Hans imagines himself soaring above and escaping from the constraints of 

place. Wasserman allows that the episode may indeed see him establish himself in ‘a 

dominant, normative position […] the authority in the panopticon’.38 Her reading goes 

on, however, to remind us that this moment of utopian imagination is only fleeting, 

not to endure. For the most part, Hans’s narrative discloses fragmentation not unity, 

his vulnerability not potency. The way in which after 9/11 he finds himself socially 

and culturally at the margins, despite his presumed racial and class privileges, 

distinguishes him from figures like Henry Perowne in Saturday and the affluent 

metropolitans of The Emperor’s Children, and instead brings him closer to the 

‘othered’ protagonists of the novel to which I now turn.  

 

3.4 Space and culture in Brick Lane 

In Brick Lane, the protagonist Nazneen is displaced as a young girl from a small 

Bangladeshi village to London and – socially and economically – faces much less 

advantageous circumstances than the relocated Hans in Netherland. Both characters 

nevertheless encounter difficulties and discomforts in their adopted cultures that 

intensify after the 9/11 attacks, prompting them to develop some tactics of resistance 

so as to cope with the effects of new conservative social formations. Research by 

Lauren Rogers-Sirin, Patrice Ryce and Selcuk R. Sirin has found that immigrants’ 

intercultural positioning is liable to cause them significant psychological as well as 

                                                        
38 Wasserman, ‘Looking Away from 9/11’, pp. 265-266.  
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material problems: ‘Although mental health symptoms decrease over time, 

demonstrating resiliency within the urban immigrant population, the presence of 

acculturative stress increases vulnerability to mental health symptoms. First-generation 

immigrants are particularly vulnerable to acculturative stress and this appears to put 

them at heightened risk for mental health symptoms.’39 In this part of the chapter I will 

be particularly concerned with how Nazneen in Monica Ali’s novel manages these 

stresses, both before and following 9/11, so that she ‘does not lose her identity in 

multicultural London but rather discovers it’.40  

 Before turning to this subject, a preliminary word is needed, perhaps, in 

justification of the choice I have made to include in the thesis discussion of Brick Lane. 

This is, after all, a temporally and spatially expansive text, with its range in these 

respects making it less straightforwardly or immediately categorisable as a ‘9/11 novel’ 

than, say, Falling Man or Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close which are both 

structured by direct, sustained referencing of the attacks. As I argued earlier, however, 

it would cramp the exploratory possibilities of post-9/11 fiction if quite narrow criteria 

of time and space were to be applied to texts seeking membership in this category. In 

the case of Brick Lane, the fact that the events of September 11 and their aftermath are 

only reported in the latter portion of the novel should not be taken as implying that the 

earlier narrative is unrelated to this theme. Rather, a kind of comparative or dialogical 

structure is at work across Ali’s text, with the cultural and ideological formations that 

are described as emerging in the wake of 9/11 taking on their fullest meaning by being 

                                                        
39 Lauren Rogers-Sirin, Patrice Ryce, and Selcuk R. Sirin, ‘Acculturation, Acculturative Stress, and 
Cultural Mismatch and their Influences on Immigrant Children and Adolescents’ Well-being’, in Global 
Perspectives on Well-Being in Immigrant Families, ed. Radosveta Dimitrova, Michael Bender and Fons 
van de Vijver (New York: Springer, 2014), pp. 11-30 (p. 24).  
40 Michael Perfect, ‘The Multicultural Bildungsroman: Stereotypes in Monica Ali’s Brick Lane’, The 
Journal of Commonwealth Literature, vol. 43, no. 3 (2008): 109-120 (p. 119).  
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measured against those experienced earlier by the protagonists, in both Bangladesh and 

London. 

The text is highly attentive to the ways in which Nazneen and others in her 

community navigate different spaces, both before and after the terrorist attacks. Before 

moving to London, Nazneen lives with her family in the Mymensingh district of 

Bangladesh, which is known for its high forests and narrow valleys; early in the novel, 

already displaced, she nostalgically focalises this rural scenery and summons to mind 

its scattered huts and fertile paddy fields. However, aged only eighteen, she has to 

abandon the monoculture of the farming village where she feels safe and move to living 

in a small flat in one of the largest multicultural cities in the world. In this new home, 

she is initially constrained behind walls, and can only see her neighbours as ghostly 

figures subsisting behind their net curtains. Nazneen’s chores as a homemaker in 

London are mainly fulfilled indoors, thus differing from the active work outside that 

she used to accomplish in Bangladesh. In addition, whenever she finishes this domestic 

labour and hopes to venture into the fresh air, she encounters only the nauseating smell 

of the communal dustbins. The novel’s narrative design gives substantial interior access 

to Nazneen as a character focaliser,41 and many of her early impressions are those of 

disenchantment and alienation (albeit these negative mental emanations are kept within 

bounds by her decorous cultural conditioning): ‘Six months now since she’d been sent 

away to London. Every morning before she opened her eyes she thought, if I were the 

wishing type, I know what I would wish.’42  

                                                        
41 Indeed, as John Mullan says about Nazneen in the course of a short article on Brick Lane’s narrative 
organisation: ‘To the very end of the book we stay inside her head.’ See ‘Public Faces and Inner Spaces. 
John Mullan Analyses Brick Lane by Monica Ali. Week Three: Characterisation’, The Guardian, 12 June 
2004, www.theguardian.com/books/2004/jun/12/featuresreviews.guardianreview27 [accessed 23 
October 2016].   
42 Monica Ali, Brick Lane (London: Black Swan), p. 18. 
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Sociologists and geographers have explored the patterns of Bangladeshi 

immigrant settlement in the Tower Hamlets area of London where Brick Lane is set. 

Iza Iftab, for example, argues that a segregated Bangladeshi community has emerged 

here mainly as a result of the incomers’ poverty and lack of cultural (as well as 

economic) capital. As he puts it: 

 
It should be clarified that social exclusion is not essentially a conscious process 
practised by the majority population. In some cases, [… immigrants’ …] 
knowledge about their host country’s social network is so low that they are 
unable to contribute in its replication. Faced with this situation, they group in 
segregated spatial structures in order to actuate the social structure they are 
accustomed to. This would be the only way that would ensure their survival.43 
 

The shaping of a semi-autonomous community of Bangladeshi immigrants in this part 

of London, so as to ‘ensure their survival’ in difficult circumstances as Iftab describes 

it, is fully documented in Brick Lane. The streets around Nazneen’s flat are full of 

small businesses selling saris, for example, or food with which she is familiar from her 

childhood back home. As with some of the cricketing immigrants’ social practices in 

Netherland, there is the sense here of seeking to carve out a viable space in the midst 

of a frequently hostile majority community. Like the sportsmen in O’Neill’s novel, 

however, such practices may take on more than merely survivalist connotations and 

become instead occasions for both cultural pride and political assertion.    

 Perhaps the most outspoken cultural nationalist in Brick Lane is Nazneen’s 

significantly older husband, Chanu. He evokes a tendency in the Bangladeshi incomers 

to London to replicate the social structure of their homeland’s countryside: ‘most of 

our people here are Sylhetis. They all stick together because they come from the same 

district. They know each other from the villages, and they come to Tower Hamlets and 

                                                        
43 Iza Aftab, ‘The Spatial Form of Bangladeshi Community in London’s East End’, Proceedings of the 
Fifth International Space Syntax Symposium, Vol. 2, ed. Akkelies Van Nes (Delft: Techne Press, 2005), 
pp. 129-144 (p. 143). 
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they think they are back in the village.’44 If this sounds faintly condescending, 

however, Chanu is sincere throughout the text in speaking up for his sense of the 

superiority of Bangladeshi cultural values when set against those that are hegemonic 

in UK society. As he says in a heated debate with Mrs. Azad, the doctor’s wife, about 

the appeal of assimilationist as against separatist ideals: 

  
‘I’m talking about the clash between Western values and our own. I’m talking 
about the struggle to assimilate and the need to preserve one’s identity and 
heritage. I’m talking about children who don’t know what their identity is. I’m 
talking about the feelings of alienation engendered by a society where racism 
is prevalent. I’m talking about the terrific struggle to preserve one’s sanity 
while striving to achieve the best for one’s family.’45 
 

We saw in the introduction to this chapter that retreat into indigenous or original values 

and practices has become a frequent strategy of immigrant communities in the West 

in the wake of hostile governmental and public responses to 9/11. Chanu’s experience 

in Brick Lane, however, indicates that this may already have been well-established in 

some situations as a means of communal reproduction. It then acquires greater force 

following the attacks. 

 Like Netherland, however, Brick Lane is a properly dialogical text, with 

various visions for successful negotiation of a racially and culturally hierarchised 

world competing against each other. If Chanu articulates a sense of the value of 

expressions of Bangladeshi tradition, even or especially in this diasporic situation, 

Mrs. Azad is especially emphatic in promoting an assimilationist strategy. Her words 

may be quoted here at some length, so as to capture her rhetorical verve as much as 

the nuances of her argument:  

                                                        
44 Ali, Brick Lane, p. 72. 
45 Ali, Brick Lane, p. 113. If Chanu is especially assertive in his arguments, however, he is not the novel’s 
only exponent of cultural nationalism. Mrs. Islam, for example, casts cultural interaction as a zero-sum 
game when she gives Nazneen, newly arrived in London, the following advice: ‘“But if you mix with all 
these people, even if they are good people, you have to give up your culture to accept theirs. That's how 
it is”’ (p. 29). 
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‘Listen, when I’m in Bangladesh I put on a sari and cover my head and all that. 
But here I go out to work. I work with white girls and I’m just one of them. If I 
want to come home and eat curry, that’s my business. Some women spend ten, 
twenty years here and they sit in the kitchen grinding spices all day and learn 
only two words of English.’ She looked at Nazneen who focused on Raqib. 
‘They go around covered from head to toe, in their little walking prisons, and 
when someone calls to them in the street they are upset. The society is racist. 
The society is all wrong. Everything should change for them. They don’t have 
to change one thing. That,’ she said, stabbing the air, ‘is the tragedy’.46 
 

Mrs. Azad is here doing some of the majority community’s racist work for them, not 

least where she describes Muslim women’s traditional robes as ‘little walking prisons’.47 

Nevertheless, she sketches out a particular strategy for immigrants’ survival, and indeed 

their social advancement, that Brick Lane suggests is available before the retrenchment 

of 9/11 – and which remains an understandably strong option afterwards.  

While diametrically opposing in their orientations, the positions outlined by 

Chanu and Mrs. Azad respectively actually have in common a certain extremism or 

absolutist quality. This point has been made by Alistair Cormack: 

 
Chanu and Mrs. Azad stand accused of orienting themselves by cultures 
perceived as static and monolithic. They maintain what [Homi] Bhabha would 
describe as a notion of cultural ‘diversity’ […] that is, a metaphysical belief in 
conflicting and competing cultural essences to which one may remain loyal or, 
alternatively, to which one may assimilate. Bhabha opposes this concept to one 
of cultural ‘difference’ in which the signs of affiliation are constructed 
differentially, with no underlying truth that can put an end to their infinite 
semiosis.48  

 
Quite knotty though the wording is here, Cormack’s point is clear: namely, that neither 

Chanu nor Mrs. Azad is able to conceive of cultural life as an infinite series of 

                                                        
46 Ali, Brick Lane, p. 113. 
47 There is an unholy alliance here between Mrs. Azad and populist exponents of anti-Muslim sentiment 
in the contemporary West. Compare her choice of image with a rabble-rousing remark in 2018 by the 
British Conservative MP and former Foreign Secretary, Boris Johnson, that Muslim women who choose 
to wear the burka ‘look like letter boxes’. For a brief account of this episode, see ‘Boris Johnson faces 
criticism over burka “letter box” jibe’, BBC News, https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-45083275 
[accessed 3 June 2019].   
48 Alistair Cormack, ‘Migration and the Politics of Narrative Form: Realism and the Postcolonial Subject 
in Brick Lane’, Contemporary Literature, vol. 47, no. 4 (2006): 695-721 (p. 704).  
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negotiations and temporary positions, in which the patrimony you arrive with is liable 

to modification on encountering the dominant culture (while, in its turn, it potentially 

modifies that culture).49 In Netherland we saw something of this open-ended, 

unresolved cultural practice in Hans’s playing of cricket in America, which signifies 

both a rejection and an embrace of dominant national values. And in Brick Lane, we 

witness a similarly provisional and experimental quality in Nazneen’s cultural 

experiences. Although she values the social cohesion afforded her by ready immersion 

in a transplanted Bangladeshi lifeworld (which provides everything from language to 

food, and clothing to religion), she also develops a sense of the inadequacy as regards 

successfully negotiating a multicultural society of possessing one cultural heritage 

only. Especially educative here is the episode when, finally breaking out beyond her 

immediate neighbourhood, she gets lost in the unfamiliar streets and comes to 

recognise that she does not have the linguistic resources or other forms of social capital 

that would enable her easily to find her way home. Later, emboldened, Nazneen resists 

some of the religio-cultural norms of her native community, notably when she acquires 

some financial autonomy and also when she takes Karim as a lover which is strictly 

forbidden in Islam. Throughout the novel, however, there is a sense of cultural 

complexity, as Nazneen avoids the facile twin options of nationalism and assimilation.   

 

3.5 Brick Lane after 9/11 

Questions of culture, and politics, become thornier still for Nazneen and other figures 

in Brick Lane following the 9/11 attacks. Evidence of rising tensions between the 

                                                        
49 The idea of ‘negotiation’ as central to cultural life appears to have escaped Mrs. Azad, who is portrayed 
as almost grotesque in her assimilationist excess: e.g. ‘She adjusted her underwear with a thumb, and a 
wiggle of her opulent backside’ (p. 108) and, having abandoned guests in her house so that she can watch 
TV, she is found ‘engrossed in a scene of frantic and violent kissing’ (p. 110). The same lack of fluidity 
or mobility across cultural lines can be found in Chanu, notwithstanding his very different starting-point.  
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Bangladeshi Muslims living in this part of London and representatives of the majority, 

non-Muslim community is presented in the novel even before the events of September 

11th occur. If the cricket field in Netherland is shown to be a terrain of cultural struggle, 

hosting forces both of US hegemony and anti-American resistance, so too are the 

streets, halls and walls of Tower Hamlets in Brick Lane. A battle for rights of cultural 

definition and inscription in the neighbourhood breaks out between Christians (or 

whites of frankly atheist stances) on the one hand and Muslims (especially younger, 

less pacifist-minded Muslims) on the other, when a racist, Islamophobic group called 

Lion Hearts – there are unsubtle echoes here of the anti-Muslim Crusades that occurred 

between the eleventh and thirteenth centuries – publishes leaflets characterised by 

incendiary rhetoric:  

 
The Islamification of our neighbourhood has gone too far. A Page 3 calendar 
and poster have been removed from the walls of our community hall. How long 
before the extremists are putting veils on our women and insulting our 
daughters for wearing short skirts? Do not tolerate it! Write to the council! This 
is England!50  
 
If culture wars are shown by Brick Lane to be already in process in the late 

twentieth century, these are greatly intensified by 9/11, which enters the narrative late 

on. Yet, rather as we saw in Netherland, with O’Neill’s documentation of the multiple, 

shifting positions adopted by Hans, Ali’s novel suggests that, despite what might seem 

implied or required by the notion of ‘wars’, the taking simply of ‘sides’ here in binary 

fashion is perhaps something to be avoided and indeed to be suspected as socially and 

politically damaging. Angelina Poon makes the point well that, rather than engaging in 

facile polemic, Brick Lane offers its readers an important education in cultural and 

political complexity:  

 

                                                        
50 Ali, Brick Lane, p. 257.   
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Indeed, the novel suggests that a tentative relationship to knowledge claims is 
necessary in a post-9/11 world where the clear-cut principles of religious 
fundamentalism and the reductive stability of geopolitical views epitomized by 
catchphrases such as ‘axis of evil’ and ‘war on terror’ remain attractive to 
many. Instead of reaching for any revelatory hybrid truth or totalizing 
knowledge system for the immigrant that would privilege the latter, the novel 
stresses forms of unknowing and the instability of knowledge.51 

 
There are echoes here of Ian McEwan’s conception of the novel as a form productive 

of tolerance, because of the partiality or provisionality of any particular truth-claim it 

includes, which we considered in Chapter Two. But we should also return to Bakhtin’s 

model of the novel form, on which we spent a good deal of time in the Introduction. If 

it is recalled from that earlier discussion that one thing taken by Bakhtin to be definitive 

of the novel as a literary type is the sense it communicates of openness or 

unfinishedness, the intimation of a world still in the process of becoming, then Brick 

Lane can be aligned convincingly with his template.  

The multiplicity of competing knowledges and truth-claims to which Poon 

refers above can be observed in Brick Lane by detailed reference to the figures of 

Nazneen and Karim, both before and after the 9/11 attacks. Initially, on her arrival in 

Tower Hamlets from Bangladesh, Nazneen is largely confined both spatially and 

culturally, accessing the outer world only through the tiny window of her flat’s living 

room. She is fearful of going out into the streets because of anticipating hostile 

definitions to which she might be subjected as an unaccompanied Muslim woman 

entering the public realm. As Chanu cautions her soon after they begin living in 

London: ‘“If you go out, ten people will say, ‘I saw her walking on the street.’ And I 

will look like a fool.”’52 Indicating how patriarchal prescriptions of females’ legitimate 

fields of activity may be internalised and reproduced by women, also, Razia echoes 

                                                        
51 Angelina Poon, ‘To Know What’s What: Forms of Migrant Knowing in Monica Ali’s Brick 
Lane’, Journal of Postcolonial Writing, vol. 45, no. 4 (2009): 426-437 (pp. 428-429).  
52 Ali, Brick Lane, p. 45.   
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Chanu in warning Nazneen that ‘“if you go to our shops, the Bengali men will make 

things up about you. You know how they talk. Once you get talked about, then that’s 

it. Nothing you can do.”’53 In spite of such regular instruction in the parameters of 

decorous domesticity, however, Nazneen eventually ventures into the world outside her 

flat and, later, even begins an adulterous relationship with Karim. This affair helps 

Nazneen to recalibrate her perspective on the world; as she says, ‘“It’s like you’re 

watching the television in black and white and someone comes along and switches on 

the colours. […] And then they pull you right inside the screen, so you’re not watching 

any more, you’re part of it.”’54 Yet if this appears another fictional example that would 

support Gray’s critique of a tendency in the 9/11 novel to distract from political 

exploration and commitment by foregrounding instead registers of the emotional and 

psychological (here, the sense of transformation through love), it should be emphasised 

at the outset that Nazneen’s gains from her relationship with Karim are principally 

intellectual rather than sentimental. As Cormack explains: ‘He offers a means for her 

to gain entry to the space in which she lives and a glimpse of the world outside the 

pedagogic construction of cultural and individual identity.’55  

Brick Lane offers, in fact, a trajectory alternative to that anti-political current 

which Gray detects as dominant in the post-9/11 novel. As well as the entry into 

prominence in the text of Karim – a figure to be considered further in a moment – there 

is the significant political awakening of Nazneen herself. Karim plays an important role 

here, as when he invites her to meetings at which younger members of the Bangladeshi 

Muslim community discuss topics of current global concern. At the same time, 

however, we should be careful about ascribing Nazneen’s political advance solely to 

                                                        
53 Ali, Brick Lane, p. 59.   
54 Ali, Brick Lane, p. 428.   
55 Cormack, ‘Migration and the Politics of Narrative Form’, p. 705.  
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the intervention of a charismatic male mentor.  Pin-chia Feng suggests plausibly that 

she is also sensitised and politicised by her own registering of profound changes in the 

cultural climate following 9/11:  

 
The shock wave and growing difficulties for Islamic immigrants in Britain after 
the bombing of the World Trade Center further hastens the awakening of 
Nazneen’s dormant political awareness, which in turn moves the private 
narrative of Bildung into the arena of public and national politics.56 
 

We might note briefly in passing here how the last clause of Feng’s sentence positions 

Brick Lane exactly in antithesis to the hegemonic 9/11 novel, as Gray has constructed 

it: that is to say, casting Ali’s text not as one which absorbs the public and political into 

the private, but, rather, as one performing an operation of the opposite sort. ‘Private 

narrative’ is understood here as something which ultimately conduces to ‘public and 

national’ dimensions – or which facilitates their engagement – rather than blocking or 

masking them. At the same time, however, bearing out Poon’s point above about the 

multiplicity of discursive positions in Brick Lane, rather than simplified stances easily 

identified and occupied, the political narrative of Nazneen is a complex and unfinished 

one. At the end of the novel, having become more socially and ideologically aware, yet 

still lacking an institutional base from which to advance any cause, Nazneen has a brief 

conversation with one of the young activists who are forming a radical political 

organisation in Brick Lane. When he asks her to join them, there is the following 

response:  

‘I’ll come. I’d like to, though I only went to a few of the other meetings,’ said 
Nazneen. An aeroplane passed overhead. She looked up. The plane climbed 
steadily. The higher it climbed, the deeper the sky. It rode up. And it went on. 

                                                        
56 Pin-Chia Feng, ‘Out of Brick Lane: The Novel of Awakening and Monica Ali’, Tamkang Review, vol. 
40, no. 1 (2009): 15-28 (pp. 19-20). Cf.: ‘Ali’s intricate examination of the details of Nazneen’s everyday 
life sets out to traverse boundaries between public and private’– Jane Hiddleston, ‘Shapes and Shadows: 
(Un)veiling the Immigrant in Monica Ali’s Brick Lane’, The Journal of Commonwealth Literature, vol. 
40, no. 1 (2005), pp. 57-72 (p. 64). 
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Nazneen stopped watching. She said, ‘But that was before I knew what I could 
do.’57 
 

While there is undeniably an expression of commitment and engagement here, there is 

also a significant leaving-unsaid, a sense of Nazneen’s openness to many narrative 

possibilities rather than a definitive ending.  

It would be very problematical to draw a distinction between female and male 

political imaginations, as if the former are constitutively open and pluralistic, the latter 

closed and dogmatic. In the local instance of Brick Lane, however, there are 

indisputably significant differences in the politics of Nazneen and Karim respectively. 

While Nazneen is still thinking and feeling her way towards her preferred mode of 

political expression, Karim is viscerally affected by the 9/11 attacks and the response 

to these in the West. Although he is a second-generation Bengali born in the UK and 

has never been to Bangladesh, he becomes powerfully attached to a particular version 

of Muslim identity. An important precipitant here is the feeling of social subordination 

and exclusion which he experiences constantly and shares with other members of the 

Bangladeshi community depicted in the novel. Jane Hiddleston writes that, through the 

portrayal of Karim in particular, ‘Ali explores the allure of the Islamic cause for 

characters who desperately need to reclaim a sense of self, and the text subtly juxtaposes 

depictions of hope with scattered comments on racism, prejudice, deprivation and social 

inequality.’58 (This ‘allure’ of an activist and potent version of Islam is something we 

will return to in Chapter Four, in the discussion of the Muslim protagonists of both The 

Reluctant Fundamentalist and Terrorist.) 

However, reinforcing the sense we alluded to above of the novel’s polyphony 

and complexity, there is documentation in Brick Lane of a range of Islamic 

                                                        
57 Ali, Brick Lane, p. 486.   
58 Hiddleston, ‘Shapes and Shadows’, p. 68. 
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perspectives, rather than some monolithic or totalised position. Karim’s viewpoint is 

not unchallenged, but it enters into dialogue with others, including Nazneen’s own 

emerging, more hesitant stance. Particularly vivid are his theological and rhetorical 

struggles with his father, a long-time London bus driver, who questions what Poon 

describes as ‘Karim’s attraction to Islamic radicalism and jihad [… and to] a more 

politicized relationship to religion’.59 Karim’s father, suspecting that he is on the path 

towards radical action and potential collision with the security forces, phones him 

anxiously to say: ‘“Don't make trouble.”’60 After one telephone conversation with his 

father, Karim turns to Nazneen:  

 
‘He thinks he is Mahatma Gandhi. He thinks he is Jesus Christ. Turn the cheek, 
man. Turn the cheek.’ She picked up the cups. ‘What about Muhammad? Peace 
be upon him, he was a warrior.’61  
 

Karim’s father, unfortunately, is not sufficiently well-versed in Islamic teachings to 

offer a forceful response to his misconceptions. No other authoritative older guide to 

help redirect him is in existence, either: as Karim says ruefully, ‘“There was no one to 

look up to.”’62 Karim is a member of a category of young, politically engaged Muslims 

which is well described by John Eade and David Garbin: 

 
many second-generation and third-generation British Muslims have lost 
contact with the rural customs that influenced their elders. They are more open 
to the proselytising work of scripturalist groups based in Britain, particularly 
those that engage with urban social problems such as unemployment, family 
breakdown, drugs and crime. Although they are sympathetic to discussions 
about political developments in Bangladesh, many second-generation and 
third-generation British Muslims are also keenly interested in events affecting 
Muslims elsewhere, such as the Middle East, Iran, Afghanistan and 
Chechnya.63 
 

                                                        
59 Poon, ‘To Know What’s What’, p. 431. 
60 Ali, Brick Lane, p. 233. 
61 Ali, Brick Lane, p. 233. 
62 Ali, Brick Lane, p. 263. 
63 John Eade and David Garbin, ‘Competing Visions of Identity and Space: Bangladeshi Muslims in 
Britain’, Contemporary South Asia, vol. 15, no. 2 (2006): 181-193 (p. 191).  
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Although Karim embodies an attractive energy and activist impulse, however, 

he is still open to query and critique in the novel. At the risk of reintroducing elements 

of the ‘personal’ that Gray and similarly minded critics would wish to see erased from 

or at least muted in the 9/11 novel, it is significant that, in Brick Lane, Karim neither 

honours his father nor follows Nazneen in expressing guilt over their adulterous 

relationship. While claiming to speak on behalf of Islam, then, he exhibits a careless 

attitude to two of its basic precepts. There are other concerns, also, which emerge as 

Karim mobilises a radical group he calls the Bengali Tigers to help defend the 

community against the increasingly militant Lion Hearts. In the first instance, the very 

name of the group embodies a problematical ethnic particularism, rather than 

expressing a sense of Muslim universalism. Second, Karim brings the group into 

existence without having given sustained thought to its purpose – other than endowing 

it with a merely reactive role as opponents of the Lion Hearts. Third, there are worrying 

indications that the group will be less a truly collective and democratic organisation 

than a vehicle for his self-aggrandising leadership; as he says in one, near-comic 

moment: ‘“It’s my group. I’m the Chairman. […] I say what is radical and what is 

not.”’64 None of these details, of course, should be taken to nullify Karim’s campaign, 

or to compromise the seriousness of the issues, both domestic and global, by which he 

is engaged. At the same time, however, Ali’s complex portrait of him, as indeed of 

Nazneen, indicates again the novel’s resistance to any simplified post-9/11 position. In 

this respect, Brick Lane can be seen once more to join Netherland, on the face of it a 

very different novel. O’Neill’s text, as we saw, is also dialogical in its structure, despite 

having Hans as a personal narrator. He, too, is a fractured and complicated figure, rather 

than an embodiment of a single authoritative worldview. These elements of dialogism 

                                                        
64 Ali, Brick Lane, p. 241. 
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and complexity run through Brick Lane, also. Thus, the move outwards from matters 

of emotional entanglement and psychological condition into the domain of global 

politics should not be taken to imply that the post-9/11 novel will thereby advertise any 

straightforward and identifiable ideological commitment. On the contrary, multiple 

perspectives remain and complexities persist. In the next chapter, we will see that this 

continues to be the case even where post-9/11 fiction engages with terrorists (or would-

be terrorists) – that is to say, with figures who are conventionally understood in the 

dominant imaginary of the West to be governed by a sense of certainty and simplicity, 

indeed fanaticism.
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Chapter Four 

‘Focus on the Fundamentals’: Narratives of Radicalisation  

in The Reluctant Fundamentalist and Terrorist 

 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter will be dedicated to exploring the responses of two further writers to 

Islamic radicalisation in the wake of the 9/11 attacks. In the previous chapter, we saw 

Karim in the latter section of Brick Lane adopting radical views towards others he 

identifies as hostile to the interests of Islam. The precipitous change in his social 

attitudes from an ordinary British teenager to a militant prepared to engage in violence 

for his cause is worth careful tracing. In fact, the most notable trigger of Karim’s 

radicalisation in Monica Ali’s novel is the global political situation and its 

reconfiguring effects upon religion and identity. As a second-generation Muslim of 

Bengali origin in London post-9/11, Karim resembles many people of his faith in 

contemporary Britain who have experienced crises of religious, cultural and national 

affiliation. The 9/11 terrorist attacks and their transnational ramifications have left a 

significant number of Muslims in the UK and the US in doubt about whether to express 

nationalistic affiliation with respect to their countries of residence or to foreground 

instead a commitment to Muslim Ummah, especially after President George W. Bush’s 

description of the ‘War on Terror’ as a ‘crusade’, which made many perceive it in stark 

terms as a conflict between Christians and Muslims.1 Accordingly, many young British 

Muslims have travelled to join terrorist groups in other parts of the world which promise 

                                                        
1 Peter Ford, ‘Europe Cringes at Bush “Crusade” against Terrorists’, The Christian Science Monitor, 19 
September 2001, www.csmonitor.com/2001/0919/p12s2-woeu.html [accessed 10 January 2017]. 
‘Ummah’, from an Arabic word for ‘community’, refers to the global Islamic collectivity, incorporating 
many peoples who are diverse in race, ethnicity, language and so on but unified by their Muslim 
affiliation.   
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them religious fulfilment through the support they demonstrate for their oppressed 

Muslim brothers and sisters who are facing attack by Western powers. Typical here is 

a young British radical named Omar, who joined Islamic State; as BBC journalist 

Secunder Kermani, who interviewed him, reports: ‘Omar, like other young jihadis 

originally from Britain, claims that events following the 9/11 attacks in the US and 

“unjust Western foreign policy” have been a key motivating force for them.’2  

In Brick Lane, Karim goes through a distinct narrative of radicalisation. After 

the 9/11 attacks and the revelation of hostile US intent against several Muslim-majority 

nations, in addition to the racist raids he witnesses against Muslim Bengalis in Brick 

Lane, greater attachment to his Islamic identity grows in him and he starts to read 

magazines and internet websites produced by radical religious groups. Unfortunately, 

these are the chief media outlets used by militant organisations from abroad to 

propagate their contentious ideas among young Muslims in the West, as the novel 

discloses: ‘From the set of his neck, Karim was intent on his work at the computer. 

Magazines, he had explained, could be radical. But the internet was where things got 

really radical.’3 Putting a lot of effort into media development, as well as training highly 

their recruiters in the West, these terrorist groups have succeeded in promoting their 

brand of radicalism among Muslim youths like Karim by promising them a better 

religious life if they help the oppressed and participate in establishing the Caliphate 

which most Muslims aspire to. As Jen Psaki, US State Department spokeswoman, told 

CNN: ‘There’s no question what we’re combating with ISIL’s propaganda machine is 

something we have not seen before.’ In similar vein, Maajid Nawaz, a former jihadi, 

has said that ‘Social media services may have been largely invented in the West, but 

                                                        
2 Secunder Kermani, ‘Young, British and Radicalised: Why People Want to Join Islamic State’, Radio 1 
Newsbeat, BBC, 17 November 2015, www.bbc.co.uk/newsbeat/article/34851049/young-british-and-
radicalised-why-people-want-to-join-islamic-state [accessed 10 January 2017]. 
3 Monica Ali, Brick Lane (London: Black Swan), p. 381. 
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ISIS is outflanking governments in how it uses the platforms.’4 These innovative, 

highly intense promotions by radical groups abroad, or by some of their supporters in 

the West, have resulted in an estimated 850 militants joining ISIS from the UK alone, 

with most of these recruits being in their late teens and early twenties.5 The dilemma 

faced by young Muslims in Britain, torn between national and religious allegiances, is 

evoked by Eade and Garbin: ‘A British identity is important and should be important 

for the Bangladeshi youth. On the other hand, if they neglect their Islamic identity, it 

will be like assimilation. [...] But you can’t survive here in isolation; to live here you 

need to have both identities, British and Muslim.’6 Such tactical doubleness, a sense of 

oscillating between expressions of belonging both to a local secular state and to a global 

religious community, is of course difficult for Karim in Brick Lane to sustain. Shortly, 

we will see similar divisions playing themselves out in the sensibilities of the young 

Muslim protagonists of this chapter’s two case studies.   

There are different Islamic groups in the UK who work for various social and 

political goals, including Jamaat-e-Islami, Hizb ut-Tahrir and Tablighi Jamaat. These 

organisations devote much energy to recruiting young Muslims in order for them to 

assist in delivering and spreading their version of true Islam. These groups are not 

necessarily violent in themselves, as Epstein and Gang explain: ‘it should be pointed 

out that almost all groups described as fundamentalist are non-violent.’7 Nevertheless, 

it is the case that they work in an organised and determined way to achieve their long-

term political goals, Such organisations tend to use the international confrontations 

                                                        
4Jethro Mullen, ‘What is ISIS’ appeal for young people?’, CNN, 25 February 2015, 
www.edition.cnn.com/2015/02/25/middleeast/isis-kids-propaganda/ [accessed 10 January 2017]. 
5 ‘Who are Britain’s Jihadists?’, BBC News, 10 October 2016, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-32026985  

[accessed 11 January 2017].  

6 John Eade and David Garbin, The Bangladeshi Diaspora: Community Dynamics, Transnational 
Politics and Islamist Activities (London: Foreign and Commonwealth Office, 2005), p. 15.  
7 Gil S. Epstein and Ira N. Gang, ‘Understanding the Development of Fundamentalism’, Public Choice, 
vol. 132, nos. 3-4 (2007): 257-271 (p. 270).  
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between Muslim and non-Muslim countries as an effective tool for persuading young 

people of the faith to join them. While political Islamic groups may not drive young 

Muslims to terrorism in any straightforward way, managing the charged religious 

emotions that the groups produce and channelling these into non-violent purposes has 

often proved difficult. It should also be added that, unfortunately, the youthful converts 

are not always introduced to subtle and well-informed understandings of key Islamic 

texts.  

Ed Husain is a British writer of Bengali origin who was an active member of 

some of the best-known radical Islamic groups in the UK during his youth. Eventually, 

Husain came to the conclusion that political Islam of these kinds is not the real Islam, 

whereupon he decided to write an autobiography which sought to reveal how such 

groups can easily turn the susceptible young into radicals, even terrorists. This 

autobiography has narrative elements in common with the account which Ali gives in 

Brick Lane of the process whereby Karim becomes a violent radical; it also helps us to 

elucidate the stories of the militant characters in the two principal novels for study in 

the present chapter. As Lucy Mason writes of Husain’s autobiography: ‘This is the real 

meat of the account and is invaluable to anyone wishing to understand better the 

spectrum from moderate to extremist.’8 Therefore, Husain’s testimony from the inside 

is too precious to overlook in our attempt to evaluate the novels’ perceptions of Muslim 

extremists in the West and their justifications for committing terrorist acts. He asserts 

that the wars in which Western countries have been involved against Muslim-majority 

nations, such as the Gulf War, the Bosnian War and the war in Iraq, have had the effect 

of converting some Muslim youths from a moderate position to extremism. As Husain 

                                                        
8 Lucy Mason, ‘Husain, Ed (2007). The Islamist: Why I Joined Radical Islam in Britain, What I Saw 
Inside and Why I Left’, review, Policing, vol. 2, no. 4 (2008): 506-507 (p. 506).  
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states with regard to the second of these conflicts: ‘Bosnia acted as a catalyst for 

extremism among large numbers of young Muslims in Britain. It was a serious political 

wake-up call for hundreds of us, semi-radicalized by the emotional Islamism of Jamat-

e-Islami but given a clear, radical outlook on life by Hizb ut-Tahrir.’9  

Many second-generation UK-born immigrants feel socially estranged – as has 

been argued in the previous chapter – and have fewer job opportunities than their white 

peers. Dustmann, Frattini and Theodoropoulos write that ‘Despite their educational 

success, their employment probabilities are lower than those of whites, and for some 

groups dramatically so.’10 So, even before the 9/11 attacks, some Muslim youths in the 

West had developed an awareness of social disintegration and inequality which drew 

them more closely to their religious community where they felt more appreciated and 

respected. These feelings of identity disorientation of the young have subsequently been 

managed by some radical imams and sheikhs during religious lessons in mosques. After 

9/11 and 7/7, the UK government appreciated the seriousness of the issue, as Katherine 

Brown says: ‘Alongside the development in Muslim citizens’ complex identity and the 

evolving function and reform of mosques has been the emergence of a new national 

security agenda based on counter-terrorism with a particular focus on Islamic 

fundamentalism and mosque activities.’11 In the mosques of London, high-profile 

sheikhs associated with the more militant groupings of political Islam have urged their 

listeners to take action to lift oppression from their brothers and sisters in other parts of 

the world. Husain in The Islamist asserts the significant role of such Islamic activists in 

                                                        
9 Ed Husain, The Islamist (London: Penguin, 2007), p. 91. 
10 Christian Dustmann, Tommaso Frattini and Nikolaos Theodoropoulos, Ethnicity and Second-
Generation Immigrants in Britain (London: Centre for Research and Analysis of Migration, 2010), p. 
10. 
11 Katherine Brown, ‘The Promise and Perils of Women's Participation in UK Mosques: The Impact of 
Securitisation Agendas on Identity, Gender and Community’, The British Journal of Politics and 
International Relations, vol. 10, no. 3 (2008): 472-491 (p. 476).  
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radicalising the young before the government realises their threat, describing in 

particular Omar Bakri’s role as a key member of Hizb ut-Tahrir: ‘While the British state 

fed Omar, he sowed the seeds of terror in British Muslim minds.’12 In fact, this has not 

only been the case in the UK, since political Islamic activists are active also in the US, 

Europe and Muslim-majority countries. As evidence of such indoctrination, Husain 

mentions the case of Asif Hanif, whom he came to know at the Hounslow mosque in 

west London and who later died in Israel as a suicide bomber: ‘Asif was only twenty-

one when he died. Young and vulnerable, he came under the influences of an older, 

more developed Islamist from Derby by the name of Omar Sharif Khan. […] Asif’s 

recruitment to suicide bombing came about against a backdrop of increasingly 

radicalised young Muslims in communities across Britain.’13  

Having sketched out some of the real-world dramas of Islamic radicalisation 

uncovered by state security forces on both sides of the Atlantic and reported non-

fictionally by Husain in his book, I will move on now to evaluate two fictional 

renderings of such narratives. The novels for study in this chapter are The Reluctant 

Fundamentalist (2007) by Mohsin Hamid and Terrorist (2006) by John Updike. The 

protagonists in both novels are young Muslims living in the US post-9/11. Changez in 

The Reluctant Fundamentalist is an unusually clever teenage Pakistani graduate of 

prestigious Princeton University. Immediately after graduation, he obtains a post at one 

of the best-known financial companies in America. While he achieves great success in 

his career, the 9/11 terrorist attacks then hit the country and change his life for the 

worse, just like for many of his fellow Muslims living in the West. Changez starts to 

encounter racist treatment from security officers and people in the street, which affects 

                                                        
12 Husain, The Islamist, p. 111.  
13 Husain, The Islamist, p. 263.  
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him deeply. With the launch of American military action on Afghanistan in the 

execution of the ‘War on Terror’, Changez starts to worry about the safety of his family. 

From that point in the novel, he is conflicted between his new bright life in America 

and his identity as a Muslim highly conscious that his Islamic brothers and sisters are 

being bombed by the country he works for. Eventually, Changez decides to leave the 

US and work instead as a university lecturer in Pakistan and a political activist against 

America’s new imperialism in the East.  

In Terrorist, Ahmad Mulloy is a teenager with an American Christian mother 

and an Egyptian Muslim father. Although his father abandoned him and his mother 

when he was a child, he nevertheless decides to adopt Islam as his religion. In order to 

know the teachings of his religion, Ahmad starts to attend lessons given by a sheikh in 

a nearby mosque. This sheikh concentrates his efforts upon poisoning Ahmad’s 

perceptions of US society which depletes his social contacts and leaves him with a 

disgusted view of his home nation. Then, this radical sheikh connects Ahmad to people 

who will recruit him for a terrorist attack in Manhattan on the anniversary of the 9/11 

attacks. The two novels show how Muslims’ identity conflicts between their faith and 

their citizenship of or affiliation to the US post-9/11 might result in extremism; while 

the texts also explore the significant role of the representatives of political Islam in 

radicalising young Muslims. The novels’ representations of Muslim youths living in 

the United States post-9/11 and of the emergence of a regime of securitisation will be 

discussed in this chapter, unfolding the distinctive contribution made by fiction in 

exploring these issues, as compared with the non-fiction by writers such as Husain that 

was considered above. In analysing novelistic accounts of radicalism in a post-9/11 

context in this chapter, I will argue that the fictional treatment of thematic material 

which is also covered by ex-radicals in their autobiographies allows for much richer 
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coverage of the subject. While the autobiographical works are confined in their 

geopolitical range and provide but a single vision, the novels permit the delineation and 

exploration of more than one perspective. The Reluctant Fundamentalist and Terrorist   

are also open in their narrative designs, suggesting once more how post-9/11 fiction can 

contest those simplified stories that are often told of the contemporary world order.   

  

4.2 The American Dream and post-9/11 identity: The Reluctant Fundamentalist 

‘The American Dream’ is a term which has caused a lot of debate as to its exact 

meaning. It was first used by the American historian James Truslow Adams in 1931 in 

his book, The Epic of America. While for many people this term is taken to indicate in 

a narrow material sense the opportunities which the nation offers its citizens for 

achieving prosperity, it has deeper meanings for those who are also enthusiastic about 

the idea of the United States as a guarantor of ideals such as freedom and equality. 

Howard Schneiderman in his introduction to Adams’s book offers this gloss on the 

phrase:  

 
The American dream is so widely used that it has become a powerful metaphor 
of core American values. While economic success is first among these values, 
others, as Adams knew, are almost equally important. Among these values is 
‘being able to grow to fullest development as men and women, unhampered by 
the barriers which had slowly been erected for the benefit of classes rather than 
for the simple human being of any and every class’. The American dream 
mandates that all these values can be accomplished through hard work and 
individual effort.14 
 

The American Dream has been propagated globally as promising a utopian dispensation 

whereby the United States unconditionally accepts people from different races and 

supports them in fulfilling their economic and social aspirations. Post-9/11, however, 

                                                        
14 Howard Schneiderman, ‘James Truslow Adams and The American Dream’, in James Truslow 
Adams, The Epic of America (Piscataway, NJ: Transaction Publishers, 2012), pp. x-xviii (p. x).  
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this putatively universal promise has been subjected to stress as both incomers and 

established communities of Muslim and other non-hegemonic provenances have come 

to be much less enthusiastically accepted by American society. This racial and cultural 

recalibration of the US’s utopian offer is a main theme of Hamid’s novel, as Delphine 

Munos indicates: ‘Hamid uses the post-9/11 context to reveal the racial melancholia 

surreptitiously informing today’s “new” versions of the American Dream – a 

melancholia which is apparent in Changez’s and Erica’s relationship as well as in their 

parallel impossible mourning of the broken mirror of “white” Am/Erica.’15 The scare-

quotes which Munos puts around ‘new’ here alerts us, quite properly, to the need not to 

be uncritical about earlier versions of the American polity in its attitude towards 

population groups diverging from the Anglo-Saxon Christian mainstream; 

nevertheless, both of this chapter’s case studies register a qualitative break after the 

events of September 11.    

In The Reluctant Fundamentalist, the protagonist’s family comes to America 

hoping for a better future as a result of the declining economic situation and the 

consequently diminishing status of the middle class in Pakistan. Later in the novel, 

Changez blames the United States for this economic deterioration due to its practices 

of imperialism and its applications of capitalism in his country. However, he finds that 

his American girlfriend’s father blames the Pakistanis instead for their situation, as he 

tells Changez: ‘“Economy’s falling apart though, no? Corruption, dictatorship, the rich 

living like princes while everyone else suffers. Solid people, don’t get me wrong. I like 

Pakistanis. But the elite has raped that place well and good, right? And fundamentalism. 

You guys have got some serious problems with fundamentalism.”’16 In fact, the 

                                                        
15 Delphine Munos, ‘Possessed by Whiteness: Interracial Affiliations and Racial Melancholia in Mohsin 
Hamid’s The Reluctant Fundamentalist’, Journal of Postcolonial Writing, vol. 48, no. 4 (2012): 396-405 
(p. 397).  
16 Mohsin Hamid, The Reluctant Fundamentalist (London: Penguin, 2007), pp. 62-63.  
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concepts of neo-colonialism, imperialism and capitalism do not impinge upon 

Changez’s consciousness until after he has lived in the United States for several years. 

Upon his family’s first arrival in America, he finds himself immersed in his studies 

besides working in low-paid jobs to help towards subsistence costs. While his 

intellectual brilliance earns him a scholarship to study at Princeton, he finds himself 

compelled by the prospect of embarrassment to hide his poor background from his 

wealthy peers. During his years at university, Changez tries his best to adopt hegemonic 

American values such as individualism, competitiveness and a commitment to capitalist 

acquisitiveness so that he is not regarded as ‘other’. As he starts to work for the financial 

firm Underwood Samson, Changez is advised by one of his colleagues to embrace the 

company’s creed: 

 
Focus on the fundamentals. This was Underwood Samson’s guiding principle, 
drilled into us since our first day at work. It mandated a single-minded attention 
to financial detail, teasing out the true nature of those drivers that determine an 
asset’s value. And that was precisely what I continued to do, more often than 
not with both skill and enthusiasm. Because to be perfectly honest, sir, the 
compassionate pangs I felt for soon-to-be-redundant workers were not 
overwhelming in their frequency; our job required a degree of commitment that 
left one with rather limited time for such distractions.17 

 
‘Focus on the fundamentals’ – these fundamentals, of course, being the processes and 

practices that enable the smooth functioning of corporate America. At first, Changez 

proves highly adept in their performance, being hired by a blue-chip company which 

many of his peers aspired to work for. His manager recognises early on his significant 

talent and offers him a promotion soon after he is employed, acknowledging his 

ambition: ‘“I get where you’re coming from, Changez. You’re hungry, and that’s a 

good thing in my book.”’18  

                                                        
17 Hamid, The Reluctant Fundamentalist, p. 112. 
18 Hamid, The Reluctant Fundamentalist, p. 10. 
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 The reality that Changez has not been raised in the US proves in the end to 

affect his ability to absorb and express some of the core American values or, as his 

colleague calls them, ‘the fundamentals’. Jim, the company’s vice-president and 

Changez’s mentor, does not realise that his best employee cannot meet all of the 

requirements for American success because of his particular cultural formation. 

Though this cultural conditioning had seemed blocked early in the novel as Changez 

proceeded through an Ivy League education into capitalist employment, he begins, as 

the narrative goes on, to feel sympathy towards people losing their jobs based upon his 

assessments: ‘But it would not be true to say I was completely untroubled. There were 

older people among the workers of the cable company. I sometimes sat near them in 

the cafeteria – although never at the same table; the seats beside our team always went 

untaken – and I imagined many of them had children my age.’19 His American peers at 

the company know that they are not supposed to have any close conversations with 

affected clients; however, Changez, who comes from Pakistan where cultural norms 

prompt interaction with people of all backgrounds, cannot distance himself from these 

vulnerable workers. His religious conditioning, too, is seen to play an important role in 

his rejection of American capitalist individualism. The protagonist’s identity is thus 

understood as formed by a combination of his early immersion in Pakistani culture and 

his religious commitment as a Muslim, and the effects of this ripple beyond his 

immediate workplace so as also to shape his response to the so-called ‘War on Terror’ 

initiated by President George W. Bush post-9/11. Bryan Turner elaborates on similar 

cases such as Changez’s where religious belonging and a sense of nationalism both 

have a significant impact on the shaping of identity: ‘In the modern world, religion and 

nationalism have often functioned as modes of individual and collective identity in a 

                                                        
19 Hamid, The Reluctant Fundamentalist, p. 111. 
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global political context. Both religious and nationalistic modes of self-reference are 

products of a common process of modernisation, of which globalisation can be 

regarded as the current phase.’20 In this situation, Changez finds himself torn between 

on the one hand his sense of religious and national belonging and on the other his 

perspective on modernity and globalisation which validates his ambition to live a better 

life in America. This causes the inner identity clash of the protagonist which Hamid 

presents throughout the novel.  

 One of Hamid’s formal techniques in the novel is investing proper nouns with 

political symbolism. Anna Hartnell writes that ‘American state power is reflected in a 

firm named “Underwood Samson”, the initials of which visibly recall those of the 

nation, while American nationalism is personified by a woman named “Erica.”’21 

Standing in for the United States itself, Underwood Samson with great vigour implants 

the ideals of capitalism in its employees. Also, in evoking the biblical figure of Samson, 

the company’s name suggests to the attentive reader not only heroic strength but also a 

capacity for great destructiveness at the same time, prompting us to bring to mind the 

United States’ violent post-9/11 interaction with the rest of the globe. (In the name 

‘Samson’, we see also a capacity for self-destruction.) Just as the name of Underwood 

Samson contains within itself the two initials of ‘US’, so Erica is lacking only the first 

two initials of ‘America’. After the death of Chris, her childhood friend and later 

boyfriend, from lung cancer, Erica finds herself unable to enter into significant 

relationships with other men, not least Changez the foreigner (regardless of her 

sporadic efforts with him). While, as elsewhere in this thesis, it is important not to 

                                                        
20 Bryan S. Turner, Religion and Modern Society: Citizenship, Secularisation and the State (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2011), p. 228.  
21 Anna Hartnell, ‘Moving through America: Race, Place and Resistance in Mohsin Hamid’s The 
Reluctant Fundamentalist’, Journal of Postcolonial Writing, vol. 46, nos. 3-4 (2010): 336-348 (p. 337).  
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overstate the allegorical potentialities of particular events and characters in our chosen 

novels, it is nevertheless worth considering that Erica’s misfortune is analogous to the 

case of America itself after the tragic incidents of 9/11 in which the nation lost about 

3000 casualties. Recalling points made above in both the Introduction and Chapter 

Three, the nation has found it increasingly difficult on both administrative and social 

levels to welcome foreigners.  

In the case of Changez, too, his name is only a consonant different from 

‘Changes’, which indicates the great transformations in his life, starting from a young 

Pakistani boy living in Lahore to becoming a distinguished student at Princeton and a 

successful corporate employee, before his return to Pakistan as an anti-American 

academic and activist. To introduce a biographical note for a moment, Changez could 

also be regarded as a character who resembles Hamid himself to a great extent, as the 

author too spent parts of his early life in the United States and acquired a degree from 

Princeton just like his protagonist. Bruce King comments on Hamid’s stance towards 

America’s global role where he says: ‘He is a protesting third-worldist who sees 

capitalism exploiting developing nations, and an ecologist (Americans consume too 

much; he is against the freedom of “one nation with just 4% of the world’s population 

to satisfy its desire to consume a quarter of the world’s energy”).’22 Due to his anti-

Americanist outlook, Hamid also prefers to live in the UK and Pakistan rather than 

settling in the US, mimicking the decision of his protagonist in The Reluctant 

Fundamentalist after the 9/11 attacks. He acknowledges the difficulties – both social 

and psychological – which immigrants frequently encounter in living in an unaccepting 

environment. Hamid says: ‘I think mongrelized identities, when the world around you 

                                                        
22 Bruce King, ‘The Image of the United States in Three Pakistani Novels’, Totalitarian Movements and 
Political Religions, vol. 8, nos. 3-4 (2007): 683-688 (p. 684).  
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is nurturing, supportive, etcetera, can be more easy to embrace and more difficult when 

things are hostile.’23 This goes some way towards explaining how Changez flourishes 

in the United States when the social circumstances are healthy, and how he finds it 

difficult to cope when it turns, post-9/11, into a highly securitised society where 

immigrants and foreigners are mostly seen as possible suspects.  

In order to present these difficult intercultural dynamics, Hamid makes 

inventive use in The Reluctant Fundamentalist of the form of dramatic monologue. 

Given this form’s distinctiveness, it is worth spending a little time in outlining its key 

features, as these have been delineated by the US literary critics M. H. Abrams and 

Geoffrey Galt Harpham. For Abrams and Harpham, the dramatic monologue has three 

distinct attributes (although they allow that the second of these is sometimes deselected 

in instances of the form, as in Robert Browning’s texts, ‘Caliban upon Setebos’ [1864] 

and ‘Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister’ [1842]). The first of these identifying marks is 

that ‘A single person, who is patently not the poet, utters the speech that makes up the 

whole of the poem, in a specific situation at a critical moment.’24 The reference here to 

poetry – certainly a much more familiar home for dramatic monologue than is prose – 

is something we can set aside on this occasion, while hanging on to Abrams’s and 

Harpham’s suggestion that the form dramatises ‘a specific situation at a critical 

moment’: what situation is more ‘critical’, after all, than the fraught post-9/11 

conjuncture in which the dramatic monologue that comprises The Reluctant 

Fundamentalist is uttered? Second, Abrams and Harpham say, the person caught up in 

this moment ‘addresses and interacts with one or more other people; but we know of 

the auditors’ presence, and what they say and do, only from clues in the discourse of 

                                                        
23 Harleen Singh, ‘Deconstructing Terror: Interview with Mohsin Hamid on The Reluctant 
Fundamentalist’, Ariel, 42, no. 2 (2012): 149-156 (p. 150).  
24 M. H. Abrams and Geoffrey Galt Harpham, A Glossary of Literary Terms, 11th ed. (Stamford, CT: 
Cengage Learning, 2015), p. 96. 
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the single speaker’.25 Finally, in this critical account, ‘The main principle controlling 

the poet’s choice and formulation of what the lyrical speaker says is to reveal to the 

reader, in a way that enhances its interest, the speaker’s temperament and character.’26   

While it is a choice of form that is adept in drawing us intimately into the 

speaker’s consciousness (disclosing his or her ‘temperament and character’, in the 

words of Abrams and Harpham), dramatic monologue is also effective in disclosing 

differences in outlook between the speaker and their presumed interlocutor. In The 

Reluctant Fundamentalist’s own dramatic monologue, these differences are not trivial 

variations in respective personalities; rather, they are profound splits in ideological 

position and geopolitical orientation. Hamid’s novel is set in a café in Lahore in 

Pakistan and framed as an extended, informal (rather than ‘lyrical’) address by Changez 

to an unidentified American figure about whom – as in Abrams’s and Harpham’s 

summary above of the form – we learn only through hints and clues offered by the 

speaker himself. All of the incidents in the novel, then, are framed by the latter’s voice 

and perspective. The reasons for selecting this particular literary form as the basis of 

his post-9/11 novel have been unfolded by Hamid in an interview where he reveals that 

he first tried other ways to tell the story, only to find these less successful in realising 

his ambitions. As he elaborates:  

 
The first is that, when you’re doing a dramatic monologue, it’s clear that you 
are outside the mode of realism. […] This allows me as a writer to play with 
certain things formally. The narration, for example, is deliberately stylised and 
that creates a certain tension between the American who you never hear speak 
and Changez, who describes him. The resulting tension generates many 
possibilities.27  
 

                                                        
25 Abrams and Harpham, A Glossary of Literary Terms, p. 96. 
26 Abrams and Harpham, A Glossary of Literary Terms, p. 96. 
27 Amina Yaqin, ‘Mohsin Hamid in Conversation’, Wasafiri, vol. 23, no. 2 (2008): 44-49 (pp. 45-46). 
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In its direct address and its claustrophobic characterisation, this form often establishes 

a close partnership between character and reader. However, picking up on Hamid’s 

insight here that dramatic monologue may also generate ‘tension’ rather than an 

impression of intimacy, my analysis of the shape it takes in his novel will consider in 

particular issues of unreliability and ambiguity. In a further interpretive step, it will 

then be crucial to assess the geopolitical implications of these. 

The dramatic monologue in The Reluctant Fundamentalist takes place during 

an interaction between native and foreigner in which the native is in a stronger 

rhetorical (perhaps also material) position. This figuring of a dynamic in which the 

American abroad is in a weak situation is of course an inverted image of immigrants’ 

or minorities’ experience in the US post-9/11. While many immigrants to the United 

States are liable to identification simply by virtue of their skin colour, so Changez on 

his home soil of Pakistan easily categorises the American with whom he is speaking 

from aspects of his appearance and grooming. The man’s easy readability as a military 

figure says a good deal about the openness and the scale of the armed US presence in 

the region: 

 
How did I know you were American? No, not by the color of your skin; we 
have a range of complexions in this country. […] your hair, short-cropped, and 
your expansive chest – the chest, I would say, of a man who bench-presses 
regularly […] and maxes out well above two-twenty-five – are typical of a 
certain type of American; but then again, sportsmen and soldiers of all 
nationalities tend to look alike. Instead, it was your bearing that allowed me to 
identify you, and I do not mean that as an insult, for I see your face has 
hardened, but merely as an observation.28 
 

Although the novel is narrated exclusively in Changez’s first-person voice, his frequent 

assumptions or inferences about ‘you’, the unnamed American, license the reader to 

make his or her own judgements about both incidents and characters based on the 

                                                        
28 Hamid, The Reluctant Fundamentalist, pp. 1-2.   
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information given by the protagonist. Hamid expands in interview on the merits of 

using dramatic monologue as a way of producing an active reader: ‘There’s an 

invitation to you, the reader, to say well, what do you think is going on here? Is this just 

a conversation or is it something much more menacing? And if it is menacing, which 

of the two guys is menacing the other?’29 For example, Changez addresses his 

interlocutor using the pronoun ‘you’ and asks him questions; however, the reader gets 

the answers only from Changez, not from the addressee: ‘“You prefer that seat, with 

your back so close to the wall? Very well, although you will benefit less from the 

intermittent breeze, which, when it does blow, makes these warm afternoons more 

pleasant. And will you not remove your jacket? So formal! Now that is not typical of 

Americans, at least not in my experience.”’30 This technique, in addition to the open 

ending of the novel, poses significant interpretive challenges for readers (besides 

generating pleasures and rewards as we find unexpectedly in the domain of post-9/11 

fiction deployment of a form whose heyday was long ago, in Browning’s verse or in T. 

S. Eliot’s ‘The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock’ [1915]). To quote one of Hamid’s 

interviews again, this time at greater length:  

 
The Reluctant Fundamentalist is read differently by different readers, and so 
that’s why I think it’s a rich space. And because it is a lot for the reader to 
imagine, it seems to me that one of the interesting things a novel can do is to 
explore the way in which readers imagine – to reveal to the reader how they 
imagine, and to show through the imagining, to reflect it back to the reader 
what they believe, and what their predispositions are and what their 
presumptions are. So that is what I am trying to do in The Reluctant 
Fundamentalist, and that is why you do hear the different voices between 
Changez speaking and the frame of the novel, and that is how the novel 
operates both in a true realist frame and also in a not-real frame.31 

 

                                                        
29 Yaqin, ‘Mohsin Hamid in Conversation’, p. 46. 
30 Hamid, The Reluctant Fundamentalist, pp. 2-3.    
31 Singh, ‘Deconstructing Terror’, p. 156. 
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With regard to the significance of the multiplying of voices and frames that 

Hamid refers to here, we can acknowledge that The Reluctant Fundamentalist houses 

a variety of perspectives, since although Changez’s voice is its sole medium this also 

has its potential gaps or flaws through which we can construct rival ways of seeing. 

The form of dramatic monologue allows Changez, the Eastern figure, the strongest (in 

fact the monopolistic) voice, supplanting that of America which tends to be by far the 

loudest in most of post-9/11 culture; however, at the same time, his is a position opened 

up to our critical scrutiny. The sense of ambiguity that predominates in the novel 

encourages us to distrust monolithic constructions like ‘East’ and ‘West’ and to suspect 

or discern continuities rather than simple differences between these and their human 

representatives or embodiments. Who in this novel is the ‘terrorist’, for example, or the 

‘fundamentalist’?    

Comparing the texts of Hamid and Husain for a moment allows us to think 

about the capacities of fiction and autobiography, respectively, for exploring identical 

themes of radicalisation and the effects of the 9/11 attacks on Muslims living both in 

the West and in nations attacked by the US. Hamid can be seen in The Reluctant 

Fundamentalist to exploit the dialogical possibilities of the novel (paradoxical as this 

claim may seem, given his utilisation here of the form of dramatic monologue). This is 

because, rather than presenting the subject matter reliably from the point of view of one 

figure as tends to occur in the majority of autobiography (including Husain’s), he 

prompts the reader to question the authority of the personal narrative voice and to 

imagine alternative or supplementary perspectives. Peter Morey has commented on the 

political gain, as well as the formal interest, of Hamid’s approach to narrative:  

 
in employing the hoax confessional and dramatic monologue forms, the novel 
not only effectively parodies the cultural certainties encouraged by those ‘true 
confessions’ of former radicals, in destabilizing the reader’s identification 
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through hyperbole, strategic exoticization, allegorical layering and unreliable 
narration, but also defamiliarizes our relation to literary projects of national 
identification, forcing us to be the kind of deterritorialized reader demanded by 
the emerging category of world literature.32  
 

The sardonic note in this passage is rather overdone: Morey is perhaps rather too 

scathing in his description of the autobiographies of former Muslim radicals – including 

The Islamist, of course – as a category of ‘true confessions’ (bringing them close to 

pulp or degraded genres). In texts such as Husain’s, there is, after all, a good deal of 

narrative excitement (together with much material of interest to sociologists – and the 

security services – if not necessarily to the literary critic). Nevertheless, Morey’s point 

about the greater self-consciousness of Hamid’s novel, relative to the autobiographies 

of radicalisation from which it borrows a template only to stretch and fracture it, is 

well-made. While it would be contentious of course to fashion a binary schema 

whereby formally self-aware novels are always set against unself-conscious 

autobiographies, this distinction still holds good in a comparison specifically of The 

Reluctant Fundamentalist and The Islamist.   

Although Morey asks important questions about the status of Changez’s 

apparently authentic and authoritative testimony, he also emphasises how The 

Reluctant Fundamentalist works to extend the geographical range of the post-9/11 

novel. Deterritorialising the ramifications of the 9/11 attacks by giving a cross-border 

international viewpoint and going beyond the familiar emphasis on their personal and 

psychological effects upon Americans is what Hamid does in The Reluctant 

Fundamentalist, thus evading a criticism that throughout this thesis we have seen aimed 

at a good deal of post-9/11 fiction. Moving the setting from the usual dazzling 

skyscrapers, Hudson river and avenues of Manhattan to a small café in Lahore where a 

                                                        
32 Peter Morey, ‘“The Rules of the Game have Changed”: Mohsin Hamid’s The Reluctant 
Fundamentalist and Post-9/11 Fiction’, Journal of Postcolonial Writing, vol. 47, no. 2 (2011): 135-146 
(p. 136).  
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fundamentalist Muslim confesses his hatred of United States policy helps specifically 

to protect the text from the charge of domestication that we have seen Richard Gray, 

most trenchantly, put to many post-9/11 novels. Gray writes about what, for him, 

distinguishes The Reluctant Fundamentalist from its politically neutered competitors 

in this field: ‘This is a novel set in and about a liminal world, a proliferating chain of 

borders, where characters and cultures cross and recross the landscape, dissolving and 

reconfiguring what might once have seemed a series of static oppositions: past and 

present, Muslim and American, East and West.’33 Although Hamid succeeds in giving 

a vivid sense of the ramifications of these attacks upon an individual, migrant Muslim, 

the novel is intended nevertheless not simply or uncritically to ratify his position but, 

instead, to leave the reader with many unanswered geopolitical questions. As King 

says, succinctly: ‘it is an ambiguous story open to varied interpretations.’34 

Ambiguity is produced by the realisation that, while Changez is our only source 

of information and achieves a certain power and credibility as narrator because of his 

detailed knowledge of US politics and culture, there is still a possibility of detaching 

ourselves from his viewpoint. More than a possibility – the necessity, perhaps. Hamid 

supplies us with a cue to be wary readers, in fact, during a passage in which Changez 

recalls his time as a student at Princeton when he managed to keep some of his personal 

information hidden even from close friends. Jim uncovers this tactical self-concealment 

when he says (as reported, of course, by Changez, given the novel’s organisation as 

dramatic monologue): ‘“You’re polished, well-dressed. You have this sophisticated 

accent. Most people probably assume you’re rich.” […] “Do your friends here know,” 

he went on, “that your family couldn’t afford to send you to Princeton without a 

                                                        
33 Richard Gray, After the Fall: American Literature Since 9/11 (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2011), p. 
62.  
34 King, ‘The Image of the United States in Three Pakistani Novels’, p. 685.  
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scholarship?” […] “So they don’t know,” Jim said.’35 Such adroitness in covering over 

his disadvantaged social status suggests that Changez has a skill in self-presentation 

that should alert us to the need to read carefully his account of his past life and his 

portrait of the unnamed American.  

In analysing the novel, the terms ‘fundamentalist’ and ‘fundamentals’ are 

essential for us to consider for they are repeated frequently and seen to resonate with 

respect to both the American and Changez. It is true that many readers will simply infer 

that Changez is the eponymous fundamentalist, given that he openly advertises his 

radical dissent from American policies in his country. Complicating this assumption, 

however, he also asserts that he loves America and means the country no harm: ‘“I see 

I have alarmed you. Do not be frightened by my beard: I am a lover of America.”’36 

Equally challenging for any facile conclusion that fundamentalism is the property of 

Changez alone is our sense that the American – whom Changez concludes is a soldier 

on a mission – is someone absolutely dedicated to serve his country by performing 

without questions what he is asked to do. As a leading anti-American figure in Lahore, 

Changez has been alerted to the possibility that he is in imminent danger as a 

consequence of such activism; he confesses to the interlocutor that he has gone so far 

in his criticisms of US policy that the officials in his university have issued formal 

warnings against him due to his potentially radicalising effect on students: ‘“Such was 

its impact that I was warned by my comrades that America might react to my admittedly 

intemperate remarks by sending an emissary to intimidate me or worse.”’37 Being on 

alert for a long time against the possibility of assassination due to his fierce critique of 

his government’s craven submission to US capitalism and geopolitical manoeuvring, 

                                                        
35 Hamid, The Reluctant Fundamentalist, p. 9. 
36 Hamid, The Reluctant Fundamentalist, p. 1.    
37 Hamid, The Reluctant Fundamentalist, pp. 207-208.    
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Changez finds himself able to give the American advice on how to overcome this 

feeling of fear and doubt:  

 
I have been plagued by paranoia, by an intermittent sense that I am being 
observed. I even tried to vary my routines – the times I left for work, for 
example, and the streets I took – but I have come to realize that all this serves 
no purpose. I must meet my fate when it confronts me, and in the meantime I 
must conduct myself without panic.38  

 
Here, in an ironic reversal of the customary identities of terrorist and terrorised 

in post-9/11 culture, it appears that it is Changez, not the American, who is vulnerable 

and fearful of an attack that could come from anywhere. Although Changez glances at 

what looks like a gun readied for use under the interlocutor’s jacket, Hamid chooses, 

in the end, not to provide an explicit judgment as to who in the novel is the threat or 

the fundamentalist. King elaborates on the writer’s ‘ambiguating’ approach here: 

‘Hamid cleverly gives the novel a double perspective […] The narrator converses with 

an American who may or may not be a military man or secret agent on a mission. 

During the conclusion it is not clear what is happening, who might be assassinating 

whom; perhaps the narrator, who seems increasingly insane, is misrepresenting 

everything.’39 (Note in passing here King’s recognition that, for all its formal design as 

a monologue, the novel still fulfils a Bakhtinian model because of the other 

‘perspective’ that is opened up by virtue of the holes or instabilities in the narrator’s 

account.)  

In fact, the mutual distrust between Changez and the American might be taken 

to figure a climate of post-9/11 geopolitics marked by the Pakistanis’ suspicion of US 

intentions in their country on one side, and the American government’s suspicion of 

unreliability in their Pakistani allies on the other. In an article suggestively entitled 

                                                        
38 Hamid, The Reluctant Fundamentalist, p. 208.  
39 King, ‘The Image of the United States in Three Pakistani Novels’, p. 685. 
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‘Pakistan and U.S.: Allies without Trust’, Michael Georgy writes of his conversation 

with a Pakistani businesswoman: “‘All we ever got from the Americans is instability 

and violence,” she said, echoing what many Pakistanis believe is Washington's 

contribution to their country and region over three decades.’40 For someone who is not 

familiar with the long history of American involvement in Pakistan, it might seem 

paranoid on their part that Changez’s friends advise him to be aware that he might be 

assassinated because of his criticism of US policy in the region.41 However, the 

presence of the CIA in Pakistan for decades has acquainted the local population with 

the possible consequences for anyone who militantly challenges US economic and 

military aspiration. The possibility of Pakistani distrust was identified by the US 

government as a major concern post-9/11, given the importance of the involvement of 

Pakistan in the ‘War on Terror’. Despite assurances of good diplomatic relations offered 

by figures including President Obama – Obama said that ‘The Pakistani people must 

know America will remain a strong supporter of Pakistan’s security and prosperity long 

after the guns have fallen silent’42 – the historical state of tension between the Pakistani 

people and American government shadows Hamid’s portrayal of suspicious interaction 

between the two main characters in his novel.  

On the final page, Changez suggests a solution to the interlocutor which could 

ease the mutual distrust between Pakistanis and Americans: ‘“It seems an obvious thing 

to say, but you should not imagine that we Pakistanis are all potential terrorists, just as 

we should not imagine that you Americans are all undercover assassins.”’43 Although 

                                                        
40 Michael Georgy, ‘Pakistan and U.S.: Allies without Trust’, Reuters, 4 June 2012, 
www.reuters.com/article/us-pakistan-usa-idUSBRE85303J20120604 [accessed 12 August 2017].  
41 For further details on this historically enduring suspicion, see, for example, Georgy, ‘Pakistan and 
U.S.’ 
42 Barack Obama, ‘The Way Forward in Afghanistan and Pakistan’, Eisenhower Hall Theatre, United 
States Military Academy at West Point, New York, 1 December 2009, http://rci.rutgers.edu/~tripmcc/ 
phil/obama-the_way_forward.pdf [accessed 10 January 2018]. 
43 Hamid, The Reluctant Fundamentalist, pp. 208-209.    
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his assessments of the malignity of American policies might be regarded by both the 

American and Pakistani governments as offensive and seditious, Changez nevertheless 

sketches a way forward which is predicated upon mutual understanding and non-

violence. When the two characters part in front of the American’s hotel, Changez offers 

a handshake, but the American appears to suspect him and reaches inside his jacket, 

revealing a shiny metallic object that the reader may assume is a gun. However, 

Changez decides to trust the American in what happens to be the last sentence in the 

novel when he says of this gleam of metal: ‘“Given that you and I are now bound by a 

certain shared intimacy, I trust it is from the holder of your business cards.”’44 While 

this ending is undeniably shadowed by the possibility of menace, it also holds out the 

option of a future of mutual acceptance, both between Changez and the American and 

between the populations/states they represent. 

  There is throughout the novel the possibility of a doubled or mirrored 

relationship between the protagonist and his interlocutor, rather than a simply or 

schematically antithetical one. As has already been suggested, there is the implication 

that both characters are fundamentalists – however, on very different sides. While 

Changez used to be a business fundamentalist who assiduously promoted his US 

company’s values but then converted to become a religious radical, the American 

adopts the fundamentals of his country such as capitalist individualism, a sense of 

American patriotism, and an implacable commitment to defending his country against 

foreign threat. The conflict between the protagonist and his interlocutor might thus be 

viewed, diagrammatically, as a conflict between secularism and religion. It could also 

be seen as a relationship between coloniser and colonised, or West and East.  

                                                        
44 Hamid, The Reluctant Fundamentalist, p. 209.    
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Ingrida Žindžiuvienė says that the ‘nonlinear and fragmented plot and, 

sometimes, rambling discourse of 9/11 novels echo the fragmented flashbulb memories 

and emotions, and describe the present state of the country and the world, where binary 

thinking and estrangement still remain the major forces that determine social and cross-

cultural communication’.45 Some of the elements that Žindžiuvienė takes to be 

axiomatic of post-9/11 fiction are certainly recognisable in The Reluctant 

Fundamentalist. If the Easterner’s narration serves to redress the balance of geopolitical 

power in much post-9/11 culture, the novel’s non-linear and unstable quality, its sense 

of ironic reversal and crisscrossing between narrator and interlocutor, mean that we can 

also see a crisis in the ‘binary thinking’ referred to here. As a result, the text perhaps 

gives the reader grounds for modest optimism. Following once more Bakhtin’s model 

of what the novel does as a form, as against rival literary kinds, there is here the sense 

of a world still in the making rather than being already finished. For Bakhtin, the novel 

participates in ‘the zone of maximal contact with the present (with contemporary 

reality) in all its openendedness’ – and The Reluctant Fundamentalist surely exhibits 

such urgency.46 

In The Reluctant Fundamentalist, Changez, as a foreigner who is unable to cope 

with the highly securitised and less tolerant American society that emerges post-9/11, 

is able to make the choice to leave America to live in his birthplace where he feels more 

contented culturally. However, many American Muslims, born or settled in the US and 

lacking any obvious alternative location, have been required to endure in their country 

which now considers them to be a possible threat. In John Updike’s Terrorist, Ahmad 

Mulloy is a young Muslim who is strongly connected to his religion, in spite of its 

                                                        
45 Ingrida Eglė Žindžiuvienė, ‘Rambling Confessional Narrative in Mohsin Hamid's Novel The Reluctant 
Fundamentalist’, Procedia-Social and Behavioral Sciences, 158 (2014): 147-154 (p. 145).  
46 M. M. Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays, ed. Michael Holquist, trans. Michael 
Holquist and Caryl Emerson (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1981), p. 11. 
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proscriptions of many things engaged in by his non-Muslim peers. The resulting 

identity crisis and the potential impact that Islamic radicals may have upon 

impressionable, politically engaged young Muslims are the subjects of Updike’s novel, 

to which I turn now. 

  

4.3 Cultural exclusion and extremism in Terrorist  

I opened this chapter’s analysis of narratives of radicalisation by briefly considering an 

autobiographical text by a former radical. Husain’s memoir, The Islamist shows clearly 

the drastic impact of third-party influence on young Muslims, potentially reshaping 

their religious feelings to the extent that they become radicalised or even terrorists 

willing to kill others, thinking of this as something required by their faith. This theme 

was broached still earlier in the thesis, in fact, in Chapter Three’s consideration of Brick 

Lane, where Karim is powerfully affected by extremist views encountered on the 

radical websites he visits while using the computer in Nazneen’s house. In The Islamist, 

by contrast, Ed Husain is directly exposed to radical political Islam by his friend 

Faileek, leading him and also some of the people he works and socialises with to 

became potential terrorists. In The Reluctant Fundamentalist, also, third-party influence 

is manifested when Changez meets Juan Bautista, who raises his political consciousness 

by brutally describing him as a ‘janissary’ who at that point in the narrative is working 

with the enemy against his own people. Dismayed by this judgment, Changez leaves 

America and undergoes a self-directed course of political re-education. Updike’s 

Terrorist, in its account of radicalisation, presents us with the narrative of a teenager 

named Ahmad Mulloy who follows the teachings of his religion sincerely, only for this 

sincerity and innocence to be exploited by religious activists who have militant agendas. 

Updike takes us into the mentality and psychology of a disturbed young Muslim who 
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finds it difficult to live in a society that clashes drastically with his beliefs. As Mark 

Eaton writes, ‘Terrorist has important things to say about the pathways to religious 

extremism and violence that have continued to inspire young men like Ahmad, both in 

the United States and abroad.’47 

The US government’s ‘War on Terror’ post-9/11 has done, as we have seen, 

significant damage to the well-being of Muslims living in the US, whether as long-

standing residents or newly arrived immigrants. As Nadine Naber writes: ‘In the 

aftermath of 11 September 2001, the Bush administration’s “War on Terror” took on 

local form on the streets, subjecting persons whose bodies, names, dress, or other 

markers signified an Arab, Middle Eastern, or Muslim identity to increased threats of 

harassment, violence, and intimidation.’48 This persecution and ‘othering’ has, of 

course, generated active resistance as well as suffering on the part of those targeted. A 

narrative of resistance of this kind is central to The Reluctant Fundamentalist, where 

Changez withdraws from his secular and patriotic workmates and grows his beard as a 

sign of Muslim resilience. In a further step of active refusal of America, he leaves the 

United States entirely, notwithstanding his highly successful career there.49 In 

Terrorist, however, Updike takes us into the consciousness of a younger, still more 

vulnerable Muslim, who lacks the cultural and economic capital of a figure such as 

Changez and has, thereby, to engineer other kinds of dissent.    

Ahmad Ashmawy Mulloy is described by Updike as, like Changez, someone 

who withdraws from his peers in the Islamophobic disposition that takes hold of 

                                                        
47 Mark Eaton, ‘Beyond Belief: John Updike’s Terrorist’, in 9/11: Topics in Contemporary North 
American Literature, ed. Catherine Morley (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2016), pp. 105-123 (p. 
119). 
48 Nadine Naber, ‘The Rules of Forced Engagement: Race, Gender, and the Culture of Fear’, Cultural 
Dynamics, vol. 18, no. 3 (2006): 235-267 (p. 235).  
49 Naber includes exile among the consequences of such institutionalised Islamophobia, when she writes: 
‘In some of the most severe cases I learned of, such reactions included sleeping away from home or 
unexpectedly leaving the US to counter the real or imagined risk of violence, harassment, detention, 
deportation, humiliation, torture, or murder.’ ‘The Rules of Forced Engagement’, p. 256.  
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America in the wake of 9/11. However, as an Arab-American Muslim who does not 

know even where his Egyptian father is, he lacks Changez’s option to go elsewhere in 

order to escape a society he considers himself alienated from. Living in the utopically 

named (but actually unglamorous) industrial town of New Prospect in New Jersey, 

where the possibilities of socialising with people of his age who share his faith are 

limited – not to mention experiencing the increasing stigmatisation of both Arabs and 

Muslims – Ahmad develops an anti-social tendency, finding refuge initially not in 

human interactions but in verses of the Quran framed misleadingly by his militant imam 

as requiring the good Muslim to absent him- or herself from a decadent or corrupt 

society. In almost the only case when one of his classmates tries to get close to him, 

Ahmad finds himself confronting her boyfriend and being attacked both verbally, by 

racist insults, and physically:  

 
Tylenol Jones […] comes up to Ahmad in the hall. […] ‘Hey, Arab,’ he says. 
‘Hear you been dissing Joryleen.’ […] Reaching carefully, Tylenol takes the 
more slender boy's shoulder in his hand and digs his thumb into that sensitive 
place below the shoulder ball […] ‘Black Muslims I don’t diss, but you not 
black, you not anything but a poor shithead. You no raghead, you a shithead.’50  
 

What Naber, in her study of anti-Arab prejudice and Islamophobia, calls an 

‘“internment of the psyche”, an emotive form of internment’ is increasingly evident in 

Terrorist as Ahmad responds to incidents such as his confrontation with Tylenol by 

withdrawing into himself and nurturing an increasing contempt for the beliefs and 

practices of mainstream US society.51 He has, in this impulse of withdrawal and critique 

from the American contemporary, something of an ally in Updike himself. As well as 

unfolding the character of this young Muslim with some care in Terrorist itself, Updike 

has reflected upon such a figure in a number of interviews: saying, for example, ‘I think 

                                                        
50 John Updike, Terrorist (London: Penguin, 2007), pp. 15-16.  
51 Naber, ‘The Rules of Forced Engagement’, p. 236. 
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I felt I could understand the animosity and hatred which an Islamic believer would have 

for our system.’52  

I will return later in the chapter to the empathy felt towards this character by 

Updike, himself a man of religious commitment. For the moment, however, it is as 

well to scrutinise the more problematical aspects of his construction of Ahmad, 

beginning with what appears to be the application of a kind of racial profiling at the 

level of novelistic description. The young Muslim protagonist is not the only figure in 

the text to suffer from a tendency here to read off particular behavioural or cultural 

dispositions from stereotypical physical markers of racial and ethnic identities. Setting 

aside for a moment Ahmad and the text’s other Muslims, Yvonne Zipp asserts that, 

‘frankly, none of the characters in Terrorist exactly defy stereotype. There are two 

African-American teens: they work as a pimp and a hooker. Guidance counsellor Jack 

Levy, the lone Jewish character, is both cheap and guilt-ridden.’53 It is not to minimise 

the damaging cultural effect of the perpetuation of these African American and Jewish 

stereotypes, however, to identify as still more problematical Terrorist’s presentation 

of Ahmad and its connecting of biology straightforwardly with culture and politics – 

indeed with violence. As if the impersonal narrator were a hyper-vigilant police 

officer, Ahmad’s ultimate trajectory towards religious radicalisation and a willingness 

to commit violence in its cause can apparently be discerned in his skin colour itself: 

‘Why else,’ Mita Banerjee asks, ‘should the youthful terrorist’s olive skin color 

provide us with a clue to his psychology?’54  

                                                        
52 Charles McGrath, ‘In “Terrorist,” a Cautious Novelist Takes on a New Fear’, The New York Times, 31 
May 2006, www.nytimes.com/2006/05/31/books/31updi.html [accessed 3 October 2017].  
53 Yvonne Zipp, ‘Envisioning the Life of an American Suicide Bomber.’ The Christian Science Monitor, 
13 June 2006, www.csmonitor.com/2006/0613/p14s03-bogn.html [accessed 4 October 2017]. 
54 Mita Banerjee, ‘“Whiteness of a Different Color”? Racial Profiling in John Updike’s 
Terrorist’, Neohelicon, vol. 35, no. 2 (2008): 13-28 (p. 17).  
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This interest in – indeed obsession with – racial and ethnic markers might 

initially seem surprising, given that in the community of New Prospect whites are in 

the minority and it would appear that an idealised, multi-ethnic America can finally be 

realised. Disturbingly, however, Terrorist seems not so much to celebrate this utopian 

social configuration as, rather, to seek to reimpose older demarcations and hierarchies. 

Banerjee, for example, argues that, despite the novel’s ‘alleged sympathy for the brave 

new world of a multi-ethnic America […] the racial sympathies on which the narrative 

relies reveal this very detachment as false.’55 There are suggestive links between on 

the one hand the racially and culturally exclusionary work performed by Terrorist and 

on the other the critique that Inderpal Grewal has developed of post-9/11 models of 

America. It is important to attend in some detail to Grewal’s argument. She begins by 

noting the conceptual inconsistencies that have emerged in official US discourse 

following the September 11 attacks, with a durable, even shop-soiled language of 

‘freedom’ colliding with a new discourse of citizenly requirements or imperatives. As 

she summarises this contradiction: 

 
The Bush-Rumsfeld statements constructed a national identity through 
discourses of political freedoms and liberties, even as the Bush administration 
planned to restrict civil liberties in the ‘War against Terror’. […] The US 
nation-state and American nationalism have produced the term ‘American’ as 
a discursive regime in which terms such as ‘terrorism’, ‘good vs evil’, 
‘civilised vs barbaric’, have captured popular and state discourse.’56 
 

The regime of post-9/11 securitisation, of course, with its paranoid detecting apparatus 

and its overlaying of perceived otherness with suspicion, takes as its mission the 

identification and punishment of those deemed unfit to share in the benefits of America 

(as we saw, admittedly to milder effect, in Chapter Three’s discussion of Netherland). 

                                                        
55 Banerjee, ‘“Whiteness of a Different Color”’, p. 24.  
56 Inderpal Grewal, ‘Transnational America: Race, Gender and Citizenship after 9/11’, Social 
Identities, vol. 9, no. 4 (2003): 535-561 (p. 541) 
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Despite the traditional rhetoric of American openness and hospitality, then, certain 

cultural and racial populations are likely in the post-9/11 climate to experience 

exclusion. Grewal shows how Muslims – in particular, Muslim males – have been 

especially vulnerable to such exclusion, thereby disclosing limits drawn quite tightly 

around the American polity:  

 
 What then emerged was a racial formation of the Muslim male as terrorist, 
made barbaric by allegiance to religion and thus as different from the civilised 
cosmopolitan or westerner who could overcome religious allegiances by 
allegiance to or sympathy for a secular American nation. Thus, within the racial 
hierarchies of the US, another racial formation was created that produced a new 
Other (albeit from an old history) that could produce ‘Americans’ through their 
solidarity with those who died or suffered in the attacks and through their 
difference from the ‘terrorists’. […] Within the territorial boundaries of the US, 
to look ‘Muslim’ or ‘Middle-Eastern’ was not a sign of cosmopolitanism, but 
became instead American nationalism’s new racial Other.57 
 
Despite the helpfulness of Grewal’s critique of post-9/11 America in 

permitting us to identify the racial and cultural blind spots of Terrorist, it should be 

acknowledged that things in Updike’s novel are at times more complex or ambiguous 

than such a discussion might allow. Grewal speaks above about the fashioning of a 

version of America in the name of secular orthodoxy, according to which ‘allegiance 

to religion’ would be a sign of pathology or the ‘barbaric’. It is at this point, however, 

that we should turn to consider in detail the novel’s presentation of Ahmad’s religious 

sensibility and practice. True, there are moments when the text identifies how his form 

of Muslim observance might conduce him towards a troubling isolation and ascetism 

(the ascetic always representing a potential difficulty for Updike, given the sensory 

abundance and exuberance – the extravagance – of his lyrical prose style itself): so, 

for instance, ‘His religion keeps him from drugs and vice, though it also holds him 

                                                        
57 Grewal, ‘Transnational America’, pp. 545-546. 
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rather aloof from his classmates and the studies on the curriculum.’58 Under the 

increasing influence of his religious mentor, Ahmad is also inclined to focalise almost 

everything in his godless environment in phobic terms. Here, for example, is his 

developing impressions of his schoolmates: ‘Ahmad has been warned by Shaikh 

Rashid, and he can see for himself that the high school and the world beyond it are full 

of nuzzling, blind animals in a herd bumping against one another, looking for a scent 

that will comfort them.’59 The unflattering animal imagery in this moment of Ahmad’s 

focalisation is immediately troubling, given how recourse to such tropes has long 

played a role in the ‘othering’ and, ultimately, often the destruction of population 

groups viewed as without worth.  

Simply to identify and critique the aloofness and puritanism of Ahmad’s 

sensibility here, however, would be to assume that Terrorist is quite straightforwardly 

on the side of the secular. But things may be more complicated than this, with religious 

observance understood in the novel to be operating in more complex or various ways 

than as a symptom of barbarism only. A number of critics have pointed to the 

attractive, as well as abrasive, elements of Ahmad’s religious consciousness – 

elements to which the novel’s character-focalisation gives us generous access. Pamela 

Mansutti represents this strand of interpretation when she writes: ‘Ahmad’s self-

sacrifice to the Islamic cause represents a kind of innocent and seductive experience 

for the reader, who romanticizes and exoticizes the boy’s unwavering religious zeal as 

something alien and lost at the same time.’60 If this claim is in some respects suspect 

                                                        
58 Updike, Terrorist, p. 8.  
59 Updike, Terrorist, p. 10. Cf., in a very early passage, Ahmad’s abjection of a whole range of academic 
disciplines on his school curriculum: ‘The teachers, weak Christians and nonobservant Jews, make a 
show of teaching virtue and righteous self-restraint, but their shifty eyes and hollow voices betray their 
lack of belief. They are paid to instill virtue and democratic values by the state government down in 
Trenton, and that Satanic government farther down, in Washington, but the values they believe in are 
Godless: biology and chemistry and physics’ (pp. 3-4). 
60 Pamela Mansutti, ‘Ethno-religious Identities and Cosmopolitan Echoes in John Updike’s Terrorist 
(2006) and Joseph O’Neill’s Netherland (2008)’, Altre Modernità, (2011): 105-123 (p. 109). 
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– it is, after all, scarcely more progressive to ‘exoticise’ Ahmad’s religious 

commitment than to demonise it – Mansutti means nevertheless to contest any 

simplified reading of the novel as one whose preferred values are rooted in secularism. 

Or, as Ahmad himself puts it in a moment of affecting focalisation of his situation: ‘I 

am a good Muslim in a world that mocks faith.’61  

It is at this point that we should consider at some length the shaping effect on 

Terrorist of Updike’s own professions of religious faith. Several observations that 

Updike has made in interviews on this topic might be introduced before we turn back 

to the novel itself. Thus, in one discussion with Jeff Campbell, he differentiated himself 

from the secularly inclined majority of US writers of his period by saying: ‘I think 

Christianity is the only world-frame that I’ve been exposed to that I can actually look 

through.’62 And, on another occasion: ‘I was raised, without terrific ardour, as a 

Lutheran, and I’ve retained a grip on religion through several changes of denomination 

since. To me it is part of being human, and my own life would be the poorer if I believed 

nothing, or nothing of religious content.’63 From this perspective, Ahmad’s faith comes 

to look less like a dangerous deviation from the American ideal and more like a 

nostalgic recuperation of a mode of thinking and being that, regrettably in Updike’s 

view, has been lost from the United States with the normalisation of a secular, 

acquisitive outlook. Support for interpretation of Terrorist along these lines comes 

from Mansutti. I quote her essay again here, this time at length – though, as we shall 

see shortly, the degree of detail is necessary on this occasion not only to identify her 

argument’s strengths but also to highlight a significant lacuna: 

                                                        
61 Updike, Terrorist, p. 69. 
62 James Plath (ed.), Conversations with John Updike (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 1994), 
pp. 93-94. 
63 J. R. Benjamin, ‘A Part of Being Human: John Updike Explains His Christianity’, interview, In-Depth, 
C-SPAN, 18 April 2014, www.jrbenjamin.com/2014/04/18/a-part-of-being-human-john-updike-
explains-his-christianity/ [accessed 18 October 2017].  
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Through the character of Ahmad, Updike wants to show that Islam is not only 
a religion but a practical way of life, a lived credo that ultimately does not 
distinguish between private belief and public agency. This credo is juxtaposed 
with the apathy and superficiality of Western society, which is made up by 
people who have no control over their lives and mostly carry on in a moral 
vacuum. […] In making Ahmad’s fundamentalism admirable for being so pure 
amidst the pathetic cultural surroundings – until the imam and his terroristic 
network drive his belief to violence – Updike implicitly reinforces the novel’s 
underlying assumption about the US dearth of public commitment and 
subservience to the material religion of capitalism.64 
 

Viewed in this way, then, Ahmad’s religious observance may still disqualify him and 

his fellow committed Muslims from entry into the version of America officially 

promulgated in the wake of 9/11, but it serves now to lay bare and critique the (secular 

materialist) limits of this particular configuration.  

 There are, however, significant weaknesses in such a critical assessment of 

Terrorist. If the novel is indeed more polysemic and ambiguous than characterisation 

of it as a straightforward instance of Islamophobic discourse would suggest – though it 

certainly houses a number of Islamophobic tropes – it is nevertheless misleading to 

argue as Mansutti does that, narratively or perspectivally, it is aligned with Ahmad and 

the radicals sharing his faith.65 Two problems, at least, may be highlighted in this line 

of interpretation. First is that Mansutti’s reference above to Islam’s ‘public agency’ (as 

well as its status as ‘private belief’) already begins to differentiate the presentation of 

religion in Terrorist from Updike’s own remarks on faith. Recall from earlier his 

approving discussion about being raised in the Lutheran church ‘without terrific 

ardour’. Though certainly not unaware of possible objections that such a faith is one 

that is socially or publicly inert, and is indulged in with little more measurable effect 

on the world than many a private hobby, Updike nevertheless values religion in this 

                                                        
64 Mansutti, ‘Ethno-religious Identities and Cosmopolitan Echoes’, p. 110.  
65 For consideration of Islamophobic tropes in the novel, see, for example, Peter C. Herman, ‘Terrorism 
and the Critique of American Culture: John Updike’s Terrorist’, Modern Philology, vol. 112, no. 4 
(2015): 691-712. 
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mode or key precisely for its lack of collision with the beliefs and practices of others in 

America, including those of other faiths as well as none. It is a privatised sort of faith 

that he recalls and valorises from his own experience. Little attention to Terrorist is 

needed to find instances where Ahmad’s religion bursts the bounds of such private 

observance and becomes abrasive and agonistic in relation to other belief-systems 

(rather than circulating with them in a kind of ideal marketplace of American beliefs). 

So, for example, when Joryleen invites Ahmad to come along to her church to hear her 

singing in the choir, Ahmad replies tersely that he is belongs to another faith, and when 

she reports this to her boyfriend who accuses Ahmad of showing a lack of respect 

towards her religion, the latter says brutally: ‘“Her religion is the wrong one.”’66 

Something similar, perhaps, might be said of Ahmad’s version of Islam as it is 

recounted in Terrorist. From this perspective, it is not so much his practice as a Muslim 

that is at issue so much as his refusal, in his religious observance, to differentiate 

between private and public domains in the expression of this faith – a critique that, 

potentially at least, might also apply to various of America’s fundamentalist Christian 

sects.67   

A second problem with the kind of assessment of Terrorist represented by 

Mansutti above is that it is assembled largely by attending to Ahmad’s perspective, and 

it thereby neglects the range of other visions and voices enfolded into the novel. Given 

what I have just indicated about Updike’s liberal sense of a multiplicity of forms of 

faith, this inattentiveness to other perspectives in Terrorist is clearly a weakness in 

                                                        
66 Updike, Terrorist, p. 15. 
67 Updike’s low-key yet affirming sense of faith, as expressed openly in his interviews and non-fiction 
and more obliquely in his novels and short stories, seems to exhibit the ‘healthy-mindedness’ that for 
William James is a distinctive attribute of religion in America. Ahmad, by contrast, conflating public and 
private realms and for a time intent on pursuing and destroying enemies of his faith, would fail the 
‘healthy-mindedness’ test. See Lectures IV and V, passim, in James, The Varieties of Religious 
Experience, ed. Martin E. Marty (1902; New York: Penguin, 1982).    
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interpretation. Like the majority of texts considered in this thesis, even including The 

Reluctant Fundamentalist which appears singular in voice but actually gestures 

towards alternatives in the gaps and ambiguities that are revealed in its formal mode of 

dramatic monologue, Updike’s novel is properly dialogical. Formally, this can be 

detected in the way in which Ahmad’s character focalisation is not monopolistic in its 

power (as was the case with Perowne in Saturday), but is situated at times within an 

impersonal narrative mode that denies it privilege and is liable to incorporate other 

perspectives. To give an example of this slide or shift in focalisation from very early in 

the novel: Ahmad starts by reflecting on his fellow high school students, with the reader 

offered access to an intimate stream of consciousness: ‘These devils seek to take away 

my God. All day long, at Central High School, girls sway and sneer and expose their 

soft bodies and alluring hair. Their bare bellies, adorned with shining navel studs and 

low-down purple tattoos, ask, What else is there to see?’68 Just a page or so later, 

however, the narrative opens up, with Ahmad now seen by the text, as well as doing a 

lot of the seeing, and with his stance or position relativised rather than seemingly 

absolute in its authority: ‘Ahmad is eighteen. This is early April; again green sneaks, 

seed by seed, into the drab city’s earthy crevices. He looks down from his new height 

and thinks that to the insects unseen in the grass he would be, if they had a 

consciousness like his, God.’69 Such a moment, in which Ahmad tries on for himself 

the authoritative position of the ultimate divinity, hardly seems one calculated to solicit 

our sympathy or identification; it certainly doesn’t radiate that sense of health, well-

being and optimism that William James emphasises is definitive of American religious 

experience (as against more austere practices elsewhere). 

                                                        
68 Updike, Terrorist, p. 3. 
69 Updike, Terrorist, pp. 4-5. 
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Although the focalisation of Ahmad is clearly vital to the novel, there are other 

important characters whose viewpoints should also be considered. Key here is Jack 

Levy, Ahmad’s school counsellor and a non-practising Jew in his sixties. Where 

Ahmad represents youth, purity, enthusiasm and unquestionable religious belief, Jack 

speaks for almost diagrammatically opposite values of experience, tolerance and 

scepticism – while acknowledging that his own narrative is by this point entropic: ‘Now 

Jack Levy's sole remaining task is to die and thus contribute a little space, a little 

breathing room, to this overburdened planet.’70 As a good American citizen, however, 

committed to pluralism rather than purity, it is Jack who intercepts Ahmad’s mission 

to plant a bomb in the Lincoln Tunnel, a proposed course of action which would 

inevitably result in the deaths of many innocent people. While Levy, as noted, has 

abandoned his observance of the Jewish faith, there are affinities between his reasons 

for intervention here, so as to leave the world unaltered or unmodified by a zealous 

individual, and the fundamental precept of Lutheranism that Updike speaks of 

acquiring and setting his life by from the years of childhood and adolescence onwards. 

As Updike says: ‘It is consoling to think that if not every detail is the will of God, there 

is a kind of will bigger than your own. You can’t change everything. You have to accept 

the world as it is.’71 The implied or proleptic rebuke here to a character such as Ahmad 

is clear to see: in Terrorist, at least during the phase of his most dangerous 

radicalisation, Ahmad is precisely unable to embrace a form of religion which is 

accepting of ‘the world as it is’.72  

                                                        
70 Updike, Terrorist, p. 11. 
71 Benedicta Cipolla, ‘John Updike, 1932-2009’, Religion and Ethics News Weekly, PBS, 30 January 
2009, www.pbs.org/wnet/religionandethics/2009/01/30/january-27-2009-john-updike-1932-2009/2078/ 
[accessed 30 October 2017].   
72 It is thus putting it mildly to say, as Eaton does, that ‘The contrast between Jack Levy and Ahmad 
Mulloy highlights different ways that people try to reconcile their personal beliefs with the fact of 
religious diversity.’ ‘Beyond Belief’, p. 110. 
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 While there is no need to multiply instances of other significant voicing and 

seeing in Terrorist, mention might briefly be made of one more character, Charlie 

Chehab. To an extent, at least, Chehab challenges that simple correlation of ethnic type 

and behavioural disposition remarked on earlier, for, despite his origins in the Middle 

East, he actually represents the US government as an undercover CIA agent. He is the 

figure who introduces Ahmad directly to the world of terrorism, as he spends hours 

with him in the furniture delivery truck and persuades him to confess the radical views 

about America which eventually make him willing to execute a terrorist mission. As 

Mansutti summarises: ‘During their delivery trips throughout New Jersey, Charlie tests 

Ahmad’s profound religious convictions through long rants about America’s lack of 

faith, media addiction and imperialist military philosophy – all this in view of luring 

him into the mindset of the holy warrior against Western beliefs.’73 Forcefully, in these 

exchanges, Chehab replicates the rhetoric of radical Islamic critique of the United 

States (and of the West more generally):  

 
‘In America, nothing is free, everything is a fight. There is no nmmak, no 
shari’a. Let the young man here tell you, he’s just out of high school. Everything 
is war, right? Look at America abroad – war. They forced a country of Jews into 
Palestine, right into the throat of the Middle East, and now they’ve forced their 
way into Iraq, to make it a little U.S. and have the oil.’74  
 

The interest for us here is that these words are offered ironically, seemingly sincere yet 

floating free from Chehab’s own beliefs. It is another useful reminder of the complexity 

of voice, and by extension of culture and politics too, in Terrorist: not only will voices 

be multiplied in the novel, but what they say may at times be frankly performative 

rather than in the simpler service of uttering a truth felt by their possessors.      
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In conclusion, we might seek to draw out some of the political significance of 

narrative design in Terrorist. Rather like the breaking-down of dramatic monologue in 

The Reluctant Fundamentalist so as to allow sight – if not hearing – of other 

perspectives, thereby complicating any simplified model of post-9/11 politics, so in 

Updike’s novel there are political rather than merely formal implications in that shift 

whereby Ahmad’s focalisation has to enter into competition not only with the 

focalisation of others but with the impersonal narrator itself. In an interesting essay, 

Paul Dawson has identified a contemporary novelistic mode he calls ‘maximalist 

fiction’ and – as a closing thought – we can consider Terrorist’s narrative shifts and 

expansions in the context of this model: 

 
Maximalist fiction need not necessarily be omniscient in narration, but the 
scope and narrative freedom of omniscience certainly lends itself to an 
expansive exploration of social relations, and the garrulousness of narrative 
voice which maximalism encourages is a means of competing with the 
dynamism of other discourses in the marketplace of opinion and 
entertainment.75 
 

From one point of view, of course, ‘maximalist’ seems a critical adjective poorly suited 

to a relatively small-scale fiction such as Terrorist; with regard to the canon of post-

9/11 novels, it appears to capture more effectively instead a labyrinthine work like 

Thomas Pynchon’s Bleeding Edge. Nevertheless, Dawson’s phrasing here may still be 

insightful for a reading of Terrorist. It is suggestive that he refers specifically to the 

usefulness of such a narrative mode for a fictional project which is given over to 

uncovering ‘an expansive exploration of social relations’. This is so, of course, because 

singular viewpoints monopolising attention and speaking for a monolithic, often 

authoritarian worldview can thereby be depleted of at least some of their force. One 

                                                        
75 Paul Dawson, ‘The Return of Omniscience in Contemporary Fiction’, Narrative, vol. 17, no. 2 (2009): 
143-161 (pp. 156-157).  
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cost, of course, is to relativise or to subject to ironic play all points of view, including 

those ethical and political beliefs a reader or a culture might hold dear. On the whole, 

however, fiction in this vein is valuable for resisting those aggrandising or imperialistic 

or totalitarian visions which have emerged dangerously in the post-9/11 era, embodied 

as often, of course, by US (and Western) government agencies as by those individuals 

or groupings that are officially labelled as ‘terrorist’.  
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Conclusion 

 

The effects of the September 11th attacks on the United States are, unsurprisingly, still 

playing themselves out. As the most cataclysmic set of events of this century to date – 

albeit events not unprecedented, as victims of numerous other violent interventions 

across the globe would testify – they are not only remembered on their anniversary each 

year, but they continue to resonate across realms and registers that extend from political 

discourse to psychological symptom, or from cultural production to bureaucratic 

system. At the level of immigration policy and travel planning, for example, many 

nations in the wake of 9/11 have made the movement across frontiers of peoples – some 

peoples, at least – much more burdensome, or even impossible. There has been a drastic 

escalation in homeland scrutiny, too, with citizens of the United States, the United 

Kingdom and indeed many other countries increasingly likely to be stopped, 

investigated or even detained on various grounds by agencies of law and order (again, 

of course, it should be acknowledged that not all citizens are equally vulnerable here, 

with significant differentiation of ‘suspects’ occurring according to criteria of nation, 

race, ethnicity, religion and so on). The result, however, has not been a notable decline 

in terrorist activity against Western powers (or their global allies). Since 9/11, new 

terrorist organisations, notably Islamic State or ISIS, have emerged in different parts of 

the world. Without hyperbole, and again without wanting to separate out the events of 

September 11th from much bigger geopolitical strands, 9/11 can be said to have 

significantly shaped the world we now live in.  

In the United States itself, the ongoing (and indeed proliferating) cultural 

production around 9/11, together with 9/11’s continuous appearances in US political 

discourse and policy-making, indicates that the nation is still working through the 
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events and reckoning with their implications and their consequences. The events do not 

circulate simply in some exterior realm of political debate or literary discourse or filmic 

representation, however, but continue to be lived on the bodies and in the minds of 

Americans. Dana Rose Garfin, for example, has shown in a summary of clinical studies 

to date that, even fifteen years and more after the attacks, they are still affecting the 

lives of many Americans who remember them in the form of Post-traumatic Stress 

Disorder.1 And, indeed, also affecting those too young to remember them: Garfin’s 

survey includes mention of children who did not live through the experience of 9/11, 

but now, in a form of repetition compulsion, are undergoing something of the same 

socio-psychological complexes and crises as their elders. While she does find some 

evidence of resilience in the subjects she has studied, the sheer scale of casualties and 

the frequency of iteration of symptoms suggest that 9/11 will not be ‘controlled’ or 

‘contained’ soon, but, rather, will continue for a significant period to generate a 

proliferating discourse.  

 The forms taken by that discourse, and their political and cultural values, will 

of course differ markedly. Since the 9/11 attacks in 2001, it has seemingly been required 

of successive US presidents to give greater importance in their speeches and policies to 

domestic security, and to emphasise the worth of patriotism and good citizenship in the 

face of ever-threatening enemies. Even in this context of mandatory security discourse, 

however, President Donald Trump, elected in 2017 (no fewer than sixteen years after 

the attacks), has significantly raised the rhetorical (as well as the missile) level. Thus, 

only a few days into his period in office in January 2017, Trump signed into law a 

document which banned the citizens of several Muslim-majority countries from 

                                                        
1 Dana Rose Garfin, ‘How the Pain of 9/11 Still Stays with a Generation’, The Conversation, 9 September 
2016, https://theconversation.com/how-the-pain-of-9-11-still-stays-with-a-generation-64725 [accessed 
20 September 2018].  
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entering the United States (with this prohibition even extending to people who had been 

born in America and were in legal possession of permanent green cards). As he 

explained his decision: ‘Making America safe is my number one priority. We will not 

admit those into our country we cannot safely vet.’2 Issued as a direct, if delayed 

consequence of the 9/11 attacks, the travel ban clearly demonises a particular religious 

and cultural group, while leaving other (privileged) communities unscrutinised. Trump 

has, in fact, a longer history of anti-Islamic saying and doing, as in another interview 

when he described US Muslims as not satisfactorily assimilated to American society 

and culture.3 While the Muslim travel ban has been criticised in many quarters, and has 

been challenged in numerous US courts (a legal struggle on many fronts which is still 

ongoing), the very fact that it was issued suggests the ongoing potency of a post-9/11 

strain of paranoia, demonisation and othering. Unsurprisingly, as Aaron Williams 

reports, racial and religious hate crimes recorded by the FBI have increased in the time 

of Trump.4 Trump may be said, in fact, to stand for what Robert Malley and Jon Finer 

have described as a culture of militarised reaction that has been elaborated and refined 

in the period following the September 11th attacks.5  

                                                        
2 ‘Trump’s US Travel Ban: What’s the Full Story?’, BBC, 6 December 2017, www.bbc.co.uk/newsrou 
nd/38794001 [accessed 23 September 2018].  
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2017, https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/donald-trump-lies-about-muslims_us_5a2db9c1e4b0a290 
f051c193 [accessed 23 September 2018].  
4 Aaron Williams, ‘Hate Crimes Rose the Day after Trump was Elected, FBI Data Show’, The 
Washington Post, 23 March 2017, www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-nation/wp/2018/03/23/hate-
crimes-rose-the-day-after-trump-was-elected-fbi-data-show/?utm_term=.5f3fee779e7d [accessed 23 
September 2018].  
5 Though Malley and Finer have acerbic things to say about the parts played by Presidents George W. 
Bush and Barack Obama in the consolidation of the securitised US state, they reserve particular ire for 
Donald Trump: ‘In office, Trump has escalated counterterrorism operations around the world, 
significantly loosened the rules of engagement, and continued to play up the terrorist threat with alarmist 
rhetoric.’ Robert Malley and Jon Finer, ‘The Long Shadow of 9/11: How Counterterrorism Warps U.S. 
Foreign Policy’, The Council on Foreign Relations, 1 July 2018 www.cfr.org/article/long-shadow-911-
how-counterterrorism-warps-us-foreign-policy [accessed 24 September 2018].  
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 In this thesis, I have selected eight post-9/11 novels, written between 2003 and 

2008, to try to examine how fiction from both sides of the Atlantic has responded to the 

attacks. The novels I chose have allowed me to trace something of the thematic range 

of post-9/11 writing, with emphases upon, respectively, the mapping of trauma in the 

immediate aftermath of the events; the representation of how this crisis has affected 

those traditionally endowed with racial and cultural power in both the United States and 

the United Kingdom; the exploration of subaltern perspectives on 9/11 and its 

aftermath, generated from a number of minority racial or cultural positions; and the 

representation of ‘the terrorist’, that figure who has loomed terrifyingly in the post-9/11 

imaginary on both sides of the Atlantic. These novels, it must be emphasised, are not 

immune from the conservative political formations and tendencies identified just above 

(and in my Introduction). I have shown, for example, how Terrorist engages in forms 

of Islamophobia and racial profiling even as it offers a detailed portrait of a troubled 

young Muslim, to whose consciousness the reader is given sustained and generous 

access. While often resisting the criticism, I have identified also how many post-9/11 

novels have been suspected by readers such as Richard Gray to be reprocessing (or 

banalising)  geopolitical crisis as suburban emotional drama, thereby failing to take the 

measure of the profound questions about global power, violence, justice, fairness and 

so on that were posed by the events of September 11th. Nevertheless, I hope that, 

without at all idealising the novels I have studied, I have brought out their positive and 

productive responses to debate over the meanings of 9/11 and that, moreover, I have 

done so by close attention to how these are achieved by various formal and stylistic 

strategies. The novels’ investment in polyphonic narratives, for examples, has enabled 

them to ‘complexify’ post-9/11 culture in ways that take us far beyond the simplified 

moral polarities and the cartoonish casts of heroes and villains proffered by the 
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‘emergency discourse’ of a Donald Trump. And even where we have encountered 

seemingly authoritarian voices in these novels, as in The Reluctant Fundamentalist, the 

form has actually proved on close inspection to be much more yielding, continuing to 

alert us to a plurality of voices rather than to the presence of an overbearing, oppressive 

vision. It is important of course not to overstate the power of literature in general in our 

contemporary multi-media, multi-platform environment. More specifically, it is vital 

not to make excessive claims for the cultural and political efficacy of the novel form 

itself (a temptation that, as we saw in Chapter Two, is not entirely resisted by Ian 

McEwan in Saturday). Even so, however, it is possible to claim that these (and other) 

literary fictions are serious interventions into the public sphere that continue to be 

culturally and politically valuable despite the decade that has now passed since the 

publication of the latest of them.  

It remains to be seen, of course, how responses to 9/11 will continue to develop 

in literary fiction (and, indeed, in other artistic forms). In ‘mainstream’ post-9/11 

discourse, as produced in particular by politicians and media commentators, certain 

genres, forms and styles tend to dominate, with these ranging from quite formulaic and 

sentimental elegy to bellicose revenge narrative. By contrast, post-9/11 fiction – and 

again without idealising its work – has been interested at least to an extent in formal 

experimentation. Just from the sample of novels discussed in this thesis, consider 

McEwan’s use of fixed character focalisation as against the conspicuously polyphonic 

design of The Emperor’s Children, or the dramatic monologue of The Reluctant 

Fundamentalist juxtaposed with the rather different personal narrative that structures 

Netherland.  

In matters of genre, however, the post-9/11 novel has perhaps been more 

constrained or unadventurous. Certainly, there is some generic variation in the texts that 
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have been studied here: Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close, say, ranges even within 

itself from Salinger-style Bildungsroman to traumatic memoir to fantasy (and to other 

places besides), while The Reluctant Fundamentalist makes complex and ironic use of 

the recently emerged sub-genre of the ‘terrorist autobiography’. For the most part, 

however, post-9/11 fiction has placed itself within broadly realist bounds. This kind of 

writing has continued to appear, indeed to predominate, in the period since the latest 

novel I discuss was published. Richard Jackson’s Confessions of a Terrorist (2014), for 

instance, embroiders upon the novel by Hamid which I have analysed here, centring 

again on the question of who is actually the terrorist. Perhaps, however, this realist 

template will be modified in decades to come (reflecting a feeling that the impulse of 

mourning that may once have solicited a realist approach, almost as a mark of respect, 

has now played itself out)? A text already in alternative generic mode, briefly glanced 

at in my Introduction, is Thomas Pynchon’s Bleeding Edge (2013), marked by 

incursions into – among other things – cyberpunk and conspiracy narrative, as well as 

daring the types of comedy generally favoured by this novelist. Another relatively 

recent novel that has deviated from an authorised post-9/11 realism is The Mirage 

(2012), by Matt Ruff, which reverses the geopolitical trajectory of the 9/11 attacks, 

orienting itself around a plot that on 11 September, 2001 sees a group of Christian 

fundamentalists hijack four airliners and fly two of them into the Tigris and Euphrates 

World Trade Towers in Baghdad, and a third into the Saudi Defence Ministry in Riyadh 

(the fourth plane, which it is believed is destined for Mecca, is downed by the concerted 

actions of its passengers). In Ruff’s somewhat formulaic, step-by-step counter-history, 

Islamic countries then take military action, targeting centres of Christian terrorism in 

Western countries. Saddam Hussein and Osama bin Laden, major figures in modern 

Western demonology, are rehabilitated here as heroes.  
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Reducing the possibilities available in the field of speculative fiction simply to 

a programmatic reversal of what has already happened (rather than conjuring up more 

fantastical alternatives), The Mirage is perhaps not the strongest advertisement for the 

power and productivity of non-realist responses to 9/11. Ruff’s novel figures 

conspicuously, in fact, among a number of texts that the US practitioner and scholar of 

SF Haris Durrani has taken to signify the ‘failure’ to date of post-9/11 

science/speculative fiction. This text’s particular weakness, for Durrani, is its 

performing of a ‘paradigm shift from culture and politics to religion and extremism’, 

with the resulting emphasis on religion serving unfortunately to deflect the reader’s 

attention from ‘the political influences which generated the state of Middle East politics 

today’.6 More generally, Durrani finds post-9/11 speculative fiction so far simply 

echoing ‘American fears of the Muslim Other, capitalizing on American anxieties’ – 

rather than imagining more benign global configurations to come.7 Nevertheless, novels 

of the type represented by The Mirage represent perhaps the first, inevitably somewhat 

hobbled attempts to extend beyond realism the generic repertoires open to fiction that 

engages the events of September 11 and their aftermath.8 It remains to be seen, of 

course, what sort of novel-writing will follow in their wake. I hope in my ongoing 

research to continue to chart developments in post-9/11 fiction, sustaining, as I have 

                                                        
6 Haris A. Durrani, ‘The Failure of Post-9/11 Science Fiction’, The New York Review of Science Fiction, 
vol. 24, no. 289 (2012): 8-11 (pp. 9, 8). 
7 Durrani, ‘The Failure of Post-9/11 Science Fiction’, p. 10. 
8 There may, at least in time, be parallels here with developments in modes of writing about an earlier 
(and infinitely more devastating) trauma: namely, African American slavery. By comparison with the 
(strategically) formulaic autobiography of the escaped chattel slave in the nineteenth century – a kind of 
non-fiction which synthesised autobiography, sentimental discourse, and reportage of varying degrees of 
realist detail – authors of neo-slave narrative near to and in our own moment have been very adventurous 
generically. They have ventured (respectfully) beyond their literary forebears in the hope that generic 
experimentation will be newly illuminating of the experience of slavery. As Valerie Smith summarises 
this variety: neo-slave narratives ‘approach the institution of slavery from a myriad perspectives and 
embrace a variety of styles of writing: from realist novels grounded in historical research to speculative 
fiction, postmodern experiments, satire, and works that combine these diverse modes’. ‘Neo-slave 
narratives’, in The Cambridge Companion to the African American Slave Narrative, ed. Audrey Fisch 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), pp. 168-186 (p. 168).   
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attempted to do in this thesis, an engagement both with matters of formal narrative 

design and with their complex political implications and resonances. 
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